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ABSTRACT

The nature of motions .in intense magnetic fields is in

vestigated, . For a flux tube in a uniform atmosphere a dis

persion relation is derived for the modes of vibration and 

analytic approximations are obtained for a slender tube. In 

a stratified atmosphere an expansion procedure is used to 

derive an equation for the vertical velocity perturbation.

The behaviour of motions within the flux tube is shown to

depend upon a transition frequency such that vertically

propagating waves are possible only for frequencies greater

than v

Also, the nature of convective instability in a slender 

magnetic flux tube is explored. A sufficient condition for 

stability is derived for the case of an arbitrary temperature 

profile in the external medium. For a tube of infinite depth, 

with a uniform.temperature gradient inside the tube equal to 

that in the exterior’, a necessary and sufficient condition for 

convective stability to occur inside the tube is derived. Under 

the assumptions of the model, intense flux tubes are convectively 

stable if sufficiently shallow (with depths 1 - 2 x 10" km or loss) 

Tubes that extend deeper into the convection zone are potentially 

(convectively) unstable, but may be stabilised for sufficiently 

strong magnetic fields.

Radiative damping of waves is important in the upper photo

sphere and the effect of radiative relaxation on the propagation 

of waves in an intense flux tube is examined both for a uniform

and stratified atmosphere. The cut-off frequency is generalized 

to include the effects of radiative relaxation. The phase-shift



between velocity oscillations at two different levels and the 

phase difference between temperature and velocity perturbations 

are derived and compared with the available observations.

Finally, the consequences of the observed steady downflow

are discussed. .
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SOLAR INTENSE MAGNETIC , FIELDS

Chapter 1 : INTRODUCTION

Studies of solar magnetic fields over the past decade have 

shown that most of the magnetic flux in the solar photosphere 

outside of sunspots occurs in the form of highly concentrated 

flux elements (’filaments’, ’fluxules', 'intense fields’) located 

in downdrafts at the junctions of supergranules (Stenflo, 19?6a; 

Harvey, 1971? 1977a). These isolated flux tubes, embedded in a 

virtually field-free photosphere (e.g. Vrabec, 1971)$ occur both 

in active and quiet regions. Typically they have field strengths 
of 1,~ 2 kG and diameters, at photospheric levels, of 100 - j>00 km 

(stenflo, 1973) As a preliminary to a more detailed description 

of the observations, it is of interest to outline the development 

of, ideas and observations concerning the nature of the Sun's

small-scale field. .

Hale, who discovered the magnetic .ffeld in sunspots in 1908, 

recorded fields of up to 700 G in active regions outside sunspots 

as early as 1922 and concluded that fields of 200 - 5OO G outside 

sunspots were not uncommon. Beggs and Von Kluber (1936) reported 

very small areas with rather strong fields, up to 100- G, in large
numbers along the main sunspot belts, even when in white light 

nothing but undisturbed photosphere could be seen on, the surface. 

These comparatively large fields frequently occurred at some 

distance from an apparently single spot. The fact that very small 

areas, only a few square seconds of arc in extent, sometimes 

revealed relatively strong magnetic fields led Beggs and Von Kluber 

to suggest that the magnetic structure of the Sun's surface may 

be appreciably finer than could be resolved at that time. Leighton 

(1959) recorded fields of 100 - 200 G in extensive areas throughout
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plage regions and Howard (1939) measured fields greater than 73' G
%

near sunspots and suggested that the magnetic field in the
photosphere and chromosphere is in the form of more or less 
vertical columns, with the horizontal dimension of the magnetic 
field in the photosphere being so small as to escape detection 
on any direct photographs.

Following the discovery of supergranulation cells (Leighton 

et al, 1962), surrounded by the bright linear features of the 

chromospheric (Ca K232) network and associated with downdrafts, 

Leighton (19^5, 1963) argued that the convective motions of the 

supergranules concentrate the magnetic- fields at the boundaries.

The correlation between supergrarnarr cell boundaries and the 

magnetic field pattern was confirmed by Simon and Leighton (1964), 

who estimated the width of the magnetic network at about 700 km. 

Further observations of small-scale solar magnetic fields outside 

sunspots were made by Sheeley (1966, 1967), who measured field 

strengths of several hundred gauss, occurring in areas easily as 

small as 300 km in extent, in regions of the solar surface some

times well removed from areas of sunspot activity. In addition, 

these fields were shown to correspond to the brightvCa K232 

emission and to darkenings in the continuum, suggesting that the 

small-scale fields occur in the dark lanes of the granulation.

This was later confirmed by Beckers and Schroter (1968) who 

measured 'magnetic knots' with strengths up to 1400 G and diameters 

of 1100 km. However, these strong fields were detected in the 

vicinity of sunspots and not observed outside an active region.

The close correlation between the longitudinal magnetic field 

and the chromospheric and photospheric networks was also 

demonstrated by Chapman and Sheeley (1968), who showed that the'
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bright photospheric network is cospatial with the network of 

photospheric magnetic fields and concluded that these magnetic 

regions are a few hundred degrees hotter than their surroundings.

Recent observations of photospheric magnetic fields have

led to a more complete description of the structure of intense 

magnetic fields, whose properties have been reviewed by Stenflo 

(1976a) and Harvey (1977a) (see also Athay, 1976; Stenflo, 1976b).

V/e shall now summarize these observations.

1.1 General Description

More than 90% of the magnetic flux in the photosphere is 

concentrated into intense isolated kilogauss flux tubes (filaments’ ) 

(Howard'and Stenflo, 1972), and. this percentage is even higher in 

quiet regions (Frazier and Stenflo, 1972). The interfilamentary 

field is very weak (less than 3G according to Howard and Stenflo, 

1972; less than 10 G according to Stenflo, 1976a) having a polarity 

opposite to that of the filamentary field (in the immediate 

vicinity of the filaments), with a strength of 2 - 3 G for active 

regions and about 1 G for quiet regions (Frazier and Stenflo, 1972).

Estimates of the field strengths of these small-scale magnetic 

elements have gradually increased (with a corresponding decrease 

in size) as improvements in magnetographs and telescopes have been 

made (Chapman, 1974). Presently, the magnetic field strength is 

estimated to be 1000 - 2000 G, for fields inside as well as outside 

active regions (Frazier, 1974; Frazier and Stenflo, 1978, Tarbell 

and Title, 1975, 1977; Stenflo, 1973, 197<a; Chapman, 1974), with 

a diameter of 100 - 300 km (Stenflo, 1973, 1976a; Athay, 1976) at 

photospheric levels. Livingston and Harvey (1969) argue that 

variations in the measured values of the field result from an
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inability to resolve the individual elemental fields. Weak 

fields are observed only because fields are confined to regions 

much smaller than resolution (Tarbell and Title, 1977)*

As there is strong evidence for a unique field strength 

distribution characterizing all magnetic elements in the quiet 

region network and active region plages, the question of flux 

quantization arises. Livingston and Harvey (1969) presented 

observational evidence for quantization in photospheric
2magnetic flux and concluded that for an elemental area 1 (arc-sec)

the elemental field strength is 525 G. This gives the value

2.8 x 10 Wb for the flux quantum. Further estimates have

been given by Mehltretter (197^) and Stenflo (1975)» who both 
, . 9give values of the flux quantum ~ 5 x 10 Wb.

Estimates of the lifetimes of the flux elements vary. The 

lifetime depends upon the size of the structure. Mehltretter 

(197^+) finds that his bright facula points, which he postulates 

are identical with magnetic flux tubes, are present generally 

for intervals of 5~15 minutes. A decay rate (Stenflo, 1976a)

J/
Jt

IO7, V/b 5"’ (1.1.1)

accounts for the observational results remarkably well. For a 

flux quantum of 5 x 10 Wb, (1.1.1) gives a lifetime of 8 min, 

in agreement with Mehltretter’s observations. The lifetime is 

difficult to measure since the bright network shows transverse

motions, as if being shuffled around by the solar granulation 

over distances of the order of 1000 km (Mehltretter, 197^)•

The magnetic flux concentrations are located in both active 

and quiet regions. In the quiet regions of the photosphere the 

intense fields are situated at junctions of supergranules where 

strong downdrafts occur (Howard and Stenflo, 1972; Livingston, 1968;
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Tanenbaum et al,1969; Deubner, 1967). Flux concentrations 

always appear to be correlated with downflow of matter regardless 

of whether they-occur in the quiet region network (Simon and 

Leighton, 1964-; Tanenbaum et al, 1969; Frazier, 1970) or active 

region plages (Beckers and Schroter, 1968; Giovanelli and 

Ramsay, 1971; Sheeley, 1971; Howard, 1972). The magnitude of 
the flow is in the range 0,3 ~ 0.7 km s~e (stenflo, 1973; Tarbell 

and Title, 1977; Giovanelli and Brown, 1977) and appears to 
increase in magnitude with depth (Harvey,1977a; Giovanelli and 

Slaughter, 1978). The flow may be a transient phenomenon or 

the result of an overstable oscillation (Spruit, 1979).

Very little is known about the exact height variation of 

the magnetic field, though it appears to diverge very rapidly 

.with height (Howard and Stenflo, 1972; Frazier and Stenflo, 1972: 

Harvey, 1977a), This may be inferred from the fact that part of 

the strong field flux returns in the form of weak-field opposite 

polarity flux adjacent to the magnetic elements (Frazier and 

Stenflo, 1972) and also that the brightness structure becomes 

coarser with height (Reeves et al, 1974; Simon and Noyes, 1971) 

though it is not clear whether the diameter of a brightness 

element is strictly proportional to the diameter of a flux tube 

at all heights (Stenflo, 1976a).

. The magnetic field concentrations in the photosphere 
appear to be strongly correlated with the bright photospheric 

and chromospheric networks and are associated with strong 

atmospheric heating (Simon and Leighton, 1964; Sheeley, 1967; 

Frazier, 1971; Sheeley and Engvold, 1970; Stenflo, 1973, 1976a).
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The chromospheric . network is a large-scale brightness pattern . . 

located at the borders of the photospheric supergranulation 

and coincides with the regions of local magnetic field en

hancement (Beckers, 1977)® It appears as a bright structure 

in the K line of Ca II and the centre of the Ho line, while

the vings of H« show a dark network. The photospheric network 

may be regarded as a downward extension of the chromospheric 

network and appears as a bright network in certain Fraunhofer 

lines. Near the solar limb the photospheric network becomes

visible in continuum light as photospheric faculae. The network

is closely correlated with the photospheric magnetic field 

distribution. Stenflo (1973) reports a one-to-one correspondence 

between flux concentrations and bright network points and finds 

that the brightness structures are somewhat larger than the 

magnetic field concentrations.

The number of bright points per supergranulation cell is 

approximately 100, which is also the number of spicules per cell, 

and so it has been suggested (Simon and Leighton, 1964; Parker, 

1974b) that the magnetic field at the boundaries of supergranules 

is the birthplace of spicules. Beckers (1972) reported a direct 

relation between the presence of a photospheric magnetic field 

of 10 - 100 G and the occurrence of spicules. In fact, spicules 

do appear to shoot out from the bright points in the photospheric 

network (Stenflo, 1973) and Simon and Zirker (1974) have measured 

fields up to 1400 G in small structures at the centres of 

spicule bushes.

The relationship between the magnetic flux concentrations 

and other small-scale photospheric features has also been in

vestigated^. Observations provide strong evidence for the
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concentration of solar magnetic fields in the subgranular 

structures called filigree (Beckers, 1973)# Mehltretter’s 

(1974) observations of faculae as consisting of bright point

like structures with typical dimensions of 100 - 200 km leads

him to the view that faculae are identical with the solar

filigree (Dunn and Zirker, 1973; Dunn et al, 1974) and may be 

the site of intense photospheric flux tubes as suggested by 

Dunn and Zirker (1973)- However, Simon and Zirker • (1974) 

found that the magnetic structure is somewhat broader (l"-2") 

than the brightness structure (in contrast to Stenflo’s 

observation). The filigree network is the ’crinkle• pattern 

of the bright photospheric network. The facula structure in 

the wings of the Ca II K line appears almost exclusively to 

be made up of bright facula points sitting in intergranular 

lanes ~ singly or associated in chains. Bruzsk (1977) identifie 

this facula structure with the filigree pattern. The width 

of the facula points ( 0.25") is similar to that of the filigree 

and to the dimensions of intense flux tubes. Facula granules, 

seen on the limb, probably correspond to clusters of unresolved 

facula points (Bruzek, 1977)#

The magnetic elements tend to clump together to form 

larger magnetic features, which in turn are organised into 

still larger-scale complexes (Harvey, 1977k; Zwaan, 196?). 

Recently, Parker (1979a, b) has proposed that the sunspot 

‘ itself may consist of many separate flux tubes, which form a 

single spot at the visible surface, but are distinct within

the interior of the Sun.

7 ~



1.2 Models of Flux Tubes

Models and theoretical ideas concerning magnetic flux 

tubes in the convection zone and photosphere have been re-

/ viewed recently by Spruit (1977b) and. Weiss (1977). A number

of facula models have been constructed (Rogerson, 1961; 

Kuz’minykh, 1963; Chapman, 1970; Stellmacher and Wiehr, 1971; 

Badalyan and IJrudkovskii, 1973; Muller, 1973) identifying 

faculae as granular-type structures having a temperature
excess of some hundreds of degrees at photospheric levels.

More recently, models which assume different types of solar 

features as the origin of faculae have been proposed. A

number of these consider faculae as small-scale structures

with a high magnetic field strength (Stenflo, 1975; Frazier

and Stenflo, 1978; Chapman, 1977, 1979). For example, Stenflo’s

(1973) model of the photospheric network is based on an element

with field strength about 2 kG and a temperature enhancement

which begins at about l80 km above 6,-qnq = 1 and increases pUUU
rapidly with height. Mehltretter (1974) and Stellmacher and 
Wiehr (1979) identify faculae with the filigree structure. 

Faculae, filigree and intense magnetic fields may simply be 

different manifestations of the same feature (Chapman, 1979). 

All the models give a significant temperature excess above

the photosphere.

Spruit (1976) has presented models of axially symmetric 

flux tubes, ranging in size from facula points (15O km) to 

small pores (1000 km). He finds that in the continuum the 
structure looks like a depression in the photosphere (similar 

to the Wilson depression) and suggests that faculae seen on 

the limb may be a result of radiation from the bright wall.
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A model of the photospheric network, including the effect 

of a downflow within the magnetic structure, has been put 

forward by Unno and Ribes (1979). This model, together with 

those mentioned briefly above,-will be discussed in detail in

.Chapter 6.

1.3 Models of the,Solar Atmosphere

In order to relate our results to observations, much of

the work presented in later chapters will refer to models of 

the solar convection zone and models of the chromosphere.
I

Therefore, in this section we shall discuss briefly some of 

the models available and, for the-models adopted in this thesis, 

we present figures of the variation with height of some of 

the more important physical and mathematical quantities.

CHROMOSPHERE

The models we consider are homogeneous models, in which 

the atmosphere varies only with height and the physical con

ditions are assumed to be uniform over any one horizontal 

plane, i.e. parallel to the solar surface. To some extent, 

the concept of a homogeneous model is an artificial one since 

the real solar atmosphere contains a significant amount of 

non-uniform dynamic structure. A homogeneous model, therefore, 

represents physical conditions which may be intermediate to 

spicular and interspicular regions. Both the Bilderberg 

Continuum Atmosphere (BCA) (Gingerich and De Jager, 1968) 

and the Harvard-Smithsonian Reference Atmosphere (HSRA) 

(Gingerich et a2, 1971) are homogeneous models.

The BCA is a model based on observed intensities and

centre-to-limb observations of the solar continuous spectra.
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The model is characterized by a flat temperature minimum of

4600 K (a value determined by the measurements of ultraviolet 
-4 -2intensities) in the range 10 £ 75_ooo 10 , where *Cis5000 5000

the optical depth at a wavelength of 5000A. The extent of

the temperature minimum is derived from infra-red limb-darkening
measurements. A hydrogen/helium ratio of 10 by number is

assumed.

The HSRA, v/ich is the model of the atmosphere we shall 

adopt throughout this thesis, used the results of space obser

vations in the ultra-violet (080-4) and airbourne observations

in the infra-red. It differs from the BCA in the low chromo- 
• . ^4sphere CQjqqq s 10 ) where deviations from local thermodynamic

equilibrium in hydrogen and carbon have been taken into account. 

Also the temperature minimum (4170K) is lower than the BCA and

is narrower in extent® • - i

CONVECTION ZONE „

Spruit's (1974, 1977a) models of the solar convection 

zone have been constructed to match the solar interior model

of Abraham and Iben (1971) and a model of the solar atmosphere. 
Spruit (1974) developed a model consistent with the HSRA, by 

using abundances consistent with those used for the HSRA, while 

his later model (Spruit, 1977a) was constructed to fit the 
atmospheric model of Vernazza et al (1976). The behaviour 

of convection in the superadiabatic region is estimated by 

the use of a modified mixing-length formalism.

Since the atmospheric model we shall use in this thesis 

is the HSRA, we use the convection zone model of Spruit (1974).

10



PROFILES

The pressure, p, temperature, T and density,y are sketched 

as functions of height, a, in Figures 1.1 - 1.3 using the

models of Spruit (1974) and the HSRA. The origin (a=0) is 

taken as Z - 1 *0, where t ^qqq is the optical depth at a
wavelength of 5000?, Note how rapidly both the pressure and 

density decrease above z=0. In contrast, the temperature 

does not vary greatly in the 1000 km above z=0, though just 

below z=0 there is a narrow region■where the gradient is very 

steep.

Figure 1.4 shows the variation with height of the mean 

molecular weight , and the ratio of specific heats, y . We 

see that, for the height range plotted, both functions have 

a broad maximum above z-0. Above a height of about 200 km, 

y takes the value of 5/3 up to a height of about 600 km and 

then decreases. Below 200 km, y decreases rapidly with depth, 

at the top 'of the convection zone, to reach a broad minimum 

of approximately 1.06 before starting to increase with depth

at z- -1000 km. •

Also, it is convenient, at this stage, to plot the square 

of the Brunt - Vaisala frequency, Nq, defined by
\

tifa - ,
\ ^2 2TRT/

-2where g is the acceleration due to gravity (274 ms ) and R 
3—1—1 2is the gas constant (=8.26x10-JK kg ). Nq is shown in 

Figure 1.5« Note that the division between Nq > 0 and Nq < 0 

takes place at approximately z=0. The importance of the Brunt - 

Vaisala frequency' will be discussed in the following chapter.
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1.4 Basic Equations

In this section we present the basic equations of 

nn^i^netohydrc^c^d^3^^i^mics (M.H.D,) we use throughout this thesis. 
Unnecessary detail is omitted and further discussion may be 

found in some of the basic texts and reviews (e.g. Ferraro 

and Plumptou, 1966; Jeffrey, 1966; Roberts, 196?; Cowling, 1976).

1.4.1 Electromagnetic Equations

In an inertial frame the electric field, E, and magnetic
field, H, satisfy Maxwell’s equations

I
V,E = - a ,

dt

VaH = j + ,
dt

VD •
VB - 0,

where (r,t) and q (r,t) are the 

B is the magnetic induction field 

placement. In addition, for a li 

medium, we have the two constitut

(1.4.1)

(1.4.2)

( 1)4o3)

(1.4 .4 )

current and charge densities,

and D is the electric dis

ear homogeneous and isotropic

ve relations

D = £ E, (1,4.5)

B = H, (1.4.6)

where £ and denote, respectively, the electrical permittivity 

and magnetic permeability. In general, £ and yt depend on the 

thermodynamic state of th e mimum, but for a larg e class of 

problems met in M.H.D. £ and u may "be consererco. coastamt. In 

i vacuum and c= (£o/io)~2 is the velocity of light.

The first approximation ve make is the • ’quasi-steady’ 

approximation. If L is a characteristic length, and T is a

12



typical time-scale associated with the hydromagnetic flow, 

then Equations (1.4.1) and (1.4,6) give

111
L

lyf
T

(1.4.7)

Comparing with VA H in ( 1 O4-O2), and using the above relation
bt

together with Equation (1.4,5), we have

folE I L <% /^o L 
t m/ n

u‘

for a typical flow speed U'^L/T, Thus, provided

U « I 
Cx

(1.4.8)

Equation (1.4.2) is replaced by Ampere's law:

VaH - j ( 1.4-. 9 )

which implies that electric currents flow in closed circuits.

An additional equation is required to establish a relation

ship between the current density J[ and electric field intensity 

E. This is Ohm's Lav/. A unit electric charge moving at velocity

v relative to a magnetic field B experiences a force E + v B,

and Ohm's Law assumes the form

J = 0 ( e * y. a &)} (l,4.10)

where C is the electrical conductivity of the fluid. The

contribution qv to may be neglected under the condition (1,4.8). 

This assumed form of Ohm’s Law may require modifications and 

be replaced by generalized Ohm's Law (Boyd and Sanderson., 1969)- 

However, the above form is valid provided the following conditions

hold
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«< yT u?p J

(1.4.11)
•s- Xr co? 

f
TZ: s

where J2e and 53 are the electron and ion cyclotron frequencies, 

tOp is the plasma frequency and cq the speed of sound.

1.4.2 Equation

An important equation of M.H.D. is the induct ion , . eq uat ion, 

which follows from Equations (1,4.1), (1.4.6), (1.4.9) and 

(1.4.10):

H = VA(yA&) - vA(^Ag), (1.4.12)

where

1 = CyUo e- r' (1-4.135)

is the magnetic diffusiwity. For^ constant, Equation (1,4,12.) 

may be written

= E(maI3) + n • (1.4.14)
3t *

If we consider the relative magnitudes of the tv/o terms on., the
right-hand side, then

VaCVaS) LU■-  ... !■■■.■■ k y
V*g 1

- Raw (1.4.15)

where R^ is defined as the magnetic ,,Reynolds number. For 

laboratory conditions is generally small (for liquids like 

mercury or sodium in the laboratory R,n < 1, except for very 

high velocities) though in geophysical and astrophysical 

applications Rj is generally large.
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For Rrr) << 1, the equation approximates to the diffusion 

equation:

O.4-.16)<J£ <• - >

and the magnetic field ’leaks’ through the material and decays 

as oppositely-directed fields, initially at different points, 

leak together and neutralize each other (Cowling, 1976)o

In the other extreme, » 1, Equation (1.4.4) reduces

to

= Va<ZaB), (1.4.1?)

the induction equation for a perfect conductor. This resembles

the equation governing vorticity in an invisc.id fluid from 

which the Kelvin-Helmho.ltz vorticity theorem is derived. The

corresponding result for a magnetic field is Alfven’s theorem,

which states that the lines of magnetic induction are ’frozen in

the plasma.

When 1, the ratio of the terms on both sides of

Ohm’s Law (1.4.10) (if E UB) is

j ~L « i,
CTU 8

so that Ohm’s Law reduces to

E + v B = 0, (1.4.18)

i.e. the total electric field vanishes.

For this assumption of perfect conductivity to be valid, 

we require that

where l), is the electron-proton collision frequency (Boyd and 
Sanderson, 1969).
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In this thesis we make the assumption of perfect 

conductivity and adopt Equation (1.4.1?) as the appropriate 

form of the induction equation, •

1.4.3 Hydrodynamic Equations

i) Equation of Continuity

The first equation of hydrodynamics, the equation of 

continuity, expresses the conservation of mass and is written

f ••=. Q> (1.4.20)

where yo( r, t) is the density.

ii) Conservation of Momentum Equation

The equation expressing conservation of momentum is

P t y.Vvj r - Vp -tyOg + F — yQ-PVXv +• i/OT>VU,,v} ( 1.4.21 )

where p(r, t) is the pressure, i the kinematic viscosity, 

g is the acceleration due to gravity and F is the body force 

arising from electromagnetic and mechanical effects. For 

electromagnetic effects we take F = Fe where

Fe = J B + qE (1.4.22)

and is called the Lorentz Force. This equation represents 

the macroscopic form of the force produced by the electro

magnetic field on a chaargge q, of velocity v, in a vacuum,

It is based on the Coulomb law for the electi^i^c^ fieldcase

and the Biot-Savart law for the magnetic field case. These 

are both experimentally established laws (Dragos, 1975)#

Under the quasi-static assumption (1.4,8) the electrostatic 

body force qE may be neglected and the Lorentz force-ic

written '

b = j a b s (i.p)il - y(.£)
/io

— 16
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The second term in the above identity for j B represents 
2a hydrostatic pressure of magnitude B /2fa and the first term

represents a tension and pressure term, the tension being of 
2magnitude B /^0 per unit area. So the Lorentz force has two 

effects; a shortening of the magnetic field lines by the tension 

term and a compression of the plasma by the pressure term.

Neglecting viscosity, and taking the body force F to be 

given by (1,4.25), the momentum equation may be written

= ~VP + A>3 + (1.4-24)

which is the form we adopt in this thesis.

1.4.4 Gas Law . ' '

The equation of state for a perfect gas is

p = N kTg (1.4.25)

where T is the temperature, k Boltzmann's constant 
-16( = 1.55807 x 10" erg/K) and N represents the number of free

particles per cubic centimetre. Equation (1,4.25) may be 

v/itten in an alternative form by introducing the mean . molecular 

weight, yu = />/Nm^, where m„ is the mass of the hydrogen atom 
(1.87 x 10 2"k.g), thus

p = (1.4.28)

3 -1 ”1where R = k/m„ = 3.26 x 10 JK kg is: the gao constant,n

1.4.5 The Energy Equation

The conservation of energy equation follows from the first 

law of thermodynamics. The change in internal energy per unit 

mass, e, of a fluid element is equal to the net heat added to 

it minus the work done by it:

• - 4 - pji WJe.
Jfc

(1.4,27)
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where/, is the rate of energy loss minus the rate of energy 

gain per unit mass, including the effects of radiation, 

thermal conduction, ohmic and viscous dissipation® The 

quantity represents the rate of working by the gas

in expanding against its surroundings®

Introducing c^ and c^, the specific heats of the gas 

at constant pressure and volume respectively, related by

R
ACp - C, 7 5

(1«4©28)

then the internal energy of an ideal gas may be written

T 0.4.29)

(1.4.30)

where X = c /c is the ratio of specific heats, p v

Equation (1.4.27) then become;

jpL l 11 (1.4.31)p
if-I

When there is no heat exchange between different parts of the 

fluid,X = and (1.4.31) reduces to

Jp
Jt

rp jp (1.4.32)
p dt '

governing variations in the pressure and density of a gas

under adiabatic conditions.

We shall not treat the form of £ explicity, since for 

most of the discussion in this thesis, we take the perturbation 

of , to be zero in the linearized form of (1*4.31) (See 

Section 1.6). Thus, we shall consider for the most part a
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gas undergoing adiabatic perturbations, However, in Chapter 

5 we shall present a suitable form for the perturbation in . 

as appropriate for discussing the effects of radiative

relaxation*

1*4*6 Discussion ■

Finally in this section, it is convenient to summarize

the forms of the basic equations we use and to give some of 

the underlying' assumptions and related consequences.

i) BASIC EQUATIONS

Equation of continuity:

j£ UpY.} ~ o,

M o m e n t um Eq uation:

f X .Vvj - - Vp + p3 -I. j A 8)

Induct ion Equation:

(1.4.20)

(1.4*24)

(1.4.17)

Energy Equation;

_Z 5 II) 
h i Jt V -A (1.4*31)

Gas Law;

A ’ (1.4.26)

Ampere's Law;

(1.4.9)

Solenoidal condition;

V. B (1.4.4)
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ii) VALIDITY OF THE BASIC EQUATIONS

Firstly, we have made the quasi-static approximation;

(U/c) '<< 1, where U is a characteristic velocity of the 

system and c is the speed of light. The neglect of terms 
of order (U/c)2 in Equations (1.4.22), (1.4.9) and (1.4.10) 

filters out the electromagnetic waves

Plasma oscillations are automatically excluded by taking 

Ohm's law (Equation (1.4.10) as the relationship between the 

current and the effective electric field (Acheson and Hide,

1975)* The assumed form of Ohm’s law may require modffications 

(Generalized Ohm’s law).

We have treated the plasma as a continuum with the

pressure as a scalar. The plasma is described by a single 

fluid and we have neglected the effects of viscosity and

rotation.

The assumption of perfect conductivity is valid for .
In the photosphere, ~ 3x1C^^I~'’//2m2s " (Spitzer, 1962), and

x „ -I 5
so for T 6x 1 CrK, L s; 150km and U a: 1km s , we have 2x10.

We shall consider the validity of the adiabatic law for 

the perturbations in Section 1.6. In the following section we 

discuss the appropriate boundary conditions.

1*5 Boundary Conditions

The relevant boundary conditions may be obtained from 

the integral forms of the appropriate equations, applying 

these forms at a boundary (Jeffrey, 1966), For a fluid-fluid 

interface the boundary conditions are (Bernstein e_t al, 1958; 

Jackson, 1975)

— 20



< P = 0,
2hx° (1.5.1)

)) '<v> = 0, (1.5.2)

aA<£> = (2<v)<;b> (1.5.3)

n .< B > “ 0, (1.5.3< ;

a A <B> K > (1.5.5)

where n is the unit normal to the surface, K is an idealised 

surface current density flowing exactly on the boundary surface

and ( X < denotes the jump across the boundary of the physical 

quantity X.

Equations (1.5*1)$ (1.5-2) and (1.5*4) express the 

continuity across the boundary of the total pressure and the 

normal components of the velocity and magnetic field. In 

Equation (1.5.5) it is understood that the surface current 

K has only components parallel to the surface at every point 

(Jackson, 1975) and this equation states that the tangential 

component of B is discontinuous by an amount whose magnitude 

is equal to K and whose direction is parallel to K A n.

1.6 The Linearized Equations

Throughout this thesis we shall consider the propagation 

of waves governed by linear theory. The use of linear theory 

implies that we consider disturbances so weak that in the 

equations of motion we can view them as small quantities whose 

products are negligible. The governing equations are those 

listed in Section 1.4 and we linearize these equations by 

regarding as small quantities all departures from a basic 

state, where the magnetic field, pressure, density, temperature



and energy loss term are given by BQ(r), pQ(r) ’ /°0(r), 

Tq(£) and jCq respectively.

The basic state (v = 0) satisfies the equations:

o --Vpn(r) + />„<£) 9 +• jfl(r)A 6„ft), (1.6.1)

0 “ /o , (1.6.2)

P/c) = £ , (1.6.3)

V. Bsft) = 0) (1.6.'I)

Consider small amplitude perturbations v*(r,t)$ B?(r$t), 
p^r,!), pZ(r,t), T/(r,t) and Z about the above basic state 

so that

p = P(/“) + etc*

Then the equations of motion become

¥ + = 0,

= -Vp'-t/3 i-J«,Ae.' + j'AB0

it
= Va(v'a8J,

I pp' 
K-i Ut eit J =

P'
t

= 7 (M' +/°'Tp) >

V. b' = 0 ; = V,fe' ,

(1.6.5)

(1.6.6)

(1.6.7)

(1.6.8)

(1.6.9)

(1.6.10)
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where C~ (XPo/Po}Z is the adiabatic speed of sound and we 

have neglected .second, order quantities:

|y',vy'| « ay
at , etc.ir A b' i I h

Apart from Chapter 5, where we discuss the effect of 

radiative relaxation on the waves propagating in an intense 

magnetic flux tube, we shall take s 0 in this thesis*

The assumption that the waves propagate adiabatically is a 

good approximation in those layers of the convection zone 

where there is a large superadiabatic temperature gradient 

(a depth of 50 - 600 km below £ ~ 1), since the opacity

of the gas is high there, but it fails near the surface (t, = 1)'5000
where radiative exchange is rapid (Spruit and Zweibel, 1979). 

Nevertheless the analysis is simplified considerably by neglecting 

heat exchange. The boundary conditions for the basic state 

described by (1.6*1) - (1.6.4) and for the linearized equations 

(1.6.5) - (1 *6.10) follow/ from Section (1.5*1)* In particular

the basic state satisfies the condition

Pg 0 bJ continuous across the boundary (1.6.11)

and the perturbations satisfy

p' +

V•. n

(1*6.12)
continuous across the boundary.

(1.6.15)

The above boundary conditions for the perturbations may be 

applied at the equilibrium position of the interface provided

that the disturbance of the surface is sufficiently small

(Lighthill, 1978).
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1*7 Outline of the thesis

In this chapter vh have given a general description of 
the small-scale solar magnetic field network found at the 

boundaries of the supergranular cells- Following a brief
discussion of models of these tubes and of the mean solar
atmosphere, the relevant equations of motion were presented. 
Finally, the linearized equations of motion describing 

small-amplitude disturbances vere derived. The remainder 

of this thesis relies, on the vhole, on this system of 
equations.

Before confining ourselves to a discussion of waves in 
tubes, we review, in the following chapter, some of the theory 
of waves in an unbounded atmosphere- Firstly, we 'give a discussion 
of vaves arising' when each of the restoring forces due to 
gravity, compressibility and the magnetic field acts separately.
In the Sun, of course, these forces do not occur in isolation 
and so we proceed to consider waves resulting from the inter

action of two of the forces. The chapter concludes with a 

discussion of magneto-acoustic-gravity waves.

Chapter 3 deals with waves in magnetic flux tubes and 

is divided into two main parts. The first considers 

propagation in a uniform tube and derives a dispersion 

relation for tiie modes of vibration. This is solved numerically

for a tube of arbitrary radius;, but of particular interest
are the solutions for a slender tube and analytic approximations
are obtained for these. For a slender tube two modes exist: 

a slow mode-type vave (tube wave) and a sound ’wave. In the 

second part the important effect of gravity is included and 

an equation for the vertical velocity perturbation is derived*
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The behaviour of motions within the flux tube is shown to
depend upon a transition.,,frequency such that vertically

propagating waves are possible only for frequencies greater 

than The results are applied to the solar atmosphere

using Spruit's (1974) model and the HSRA.

In Chapter 4 the nature of convective instability in a 

slender magnetic flux tube is explored. A sufficient condition 

for stability is derived for the case of an arbitrary temperature 
profile in the external medium. The discussion a1lows for 

the possibility of a temperature difference between the 
interior and exterior of the tube. Special cases of the 

sufficiency condition reduce to Schwaaischild's criterion and 

its generalisation by Gough and Tayler (1966). The distribution 

of stable and unstable eigenvalues, for the particular case 

of a linear temperature profile, is discussed in detail. For 
a tube of infinite depth, with a uniform temperature gradient 

inside the tube equal to that in the ambient medium, a necessary 

and sufficient condition for convective stability to occur

inside the tube is derived. The stable modes form a continuous

spectrum; the unstable modes are discrete and infinite in

number*. In a tube of finite depth d, with a linear temperature

profile, a necessary and sufficient condition for convective

stability is derived. There exists a critical depth d* such

that tubes of depth d are stable if and only if d < d*. The

critical depth d* is determined for a wide range of conditions,
and the results applied to the Sun. Under the assumptions of

the model, intense flux tubes are convectively stable if 
xsufficiently shallow (with depths 1-2x10>km or less), -
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Tubes that extend deeper into the solar convection zone are 

potentially (convectively) unstable, but may be stabilised 
for sufficiently strong magnetic fields (typically greater 

than about a kilogauss). The observed downdrafts inside 

intense flux tubes, if a manifestation of convective instability, 

are thus likely to be a transient phenomenon in which the 
field inside the tube is further intensified until hydrostatic 

equilibrium obtains* Convective instability in a flux tube 
is thus a possible means of achieving kilogauss field strengths.

Radiative damping of waves is important in the upper 

photosphere. It is thus of interest to examine the effect of 

radiative relaxation on the propagation of waves in an intense 

magnetic flux tube embedded in a uniform atmosphere. Assuming 
Newton's law of cooling, it is shown in Chapter 5 that the 

radiative energy loss leads to wave damping. Both the 'damping 
per wavelength' and the 'damping per period’ reach maximum 

value when the sound and radiative timescales are comparable.

The stronger the magnetic field the greater the damping. In 

a stratified atmosphere the radiative energy loss leads to a 
decrease in the vertical phase velocity of -the waves, and to

a damping of the amplitude for those waves with frequencies 
greater than the adiabatic value (ov) of the tube cut-off 
frequency. The cut-off frequency is generalized to include 

the effects of radiative relaxation, and allows the waves to

be classified as 'mainly progressive' or'mainly damped'.

The phase-shift between velocity oscillations at two different 
levels and the phase-difference between temperature and velocity 
perturbations are compared with -the available observations.
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Chapter 6 discusses the consequences of the steady 

downflow observed within flux tubes. It is shown that for 

the flow to decrease in magnitude with height,. as observed 

by Giovanelli and Slaughter (1978), then the interior of the 

tube must be significantly hotter than the exterior at 

photospheric levels. This temperature excess decreases with

height. The results are compared vith. observations and

models of faculae.

Finally, the main results of the thesis are summarized 

in Chapter 7 and suggestions for improvements and further

work are made.
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Chapter 2 : WAVES IN AN UNBOUNDED,ATMOSPHERE

2.1 Introduction

The subject of wave propagation in an unbounded atmosphere 

has been widely treated in the fluid dynamics literature (see, 
for example, Tolstoy, 1973; Lighthill, 1978), and, in particular, 

wave propagation in the solar atmosphere has received considerable 
attention and has been reviewed by Schatzman and Souffrin (1967),
Stein and Leibacher (1974) (See also Bray and Loughhead, 1974, 

chapter 6; Athay, 1976) and Michalitsanos (1973b), who considered 
the theoretical interpretations of the i.iv-~miuute period oselllation. 

The theory of wave propagation is a complex one, particularly when 

restoring forces due to gravity, compressibility and a magnetic 

field, are all important. Before we consider the nature of wives
in magnetic flux tubes, ve shall present in this chapter a summary 
of the propagation of vaves in a compressible, gravitationally- 
stratified, but unbounded, atmosphere. Also, in S ection. 2,2we 

derive some nevp results concerning propagation in a vertical

magnetic field.

The three restoring forces arising in a compressible, gravit

ationally-stratified atmosphere vith a magnetic field, are the 

buoyancy force due to gravitational stratification, the pressure 

force due to compressibility and magnetic forces due to the magnetic 
pressure and tension* With all three forces, the wave modes 

occurring (magneto-acoustic-gravity waves), are naturally very 
complex:, though attempts #to investigate these waves using the local 
dispersion relation of McLellan and Winterberg (1968) have been 
made by a number of authors (e.g. Bel and Mein, 1971? Michalitsanos, 

1973a; Bel and Leroy, 1977)*
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However, in order to gain some understanding of the nature

of waves under the aation of three restoring force n, we shall

discuss, initially, the w^ire modes which risee wh en m ly eno of

the forces acts. Then we shall consider the coupling of two

types of wave. Firstly, though, we shall derive the general wave

equation. We shall assume that variations are nearly adiabatic,

which is valid in the chromosphere but not in the photosphere

(see Chapter 5)* The linearized equations of motion for an inviscid,

perfectly-conducting gas undergoing adiabatic perturbations are

Equations (1.6.5) - (1.6.10), with 0, and we now denote the

perturbations by p,y , b etc. Differentiating Equation (1.6.6)

with respect to t and eliminating the time derivatives a, s; and 
. ^f at

31 using (1.6.5)» (1.6.7) and (1.6.8) we obtain the wave equation 

(Bray and Loughhead, 1974) .

at1
= 4V(V.y) + <»-i>a37.v >(2.1.1)

governing the propagation of waves through a compressible, 

horizontally-stratified fluid with magnetic field B., pressure

Pq and density p .

2.1.1 Sound Waves

Perhaps the simplest type of motion of an atmosphere takes 

place when locally a compression oooorfc The nre^t is known as 

a sound wave. With £ = 0 and » 0, n^aatoo 1 2..1I) gives the 

result that y.v is propagated at t th isoum essee 1(1

2 V.v
St2

=0 V2(V-i> (2.1.2)

while y* v remains unchanged with time. The macroscopic motions
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of the gas are in the direction of propagation,

is a longitudinal wave. For a harmonic wave of

wavenumber K = (k ,k ,k ), v(r,t) = v exp i(a)t

dispersion relation is

so ve say this

frequency io and 

- ) , the

O32 = K2c| . (2.1.5)

The phase velocity, or wave speed (velocity of propagation of a 

given phase of a sinusoidal vave such as the crest in the direction 

of the vave vector K) is given by

£ = % « (2.1.4)

whilst the group_ velocity (the velocity of vave energy propagation)

is

ckJ
5k CqK- (2. 1.5)

Thus phase and energy propagate'in the same direction .at the sound

speed.

2.1.2 Internal Gravity Waves

When the restoring force is buoyancy, the v/aves are internal 

gravity , waves, and a detailed discussion of these waves may be 

found in Lighthill (1978, chapter 4), whose treatment ve follow

closely (see also Schv^e^i^r.g^c^i^h^j^d, 1958).

Consider an equilibrium distribution of density, /Oggz), 

continuously decreasing vii,h height. The equilibrium distribution 

of pressure, pQ(z), is given by the hydrostatic law

dpQ(z)
(2.1.6)
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Suppose that a particle of fluid is displaced from a height 

z to z % 5 . Suppose also that the element remains in pressure 

equilibrium with its surroundings and that density changes within 

the element are adiabatic. The movement of the element brings

it to a region where the equilibrium density takes the value

“ io^3) + with i<^( z) < 0 , (2.1.7)

and where the pressure is reduced to

pe - Po(-) - /b(z)g5 • (2.1.8)

(A subscript e (i) will be used to denote equilibrium values 

outside (inside) the element at the height z +J ).

The pressure inside the element is also given by (2.1.8)

since p^ = p^ by our assumption of pressure equality, vhilst

the density is reduced to

/Q(z)gy
Pi = PP^ - CqCz)

(2.1.9)

The element has an excess density over its surroundings of

Pi - yq
SA

2g + p
c,'0

(2.1.10)

and, hence, the fluid experiences a buoyancy force per unit volume

Sib
-7c - PP = Js(2o + )

'0

If the buoyancy force alone acts on the element of fluid, its

equation of motion is

3t2
(2.1.12)

(2. 1.11)

nO u >!° U
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where Ng, the Brifnt - VaisaTa” frequency, is given by

0
( d + .j—2

%0 (2.1.15)

Provided the condition

4 ;o (2.1.14)

is satisfied, the displaced element of fluid will oscillate with

frequency Ng« The condition (2.1.14) is the criterion for
• 2convective stability (Schwarzschild, 1958). If Ng < 0, the

displaced element will not oscillate about its equilibrium position, 
but continue to move upwards. Gravity waves, therefore, can only 

propagate where the condition (2.1.14) is satisfied and so cannot 

propagate in the solar convection zone. Internal gravity waves 

and convection may be considered as stable and unstable manifest
ations of the same mode (Stein and Leibacher, 1974). Gravity waves 

are transverse waves and cannot propagate vertically, since the 
buoyancy force is an interaction'between elements of different 

density situated at the same level, a situation precluded by 

vertical propagation (Schatzman and Souffrin, 19°7).

The dispersion relation for internal gravity waves may be 
derived using the Boussinesq approximation, in which the term

3° is neglected in the equation of continuity, which then becomes
at

(2.1.15)

This equation, together with the linearized equation of momentum 

(1.6.6) and the value of the excess density (2.1.10) leads to an 

equation for q, the z-component of °dgv (Lighthill, 1978)

(2.1.16)
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For Ng(z) constant, we may seek plane wave solutions of the

i orm

q = q ^exp i(o)t - K.r) ,

from which the dispersion relation is

2 •
-x2 „0

2 2 2k2 + k2 + k2
x y

or

K.z
viere 9 - cos (^~) is the angle between the direction of

propagation and the z-axis. Equation (2.1.17)* shows immediately

that gravity waves can propagate only with frequencies w <1 Ng.

The velocity v may be expressed in terms of q by

1
io

and so we have

k ky g
2 2k -i- kx y

(2.1.18)

(2.1.19)

Thus, for purely vertical motion, so that the direction of

propagation lies in the horizontal plane by Equation (2.1.19),
.2Equation (2.1.17) gives oJ 

of fluid argument.

Ng, in agreement with our parcel

The group velocity, Vg, is given by (Lighthill, 1978)

, ,cko , cu , 3id ■> Vg = ^v—“ TT?-)
k k , .k k , - k - k2 
x z ’ y z _ x. y

0k bk ?k 
x y z /, 2 , 2 ..Jr, 2 i 2 1 2\"2(kx + ky)2(kx + ky + k^)2J

5 (2.1.20:

k + kx JK

z

£ • 2 fit = NgSin G , (2.1.17)'

V

v.K s 0 .

k k x z
k + k

N k 0 z
2 2 2k + k + kx y z

. "1
1 q 1

where the factor in square brackets is the unit vector perpendicular

to K, and so ;
Vg.K = 0 . (2.1.21) ;fj
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That is, the group velocity is perpendicular to the phase velocity. 

Equation (2.1.20) shows that the vertical component of the group 

velocity has the opposite sign to the vertical component of the 

phase velocity and therefore for waves whose phase is upward prop

agating, the energy propagation has a downward component and vice

versa.

2.1.3 Alfven Waves •

When magnetic tension is the restoring force, the resulting 

waves are Alfven waves (see Cowling (19?6, Chapter 3))- Using 

the analogy with elastic strings, Alfven recognised that transverse 

waves propagating along the lines of force might be generated by 

'plucking * the tubes of force (Boyd and Sanderson, 1969). If the

analogy is valid, then the velocity, v^ , of these waves would be
J, (T/p)2, T being the tension in the 'magnetic string' and p the

density of the fluid. In Chapter 1, we showed, that the stresses,

caused in a fluid by a magnetic field, give rise to a hydrostatic 
2 2“ pressure Bg/^q together with a tension along the field lines «

We v/uld anticipate, then, that

VA = ■

Consider a uniform magnetic field B = Bga, permeating a 

uniform, incompressible fluid of pressure Pg and density p „

Suppose that this (staiic) equilibri urn is disjturt^e d in a certain 

region so that the magnetic field, ?/ and prsssui'i are given b

B = Bg + b , (2,1,22)

V = V , (2,1.23)

P = Po + P’ , ' (2.1.24)
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where ~~I << 1, v_ « 1 andBol C0. po
<< 1 are the usual conditions

for linearization. The linearized induction equation (1.6.7)

becomes

3b _ „ £S . (2.1.25)
“ 0 bz

whilst the momentum equation may be written

A -X .. V7(t>' + • (2.1.26)
ro d-t “ V.P + H

Taking the divergence of (2.1.26) it follows, since ^/.v = „b ~ 0, 

that

V2(p’ + = 0 . (2.1.2?)

Now, away from the perturbed zone of the fluid, p’ and b are
Boh

zero. Therefore, since p* is a solution of Laplace’s

equation which is constant outside the region of perturbation, 

it must be constant everywhere. So (2.1.26) becomes

<)y _ Bo <^b
Tt A

(2.1.28)

Combining (2.1.25) and (2.1.28) gives

yl_ 2 
V= Va a/

and

(2.1.29)

where the Alfven speed, v^, is given by

(2.1.50)
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For perturbations of the form expi(ot - k^z), Equation (2.1.29) 

gives the dispersion relation for Alfven waves:

2 2 2= kg . (2.1.51)

The phase speed (0/K is therefore

CM A.. v^cos& , (2.1.52)

where 9 = -1cos
K

and the group velocity, Vg, is given by

Tb = = (°.0,vA) .
I

The group velocity is along 

the Alfven speed, while the 

or equal to v..

(p 'i(2»i«5>3)

the magnetic field and is equal to 

phase velocity is always less than

2*1’4 Acoustic-gravit y___ Waves

The previous sections have considered the wave modes resulting 

from each of the restoring forces in turn: the pressure force 

(sound waves), buoyancy (gravity waves) and magnetic tension 

(Alfven waves). 'We now investigate waves arising from the com

bined action of pressure and gravity. These are known as acoustic- 

gravity weaves. The governing wave equation is (2.1.1) with B. s 0:

g = ^V(V.y) + (y-iaVv + V(y.p .
(2.1.54)

derived, for example, by Lamb (1945).

We shall consider waves whose .wave vector, K, lies in the

x ~ z plane (k = 0) and, v/rdting v = (v , v ,v ), Equation (2.1.54) 
y X y z

gives v 0 and two coupled equations for v and v :X z
~ rX(-g + = (- + ~)v„ ,

at-"
(2.1.55)0
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and

(2Ut2
<xd 2/ \ o \ / , .x 2, x c) \ x » (2«1„36)h + &i ~ co(a)ph = (-«-De + co(sMt

For perturbations of the form

ioJt-ik x
* r \a x Av w v (z )e , v = vz z ’ x x

icot-ik x 
(z)e x

Equations (2.1.35) and (2.1.36) may be combined to' give (e.g, 

Uchida, 1965)

,2- d v dv0—~ -( j-- + a')~ + (- 
dz2 \A0 °M

2 ,22 ,2
2' + 2 2A0 + 2 A0 

:o tJ °o w
(2.1A dK = 0 ’

where

2 ,22A0 = ' Vo ’ (2.1.33)

and /\Q - RTQ/^g is the temperature scale-height.

Note that Equation (2.1.37) has a regular singularity at

z = z , where A^(z ) - 0. We shall discuss this further but c ’ 0 c
firstly, we shall consider a number of special cases of Equation

(2.1.37).

INCOMPRESSIBILITY

An incompressible fluid can sustain gravitational waves but

not acoustic waves. The adiabatic law is replaced by the condition

V-v = Q ,

and we may derive an equation forvJJones, 1976)

(2.1.39)

d-2\ + _1 
dz2" + >0 ’ 'dZ - k“| 1 + V = 0 ,

dK 1 z

which may also be obtained by allowing to tend to infinity in 

Equation (2.1.37)-

(2.1.40)
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BOUSSINESQ . . . APPROXIMATION

This .approximation assumes not only that the fluid is in

compressible . but also that density variations may be ignored 

except insofar as they influence buoyancy. The resulting equation

for V is

,2ad v

dz
k° A -A)41 r z (2.1.41)

which- for Po dz c on stant, gives

,2
W =

£- JS> k2
dz x 
—-

k + k x z
(2,1.42)

for plane wave solutions v. . e
±ttu~ik z-ik x Z X ,

VERTICAL PROPAGATION

For purely vertical propagation, k = 0, Equation (2O1„37)

describes sound waves in a stratified atmosphere:

2*dv

dz

. dvz.
Ao

CO A (2.1.43)
’0

0 ,
0

v = 0

and, for an isothermal atmosphere (Aq» cq constant), this has 

solutions

Vz 11 exp (2/ i K z) ,
q

where

K . =
f - tf

cl (2.1.44)

The frequency, Ct>a = Cq/^Aq, is the cut-off frequency. for vertical 
2propagation, since propagation (K " > 0) occurs only for iP) > te>a ,

Note that for propagation, the amplitude of v e-folds in two scaleZ
heights.
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ACOUSTIC-GRAVITY WAVES IN AN ISOTHERMAL ATMOSPHERE

In an isothermal atmosphere, the sound speed in Equation

(2„1.37) is constant, A possible solution is A^ = 0, i.e.

2 2cO' x =0

for which the Lamb wave solution is given by

v = 0 ,z

v^~ exp{(f~l)gz/cQ - ilc (cQt«x))

and

xp(“gz/cQ 4- ikv(cntix))x 0

These equations represent a system of waves (Lamb wave) spreading 

horizontally with constant velocity c^C'Lamb, 194—3, Chapter X).

The velocity increases with height while the pressure perturbation

decreases.

? 2 2For Aq ”4 0 (i.e. 4-k'~cQ), Equation (2.1,37) can be written0
in c an on i c al fo r m:

2, d v
dz

.2 2 ,2 cb - CO \ k a '
'0

- of)
CJ6 O

(2.1.45)V = 0 ,

where

(2,1.46)

and the two critical frequencies, cO and cJ , are given by * a g

Is.is. - the acoustic cut-off freque]ic;y, b ’ 2c, ..... '    ;........... (2.1.47)
’0.

tk) - (Jf-l)2 - the Brunt-Vaisala (or buoyancy) frequencyg cQ '-------—“---- ' —— ” ~
0 for■an isothermal atmosphere. (2.1.48)
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Solutions of (2,1.45) are of the form VeXpXp*z),where
x 2j

k'2 2 (2.1.49)

is the dispersion relation for acoustic-gravity waves,

For 1 < y $ 5/3, CO > to Oor example, with V = 5h3 a z g
CO az1.02 O). Therefore, for frequencies in the rangea g .
C* < d <f tO j k is imaginary and .hence vertical propagation is g a z ■

not possible*

The solution of Equation (2.1.49) may be represented graphically

on a diagnostic . diagram (Figure 2*1), where the lines k. - 0 are

plotted on a 60- k. domain. There are three regions. One lies

above the lines CO = CO and (O - k c_ and has real values of k .a x 0 z

These are sound waves modified, by the effects of gravity. A second

region with real k , and hence vertically propagating waves, lies z
below the lines cO = (0 and cO - k c^/tO « This is the internalg x 0 a
gravity wave domain. The intermediate region has solutions with

imaginary values of k , so that the wave solutions either grow or z
decay with height. These (non-propagating) waves are said to be
evanescent.

For high frequencies, ( » , the waves are essentially

sound vaves, and for vertical propagation (k s O) only the 

modified acoustic waves are present, with co being the low-cl
frequency cut-off for propagation.

2Solving Equation (2,1,49) for a) gives

OO [• •pij j , (2.1.50)

2 2 2where K = k + k . This has two real positive roots for x z
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/
Figure 2.1 - Boundaries in the plane, dividing regions of vertically2 X 2
propagating waves (k > 0) and evanescent waves (k < 0). The two ~ z z
frequencies and are defined by: - %Ac/c0 and^g = wgA:/cO$
and. we have taken = 5/3» The line = k^c^. is the Lamb mode„
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the positive sign giving a. root greater than to and thus a
corresponding to acoustic waves, and the negative sign giving 

a root 'less than and corresponding to gravity modes.

The phase speed, V';P Ca/K, is given by

coa 2 + 
2 * C0

+ rZ°a 2\2•Lt7 + C°) " , 0 2.2 4—sr co smK2

JL "1
2

(2.1.51)v2 = i 
p K

where is the angle of phase propagation relative to the vertical 

direction. When = 0 or 7c, the phase speed for gravity waves 

is zero, showing that these waves connot propagate vertically 

(see section 2.1.2). It may also be shown that the phase velocity 

of gravity waves is always less than the velocity of sound, whereas 

the phase velocity of modified acoustic waves is greater than the

velocity sound.

It follows from Equation (2.1.50) that the velocity of energy 

propagation, the group velocity, Xg s ^as components (Bray

and Loughhead, 1972+)

Vgx dk.

c2k (W2 ~ u?) 
Ox g

(2CJ2 2t-2x cok )x aja

and (2.1.52)

Vgz
c)cj
dk (2W2

2c_GO k 0 z
2 2.2,tO - crK )a 0

2 - - -2’'2 -c_K is negative and a 0 °For gravity waves, the quantity 2 £J 
so the vertical component of the group velocity vector is opposite 

in sign to the vertical component of the phase velocity. Therefore 

the upward transfer of energy is accomplished by waves whose phase 

propagates downwards (see Section 2.1.2).
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ACOUSTIC-GRAVITY WAVES IN A . TEMPERATURE - STRATIFIED ATMOSPHERE 

Many situations occur where the assumption of an isothermal

atmosphere cannot be justified and we must use the general equation 

for v (2.1.57). This equation has a regular singularity at

z = z given by /'(z ) ~ 0, i.e.. c 0 c

) = 0
x 0 c (2.1.53)

Using the method of Frobenius, the solutions for v in the

neighbourhood of z = z are . c

a .v „ '((z - z ) ,z1 c ’ constant, (2.1.54)

showing that v is well-behaved in the region of z = z .z c

V/e may note that the equation for the pressure perturbation, 
p(z), is

A
d2p
d-E

/>(a’ + A L2W (a( A. ^/dz a2j 1 +
A'

’ £_
1 2
'o-j

- 0,
A
(

g/ . \
A n (? -iO, (2 .t

0

where

A((z) - cj - N^z) (2.1.56)

The equation for the pressure has a regular singularity at z = z< 
*given by A.(z ) = 0, and the solutions for the pressure in the I c *

neighbourhood of z = z are c

p ( *,2z() ’ /V" constant. (2.1,57)

Thus, both the equations for the velocity and pressure 

exhibit singularities, though at different levels in the atmosphere 

and across these levels the perturbations change continuously.

This is in contrast to the solution of the magnetoatmospheric
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wave equation for motion in the presence of a horizontal magnetic

field (Adam, 1977), ’where a logarithmic singularity occurs and 

waves are captured as they approach the singular level from

either side and are constrained to propagate 'along the field
line.

The Lamb mode does not occur if the atmosphere is not

isothermal. The propagation of waves in an atmosphere with

uniform temperature gradient . has been studied by Lamb (1945),

who obtained solutions for v in terms of the confluent hyper- z
geometric function. Further studies of waves in a temperature- 
stratified atmosphere have been made by Bahng and Schwarzschild 

(1963), Moore and Spiegel (1964) and Uchida (1965)«

2.1.5 Magneto-acoustic Waves

In the presence of a magnetic field there is an additional 

restoring force and in this section we consider waves under the 
combined action of pressure and a magnetic field only, with

gravity neglected.

The governing equation (2,1.1) takes the form

32i
08

o2 V(V.v.) (2.1.58)

Taking the magnetic field 3^ to be parallel to the z-axis,

= B_z, and writing v = (v ,v ,v ), (2,1.58) leads to the two —-0 O- — X 7 j7 z

equations (Lighthill, 196O)

Si* _ 2 3? , (2.1.59)
3t2 A 33
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and

1
dt2

, 2 2> „2 3t2 “ ( = 0 + VA V 2. 2 J
Oz

t- c„v. -AV A 0 ' (2.1 .60 )1 a

where A = V*" and P is the z component of vorticity

n = (7a vL = 4s (2.1*61)
ox

P is propagated one-dimensionally along B„ at the•Alfven speed, v0

For plane-wave solutions of the form e'

(2,1.60) give the dispersion relation

iUt-iK.r (2,1,59) and

and

CaJ2 , 2 2 k v., 
Z Pl

(2.1.62)

CO , 2 2s '2 ,2 2 2, 2k-2(c0 4 V.)K O 4 covAkk (2.1.65)

Equation (2,1.62) describes generalized Alfven waves. The density 

variation is zero and the fluid behaves as if it were incompressibl

(Cowling, 1976). The phase velocity, V , is P

u) (2.1.64)

~1where Q= cos (k /K) is the angle between the wave propagation

vector and the magnetic field. The group velocity, is direoee-o
along the magnetic field;

V • = (0,0,v.) , (2.1.65)

and is of magnitude v..

Equation (2.1.63) is the dispersion relation for magneto

acoustic waves, which may be written in the alternative form

2, 2 2s„2 2 2„2 2C _- 6 (co + v.)K + c.v.K cos O = 0 .
U A U A

(2.1.66)

4 0

K v cos ,

<1
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The waves are characterized as fast or slow modes according to
' 2the magnitude of the phase velocity. Solving (2.1,66) for 00 ,

we obtain

2 2 2W2 + .2 r f 2 2.2 , 2 2 2ftf2« = i(o° + vA)K _ -JK [ (c0 + v) - 4covAcos ,

and hence it follows that the phase velocity, V^, is given by

V2 td -1 ( 2 2y + 1 r , 2 2 ■< 2 ,22 2^ i 2o2 = ?(co - V ~ - [ (c0 4 vA) - 4c0VACOS 0 J
K

(2.1,6?)

The positive sign characterizes fast-mode waves and the negative 

sign slow-mode waves. The fluid velocity for the fast and slow 

modes always lies in the K - B^ plane. The magnetic field per

turbation also lies in this plane but it is perpendicular to K,

The phase velocity for the fast mode exceeds the greater of co 

and vo« For co >> vo, the fast mode will be acoustical in character 

(longitudinal fluid motion), while for co << vo it becomes magnetic 

in character (transverse fluid motion). The slow mode assumes

the opposite behaviour in that the phase velocity is less than 

the smaller of co and vo* It follows from Equation (2.1.6?) that 

the fast mode can propagate in all directions whereas the slow 

mode cannot propagate at right angles to the magnetic field (for 

further discussion • see Bray and Loughhead, 1974).

2 2It is convenient to note here the solutions for c^ <<. ^o.

In this limit, Equation (2.6.9) has solutions

cJ2 a, k2c2 and + k^^o - (2.1.68)
z 0 x y 2 A

The slow mode is a sound wave with group velocity co in the
direction of the magnetic field and the fast mode is an Alfven 

wave with group velocity vo in the direction of propagation.
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V 2)0 X

V (2.1.69)

In general, the group velocity, V , has componentsS

<d'k

gx ok 2 v 2 z 2 2Vz2«.B x K (A2CO ~(cQ + va)K )

c)o
t^k

X.

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
)

’ )gy ^ky K24>(20? -(o0 + v2)K2) )

)

do
(O' ~ K2cC\r2)k 

0 A 7.>Vgz, “ dk “ ?-( 2. r 2 2s 2.° z K (2kf -(cq + v^)K )

If c^ » v^, the group velocity cQ is perpendicular to the wave 

fronts for the fast vave, and v^ parallel to B^ for the slow 

wave, so that v/e get the usual sound and Alfven vaves. If 

vb Cg? the group velocity is vb perpendicular to the vave

• fronts for the fast wave, and cb parallel to for the slow.

The slow wave must then be regarded as a sound wave constrained 

to be propagated along the field lines, the fast wave, though 

propagated magnetically with velocity vb, is not a true Alfven 

wave, magnetic pressures affecting the propagation as much as 

magnetic tensions (Cowling;, 1976).

2,1.6 Magneto-Acoustic-Gravity Waves

Wave motions arising from the combined effects of compress

ibility, gravity and a magnetic field have been investigated under

various approximations by a number of workers. Propagation in a 

horizontal magnetic field has been considered by Yu (1965(» Chen 

and Lykoudis (1972), Nye and Thomas (1976) and Adam (l977a>b(.

An exact solution to the governing wave equation for propagation 

in an isothermal atmosphere vas obtained by Nye and Thomas (1976) 

and Adam, vho also investigated the nature of the singularity
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occurring in the magnetoatmospheric wave equation. McLellan

and Winterberg (1968) analysed wave motions in a uni-directional 

magnetic field and derived a local dispersion relation, which 

gave three wave modes, each of which was found to be strongly 

coupled to each of the three kinds of motion: acoustic, gravity 

and hydromagnetic. One of the modes, the Alfven mode, is independent 

of incompressibility and.gravity. The local dispersion relation 

of McLellan and Winterberg has been studied further by Bel and 

Mein (1971)» and Bel and Leroy (1977)» who considered vertical 

propagation only, Michalitsanos (1973a) who considered the effect 

of an inclined magnetic field on the critical sonic and internal 

gravity cut-off frequencies (assuming propagation in the ( - B 

plane), and Nakagawa et al (1973)» who examined the necessary 

and sufficient conditions of trapped magnetoatmospheric vaves.

In this section, we shall briefly re-derive the results 

of McLellan and Winterberg (1968) and those of Michalitsanos.

We are interested primarily in wave propagation in a vertical 

magnetic field, as may be found in regions overlying the borders 

of supergranules, and v/e shall derive a general equation for the 

vertical component of the velocity perturbation' in the following section

LOCAL ANALYSIS

Mclellan and Winterberg consider the full wave equation

(2.1.1):
= 20V(v.v) + +V(Y.j)

It is not possible to obtain exact solutions of Equation (2.1.1) 

in which y<(z), ((z) and cQ(z) take .. quite general form.
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•». 'wqVtr’’ '»3"Y5-

(2e1o?0)

However, for a uniform magnetic field, B in an isothermal

atmosphere (c_ constant) much can be found out about wavelike

solutions to the equations from the local jdispersion^relation,

This is a relationship

oJ _ W.( k ,k , k ;z) ,x ’ y ’ z

varying with the height z, between the frequency and the three 

components of wave number, in solutions that vary locally as

(2.1.71)v = V exp i(cot - kx-ky-kz) ~ - x y J z

The local dispersion relation is calculated by ignoring the 

rates of change of the amplitudes-V with position, compared with 

the rate of change of the sinusoidally fluctuating factor 

(Lighthill, 1978).

Substituting (2,1.71) into (2.1.1) we find that the equation 

possesses non-trivial solutions provided (Bray and Loughhead,

1974)

6) fiO.4 , 2 2W2 (co + va)k
(B^Ky
A/°o ~ itfgk. g2(S~l)(K2

I (B .K)
~ ^'i

E)2

4>~~ z
so

(B_«K)2 ,(B_.K)'.2 ) ^.2 “0 — rz< -0 — -4'K + £>„ — i\ f + ^CZ,~— ‘ +BOs /Zu/O) y 0 pup^

gUX-1)

, 3 hB.n->O3 , _(B .K)
iygh ■A/°o a S/t/g °U./2,>

O-c-K)

(2.1.72

4 LO

0, , >2

- i = 0 ,

which may be factorized to give

(B0.K)'
= 0 ,O Af

(2.1,73)
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(2.1.74)

and

- ^[(o^)K2-iSgk ? 2 2 2 (£o’£r 2
2 )«• >
Z 0 A/°0

(7O.K) 2
dTpO” k‘ “ 0 •

Equation (2,1,73) represents the propagation of a generalized 

Alfven wave. The second equation (2.1,74) is the dispersion 

relation for maaneto-gravity. waves. For a vertical magnetic 

field, B = BEquation (2.1.74) becomes

460 to >22C°0+VA )K -itfgk 2,+ g (6 ■1)(K< •k2) + c 2 2.^2, 2 „v.K k • 0 A z 0

(2.1.74)’

which, for vertical propagation (K = k ), reduces to z

(cO2 - kV)(O>2 + i_gk „ k^c2) = 0 
z A u ° z z 0 (2.1.75)

describing Alfven waves and vertically propagating sound waves 

(see Equation (2.1.43)),

The effett of an inclined magnetic field on the cut-off

frequencies W and c (see Section 2.1,4) has been examined by a g .
Michalitsanos (1973) who gives the generalisation of the diagnostic 

diagram when a rngr^etic field is present and finds that the 

frequency range in. which vertical propagation is not possible 

in the non-magnetic atmosphere becomes smaller as the inclined 

field is introduced, with the cut-off frequency for magnetically- 

coupled internal gravity waves increasing as the strength of the

field increases.
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2.2 Propagation in a Stratified Atmosphere 
with Uniform Vertical Field

In this section we present some new results concerning the 

propagation of waves in a stratified atmosphere permeated by a 

uniform vertical magnetic field. The equations for the vertical 

and horizontal velocity perturbations are derived and solutions 

are obtained for a number of special cases. In particular, we 

consider the situation when the Alfven speed is much greater 

than the sound speed, and investigate the recent claim by Hollweg 

(1979) for a resonance in the solar atmosphere.
i
The basic state is described by

B = , (2,2.1)

dpQ(z)
”dT = " /o(z)s’

Pq(z) = ( ^ ) g /\q ( Z ) *

For linear per

wave equation

we may put

v decouples,

turbations

is (2,1.1)

s 0 without

being

about

and s

l o s s

- (2.2.2)

(2.2.3)

this basic state, the governing 

ince the magnetic field is vertical

of generality. The equation for

0 , (2.2.4)

y

and the corresponding equation for b isy

(2.2.5)

Equation (2.2.4) describes the propagation of Alfven waves

vertically.
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In addition, there are two coupled equations for v and v ■ ■x z

an d

'o O.
\dvz

g hr - p ' p \Z A
V; X2 + (0° + o Tz - id 0 5 (2e2„6)

(00 A. . ul- “ ji-j,, + ( = 0 -& o «~Dg)J
-- = 0 (2.2.7)

In the absence of a magnetic field, these simply reduce to 

Equations (2,1,55) and (2,1.56), For vertical propagation
A(~ o 0) we have

IJJ.

'<k2
2 <\
A \ 2 xJlv ,' 0 0 1 (2O2,6)'

and

/ 1 J 1
1 jy Ao %j ' ,0 id) (p a is, 6 i. i z

describing vertically propagating Alfven and sound waves, as

given by the local analysis of McLellan and Winterberg (Equation

(2.1.75)).

For perturbations of the form ,

A
v (x,a;t) o V (z) exn i(w t-k x) v (.X x " x z

Equations (2.2.6) and (2.2,7) may 

equation for'the amplitudes vx(s) 
V (z) is
X

,a;t) o v ( a ) e xp i(t-?t-k x), (2.2,8 ) 
z X

be combined to give a single

and v (z). The eauation for z "

j^Ad eg
J0 f

dz

d v
T X TE. “~x " + E 

az

,2adv
2 CZ

~ 4- I,
dv
dz.

X 4- L, v = 0 , 4 x (2.2.9)
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where

Lo(z) = - Nq (2.2.10)

L1(z) = (N2)' + fo°2 - N2)(J> + B-j ,

T f 1 ~No> ( Vk(/12 M2-! I2 b2 2 SVA/K-1\\ %> ,
1 -’o'* “ -Va- W ■

Zn2 ,2 2^ v2 ,
(z) = _(W2„n2)__2L_A„(_O + !

vk C0 '■

,2,22 „ to ~k v“ \

VA

L^(z) = 2
VA

(C02-N2) r(to2~N2) 2/n (a) o0; r 2 , 2, 2 2/1 (//“L^ •“kx(co+vA)J+ r[ 
’0

,22 n k v. v „ x_A X~12 ’e “ (No) /^Ao MJ0

A Aand v is related to v by z x

-1
(tO2-N2)ikx

r- i3< 2 2a A
2 * A x +(u)2_k2 2) £
Adjd !S Aq dz2 x A dz

Ar2
6 ^Ao

J A 1 AX A A

is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency given by (2.1.13)

The corresponding equation for vr is Z

a a d v
Mq ~ + Mi * M 

dz dz

•,2a d v
2 2"dz

dv
+. M 5. + M *

3 da A z (2.2.12)
d v

0 ,

where

N
M (z) :o r 2 , 2z 2 2<GO -k_(cA+v,) + g(i-y) (2.2.13)x 0 A

2‘i7\J ) ’

M (z) = ~M* + M~ A~^ , 
1 °\g ((Aq AJ ’
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M I
M2(z)

Mor

'0 0

4 . 22 2 C0 ZN
+kx ~ + yeH

VA
0 O _ d~x)Y 

Mo z?1\q J
o

/A,

M (z) = 5
&„2+ !° 
W 2 
C0 °0

(O'
a No

M
M^(z)

2 2 
) M

,2 4 ,2 kxC0fN0

l_ v

/~1
^Ao.

’N 2 ,

2 g

_2 
' 2 
C0 L

2 2 Fgk c_ x 0
cQ L

1
f\r

A

, 1 1 xz f KT2Ao Mo/+ H's j+ /p rIo

k2cZ|' 
.2 x 0 (0 -i- —£~ 

VA
+ r+ 2va

XAr g o

o

0
KAq s

M 2 2 rI<gk "c0 X P + w2 _P + 
v2 ■ \s tf/V

and v is related to v by x z

AV - X

• [

ik • x
7(^-V°oV))-(x'-1)6'(r+2-^j

L A J

4
,,2 . 2 C0 tO +k ___ + .A p4s •

dv1-tfi__
M0,$dz

. 2 2 r k c_ x 0

Xv2 5
:° 3 dz

N2
♦ J 0

g

2 4-Ao d v 0 z +
KAO dz,

XAq/
(2.,x + cT,

A

Note that both the equation for v and that for v have regular X z
singularities. In Equation (2.2.9), the singularity is at z - z< 

given by L (z ) = 0, i.e.

- N0(zc) = ° ’ (2.2.15)

and so the position of singularity in the v equation is 

independent of magnetic field strength. The solutions for v.x
about z = z% are (see Ince, 19% chapter XVI) o

4V . ^ (Z - Z~ )x1 c- - vx2~(z - zo} ’ vx5~(z " V’ vxh constant. (25 2
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Similarly, we may show that the solutions for v are well-behaved z
about the singularity z ~ z* given by M_(z* ) 0:c 0 c

(Az*) r o a o o 
“5—— f&J ~k (c~(z*)+vA(z*
vf(z*) L 
A c

x 0 c Ac
e] ■g(x~1)

N^z*) 
0 c
g rr 0 .. (2.2.17

In general, it is not possible to obtain solutions to Equations 

(2.2,9) and (2.2.12). Therefore we shall consider some special 

cases of the system (2.2.6) and (2.2.7). The isothermal atmosphere 

has been widely treated in the literature, using the local analysis 

of McLellan and 'Winterberg (see Section 2.1.6) and is a good 

approximation for the mid-chromosphere. Another case of interest 

is that of small horizontal wavelength (^Ag 1) which arises

in a slender flux tube as we shall see in the following chapter.

We also consider the extreme when the Alfven speed is much greater 

than the sound speed.

ISOTHERMAL ATMOSPHERE

Consider an isothermal atmosphere, so that Aq, c and NQ 

are constant and the density and Alfven speed vary as

/>0(z) = ^,CO)e
*/!\

, v,(z) = v.(0)e ’ A A
z/2Aq*0

For variations of the form (2,2.8) we may eliminate v between z
2 ?Equations (2.2.6) and (2.2.7) to give ( cO / n)

,4 a ,3a2, d Vx 2, 7 2 vx
va(z)TT +vA(z) ----co'dz?

. 2 2, J. 2 £g)2 W -Va (zV1z')“ -2 
= 0 ' ao'

<f=) 1 +

dv

'0
•k v,(z)+ 1 (r 1 g%\ 2, ,

H( z) t& z) 2 ) 5P'
I Cc/ - az

,2ad v

"A elk2 , ~ gll'l
(c2+W;(z) Mx~i)-~-/K=o,

LC '0 v0
(2.2.8)

V ( z A

d z
0
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where H(z) is the density scale-height defined by

1 _ 1 J^(Z) ,
H(z)

Since the atmosphere is isothermal

1 Is - 1 »
h777 = “2 =/\7c „ '00

and Equation (2.2.18) reduces to

-,2 a d v

" 0 dz 0

2,2 _

(2.2.19)

dv

dz '0
dz

. 2 2. -4 a) k 2 o o S a.
--------- (c0+vA(z)) + (y-1 ) —— (2.2.18)’V = 0 .X

o c0 '0
• - . -ik z

Writing vx<z) = v.e , we may derive a local dispersion relation

<jO - U2£(cC+vA)K2-i;fgkJ +g2(tf-l)k2 + cQv2kV + iygv2K2kz = 0 . (2.2.2’G

2 2 2 where K2 = k2 + k,x "

Note that the above equation differs from the local dispersion 

relation of McLellan and Winterberg for a vertical magnetic field 

(Equation (2.1.74)’) by the sign of the final term. This is be

cause density variations have been neglected in the derivation 

of (2.1.74and therefore the terms involving H ’(z) in (2.2.18) 

are also neglected.

In fact, we may obtain series solutions of Equation (2.2.18)’
. -z/\> '
in x = e • These solutions may be expressed in terms of the

generalized hypergeometric function .^(Slater, 1966);

2F3 [ bl”l. - ’2’ % ’ ’ a21’ a31 ’ a4l - x] 

2.3 [b1^2^’ b2<°^ - a12- a32- a42 - Z -
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2^3 a23? %3’ x] ’

2°3 b2(°\.)’ ®-V a2V ®34 x] '

(2.2.21)

<VA,
with x = ci

of the indiiial equation

and a. . - &C - cO + 1, where the <X. are the roots1J i 0 ’ x

<X o£ •27 //\°l •“■/'b if

k2A

= 0 , (2.2.22)
'0

4

0

2 x

and we have assumed the a. . are not integers. The quantities "J- 0
are roots of the quadratic

z 2.22 ^V)
b. - +b(2«.+l)-v?(0) v°(0)

o(( f .

VA(0) C0V-i0) v°(0)
2/\!%l/_l _£_. _ o
b °A> v°(0)~

A A
(2.2.23)

We note that in the absence of gravity Equation (2.2.18) 

has constant coefficients and so admits solutions of the form 

exp (ik°z) satisfying

v,4 2 r 2/_ *A\ .2 21. 2 C? r , ,2 , 2, 2 2\i Va - Lw7+ ~2rkxvAjkz+ x - kx(co+ V (2.2.24)= 0
o 0

which is the usual dispersion relation for magneto-acoustic waves 

(Equation (2.1.66)). The Alfven wave follows from Equation (2.2°4)

which gives

OJ
, 2 2 k v.,° 1\.

SMALL HORIZONTAL WAVELENGTH

We have seen that the limit of vertical propagation (k°A^Q> O) 

gives two modes: Alfven waves and sound waves (Equations (2.2.6)' 

and (2.2.7)'). In the opposite extreme of k-4 oy , Equation
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(2.2.13) for givesz

,2 A d V tfgvA(z) dv /’ 2
___ Z I QJ
dz i 2  s.

dz cQ(z)(c0(z)+v|(z)) c^az v’(z) Aq

vf(z)

Va(z) x Co(z)+v-(z
y))■ 0 •

(2.2.25)

Note that the order of the differential equation (2.2.15) is

reduced.

The above equation may be written in the form

dzj + [u2r(z> - s(z) j \ = 0 , (2.2.26)
where

<r(z) =

co(z^
vEz)Z ,

'~QCzT\qCz') r(z) = d-(z)
c((z)

1 +

and

s(z) = f( z) JSL K-1
v-(z)

A

Va(z) cQ(z)+va(z)LvfETV

Equation (2.2.26), together with boundary conditions of the form

av (z ) + aav (z,) = 0,1 z 1 2 z 1 ’

bl\(z2) + b2^z^Z2^ = °’

(for constants a^a-ib- and b-), imposed at levels z -= z,j and
2z = z-, forms a Sturm-Liouville system, with real eigenvalues cO , 

Equation (2.2.25) arises in the flux’tube problem examined in 

Chapter 5 and the Sturm-Liouville system above will be looked 

at in more detail in -Chapter 4. In fact, Equation (2.2.25) has
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been discussed by Syrovat-skii and Zhugzhda . (19.68) for the 

case >5 c^ and solutions for obtained for a polytropic

atmosphere.

STRONG MAGNETIC FIELD

The propagation of waves in regions where the magnetic
. 2 2 field is strong is of interest since the limit vA >> c* is 

valid in the upper chromosphere (and above) for the quiet Sun 

and at lower altitudes in the regions of high magnetic field 

strengths associated with sunspots. This limit has been considered 

recently by Hollweg (1979)» who neglects the term Jp/&x in the 

x component of the momentum equation and arrives at the two
coupled equations for v and 4 : .

X z

,2a d v

dz

/ to2 p \ .
( “5— - k v = 0 ,\ 2z x x / x ' v*(z) '

(2.2.27)X

and

,2ap d v dv p2 z z ^2a
Cq ~T - *S^- + ■ - - .

dz

p dv
+ ik .(ar -1 )gv - 0 . (2.2.28)

Hollweg presents his analysis for an isothermal atmosphere only,

though in fact Equations (2.2.27) and (2.2.28) are valid even

if the temperature is non-uniform. Equation (2,2.28) is identical

to (2.2.7) while (2.2.27) is equivalent to (2.2.6) under the limit
of v2 >> c2 and v2k2v* >> c2k k v*, v2k2v* » gk v*, where k 

A z0 Azx Z/Ozxz’ A z x ° x z’ z
is the(local) vertical wavenumber and v- and v* are the amplitudes x z
_ A d Aof v and v . .

X z
. i ^0

For an isothermal atmosphere (A* = 0, Pq ,
p p z/A.

v- = v*(0)e ) Equations (2.2.27) and (2.2.28) combine to
XV XX .
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give

0 dz
y-i A’
sAo 0

-otlJ % Adv „ -u)
A0'dZ + C2\H°

u?

(2.2.29)

0 dz2 d z
- A

A 0

where

Aq = - ik0 :
-2 / z »22 •— - kx +
-VA

(f^) (2.2.50)

Equation (2.2.29) is a special case of (2.2.12) and has a regular 

singularity at z , where A-(z ) = 0.0 vz C
Solving (2.2.27) for v. yields

20^ -Z/2A0 = AjJ^ e 0] + BJ.„ ( e-s/2A°) , (2.2.51)
9\v"To) A

where A and B are arbitrary constants and is the Bessel function 
of the first kind of order i ~ ' 1 21c.——|J. If — -is an integer then 

Y»-y replaces J. as the second solution. The solution for v. is 

'then obtained from (2,2.28) with the result that

V ( -a D -n-) z/2Aq ( e--G1(^)-e’a'a^-(z)^/Ao z/2/t , ,
v = (Cea + De ’)e + ---------—-----  e , (2.2.52)z O-W2/^/- ..

where q (assumed non-zero) satisfies

n (J' -
(2.2,55)= 0 ,q + ™.tc«

with GJ>a = o-^/q' the cut-off frequency for vertical propagation 
(see Section 2.1). The two functions G-(z) and G^(z) are. given 

by the integrals

f * .

G-(z) = J r(z* )exp [--Q++—---^z•]dz’ ; = , *1r(z’ )exp ■+'2a)zzj dz - ,

(2.2.34)><5
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where

r(s) = lkx(dz " ^)vx* - (2.2.35)

Now we have seen in Section 2*1 that under the circumstances 
2 2of v- Cq the fast and slow modes in a gravity-free medium

(/\q-? 0 i 4-^ 0) are given by the dispersion relations

2 ,22 _ 2 ,2,2.2 p — k-Cg and oS? — (k* h k-h-,

representing sound waves propagating energy along the magnetic 

field and Alfven wvves. ith d gavvity presnn. , we see from (2.2* 32.)

there are again tto dodes. The firht firm it Equation (2*2.32. 

represents vertically-propagating sound waves (see Equations

(2,1.45) and (2.1.46)) and the second term corresponds to the
/ . AAlfven mode since it depends on the :^<^;rrd fd v,_ which is propagatedX

as an Alfven wave.

It is possible to obtain exact solutions for G-(z) and G-(z). 

Writing x=exp(-z/2/\J, the integral for G-(x)(l = 1,2) may be 

expressed in the form

2A<A
G](x)= ikA

i = q + 2/\) 'where

A V (1?V (x) x v (x’)dx’ .(2.2,,x '

•q + '2/q •

The integral in Equation (2,2,36) comprises of terms of the

form
C
x"“ (ax^x'. (2.2.37)

where yil = 2/Aq>^-1 (1=1,2), } = tv, and a = 2O//\dvA(0).
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The above integral may be evaluated using the result (Magnus 

and Oberhettinger5 1949)

4^ - I) £~ * ^A“' 2 2 38 )

where °((z) is any cylindrical function and S^)1? is one of the 

Lommel functions, whose properties and relation to the hyper
geometric function are outlined in the appendix, where also the 
solution for G°(x) is given.

An approximate solution may be obtained for frequencies
uj when the solution (2.2.31) for vx<2.2.31) may be written

o' , 2(°\n■ 2O/V o' . 2(°\ r'
\ = 4 -v~re))e^',Z/W+B(^)) e^’5z//'"b)’

>/ 0. (2.2.39)

The integral G°(z) then becomes

G.(x)
= ikx f\ [

* +
Q/(oy [ 2/° )\ ZL _? 2\o + 2A~'q •

exp[~(q+2--;+^)]
"0) '! i *-1 \

-/o " q • ZCTTZT
2Aq -AQ

(2.2.40)

J

with q replaced by -q for Gg(z). We investigate the above solution 

further in the following section.

2.2.1 Resonant Response

The response of an atmosphere to a given source has been 

considered by many authors. and in particular attempts have been 

made to interpret the observed solar motions as a resonant effect. 
In resonant models of the atmosphere. the results are very depend

ent on the choice of the parameters of the models and on the
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boundary conditions (Provost, 1975). In these models the
W ■

assumption is made that the ‘convection zone acts as an 'oscillating

lower boundary' and the dependence of a physical quantity, X(x,t),

on space and time is prescribed at the base of the atmosphere.

There exist different choices for X : the vertical velocity

(Lamb, 1945; Stix, 1970); pressure perturbation (Worrall,1972;

Moore, 1974). Resonance occurs provided that there exists a

non-trivial solution of the governing system of equations vhich

has a zero value of X. On the other hand., the response of an

atmosphere to a non-resonant excitation has been studied by 
i

Provost (1975), who prescribed the energy (which cannot be zero) 

at the oscillating lower boundary, and consequently resonance is 

not generated. More recently, Hollweg (1979) has derived the 

equations (2.2.27) and (2.2.28) and claimed that a resonance 

exists between the (driving) fast wave and the (driven) gravity- 

modified acoustic wave. In this final section, we investigate 

Hollweg's claim further.

As an introduction, we'give an illustration of resonance

by considering the analysis of Roberts (1979, 1980), who has

discussed resonance in the context of spicules. Roberts (1979)

investigates the effect of forced vibrations and considers a

flux tube in a uniform atmosphere with a prescribed pressure 
f (bdv)at the boundary, ^pg , of the form

5p (bdy) _ 8 ' ^2 sj_nwt cos kz, (2.2.41 )
re e

for prescribed velocity 4.^, frequency W and wavenumber k.

The equation for the vertical velocity perturbation is(in -a slender

flux tube (Roberts, -198 O))

x2 \22 8 \ 4 .
(2.2.42)

it2 ~ <XP “ tr2 dt
rovA ’
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A particular integral of (2*2,42) is

v (z,t) = V cosw^t sin kz z 0 (2.2*43)

where the amplitude V is given by

V =v0

'I ( .^\ 2 2 .
nTp Vowk

7~ 2.. ——2
(Cq + vA)(k cT - A )

(2.2.44)

and so 'resonance* may occur when the wavenumber is such that

,2 2 2- kf = 0 , (2.2.45)

and Vq becomes infinite.

In practice, the velocity amplitude will not become infinite

because of applied boundary conditions. The presence of zero

denominator suggests, however, large amplitude possibilities, 

since for a wavenumber k such that k = w>/a„,, the particular 

integral of Equation (2.2*42) is '(for a given frequencytu)

YPl
0 T /e ,b)z u)z . wz . .---- — (—Cos — cosst t 4Tstn—sinf
Pv7

(2.2.46)

and the amplitude of the vertical velocity is always finite, 

though again it is large for z (or t) large.

Ve return now to the problem of resonance between the (driving) 

fast wave and the (driven) gravity-modified acoustic wave, considered 

by Hollweg (1979). We consider possible situations when resonance 

may occur and then outline Hollweg's analysis and discuss his

claim for a resonance.
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The governing equations for the velocity amplitudes are 

(2.2.27) and (2.2.28). The solution for v. is Equation (2.2.32)

and may be written in the form

A
V = 

z

, qz _ -qz. z/2A0 
(ce + De )e + ----

e~qZG2(z))
2q

ez/2Aq, (2.2.47

where q, G. and G„ are given by Equations (2.2.33)i (2.2.34-) 

and (2.2.35)* It would appear from the above that a resonance 

occurs when q = 0 i.e. for a given horizontal velocity at some 

level (such as prescribed granular motion at the photosphere) 

then\large vertical velocities may result when

2
' • (2.2.48)'0/* 2 = 3 = --g .

For OJ-'iOg , we may use the approximate solution (2.2.40) for 

the integrals G. and G. and substituting into (2.2.47) we have

the solution for vz

V = (Ce^+De-^)ez/2\ ^3 > y-1
2q \va(o)A 2/\q + y-0/

1 . 0- eqz(eXp[-(q+J-,^z].-l) e^exp[_h+2^^z] -qj

Vq + 2Aq 2Aq ■q + + 2/q

, , Hexp['H+^4)zM 1

2Aq 2Aq 2AQ -q + 2Aq 2/\qq + 1

(2.2.49)

As an illustration we consider v /v (z =0), as a function of Z X
frequency U? , for the particular integral only (G = D = 0) 

adopting (arbitrarily) the Jj solution for v.(B = 0). The ratio
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V /V (z = o)Z X is then given by

AV z
X

zAAV
_ ika_®_____i j* y-h
" 2q My

®qZ( exp["(q+^+2/V)z] -1)

w.,,.,,1 ................ -------------------- --------------

■ q + 2fc+

-Q +
1

2/\)

(2.2.50)
9

2Aq

Closer examination of the magnitude of the above expression reveals

that 'it does noo have a peak in the region of W = lO^ • The
solution for Iv ./ (z ~ 0)J , using the approximate form above,

with B = C = D = 0 is sketched in Figure 2.2,as a function of

uj/oo, • We have taken ps1 and ' 2k Each curve is labelled
+//Ao X

by its value oo e , Wc ooiicIude eherefo re that the i»e„ is

no resonance for frequenpies (j u o, for the vertical velocity 

driven by the horizontal velocity component.

Another possibility 

(so that the apehrxemate

+ _ n"q + 2A) “ 2/5 =

for resonance for frequencies co £ 

solution (2*2.4o) is valid) is when

(2.2,51)

i.e.

AqV
(2,2.52)

which occurs for the J_p solution only. For (2.2.52) to be 

satisfied we must have toZ . We sketch in Figure 2.3 the 
ratio |Zg/V((O| as a function of for particular integra

with A = 0. We take k /V = 4, <6 = 3/5 and use the approximate
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Figure 2.2 - The ratio of the amplitude of the vertical velocity 
perturbation, at height z, to the horizontal velocity perturbation 
at z = 0, sketched for two heights z and for frequencies in the 
neighbourhood of the acoustic cut-off frequency ^(Equation (2.2.50)).
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Figure 2,3 - The ratio of the amplitude of the vertical velocity-
perturbation, at height z, to the horizontal velocity perturbation
at z = 0, sketched for two heights z. We have adopted the J"
solution for v • x
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solution (2.2.49). Again, we see that there is no resonant 

effect for wavelengths and frequencies satisfying (2.2.52).

We now consider Hollweg’s claim for resonant behaviour.

For the sake of clarity it is convenient to reproduce here a

small section of Hollweg’s analysis. For simplicity we take
/ = 1 in (2.2.35). Writing 2vV\)e«

y =

the series expansions for J^j(y) and J^(y) into the integrals 

(2.2.34) so that the particular integral of (2.2.32) is given by

/2A0
Hollweg substitutes»

A KVz = A°1'~^)

(~1)k(j)

-(2/^q+l). Z (2/^q+l^
ikx 'y <*y

, 2k+'P' (-1)k(£)
AX ------ £-----  +

k. (9+k+l)
k

2k~^

k=0 k'P(-?+k+l)
dy - (q - q) I , (2.2.35)

1 /

B
J

where (q -q) indicates that q and -q are to be interchanged. 

Integrating Equation (2.2.53) term by term then gives

-f fVvz = A>(1- ik
rA^ (-Dk 2~2k~))(2k4.i»y2k+,> 

. k=0 k! f(x>+k+1) (2k+9-f-2/\Qq+1)

<*■■• / „ sk -2k+9 z v 2k—V+ (~1) 2_____ (2k-P)y
k=0 k! r(-l)+k+1 )(2k-P+2/\0q+1)_

- (q O -q) (2.2.54)

Hollweg argues that the velocity amplitude may become infinite

when

(2k iJ + 2/^q + 1) = 0 or (2k i 1) - 2/^q + 1) =0, (2.2.55)

and since both k and p are real and positive, q must be real, 

i.e. co <cda • In this case 2/\Qq > °» and so 'resonance' can
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(2.2.56)

only occur for the solution and the condition becomes

9 = PkAl = 2k 2 1 • 2/^q ,

that is,

A> \,
A = k + t ± ib k = 0, 1, (2.2.56)'

However the integrals (2.2.34) are always finite for any combination 

of cJ and k and so infinite, velocity „amplitudes do not occur.

Condition (2.2.56)’, with k = 0, is that given by (2.2.32),

and we have seen that this does not correspond to htsonanct„ 

it is interesting to note that the condition for resonance (2.2.36) 

is simply the condition that in the Lommel function solution, 6^^ ? 

/A ± V is a negative odd integer (see the Appendix).

The condition for resonance given by Hollweg is simply that 

the strets solution (after applying boundary conditions) contains 

a term log^y* For y small, this is large in magnitude but for 

k Z 1 it is not the dominant term, and for k = 0 we have seen 

there may be no resonant effect.

in conclusion, then, we consider that Hollweg’s claim for 

a resonance between the vertical velocity perturbation and the 

(driving) horizontal perturbation to be misleading.
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Appendix

The differential equation

z2 + + (z2 - A2)y = , (2.A.1 )
. dz

has the solution

y = (z)$

where .

>/AA 2 ( z) _ __ p ( z., //—A+3 /m-A+3
(7~yri)V+A+i) 12’ ~"2 2’“"

-2. -) , (2 .At.2)

provided that /*•-?» is not a negative odd integer (Magnus and 

Oberhettinger, 1949). The function is a generalized hyper

geometric series. •

For arbitrary values of and 3) the function (Erddlyi it al,

1934)

5/0,0 A*) . •spy C^z.) -a Z"'' r

is a solution of (2.A.1), since the expression on the right-
4. ‘ #hand side remains meaningful when - V approaches a negative

odd integer.

The functions (z) and (z) are known as Lommel functions

The solution.for G_(x) is then given by Equations (2.2^31),

(2.2.36) and (2.2.38):
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Chapter 3 : WAVE PROPAGATION IN A MAGNETIC FLUX TUBE

3«1 Introduction

In this chapter we consider the possible wave modes

present in a structured magnetic field, namely an isolated 

magnetic flux tube, and in particular we are concerned with 

a slender flux tube in a stratified atmosphere, as appropriate 

to the solar context. Firstly, however, we shall consider a

uniform medium.

Cram and Wilson (1973) have discussed the possible modes 

of vibration of a two-dimensional Cartesian magnetic flux sheath 

and Wilson (1978a, 1978b) has presented a discussion of hydro- 

magnetic modes in structured magnetic fields for both the flux 

sheath and flux tube geometries. Wilson's analysis differs 

somewhat from our own (Wilson, 1979a, b), and we shall briefly 

consider the discrepancy in Section 3*2* Defouw (1976) 

was the first to consider the propagation of waves in a slender 

flux tube in a stratified compressible atmosphere, though his 

treatment is for an isothermal atmosphere only.

The governing equations are those presented in Chapter 1 

(Equations (1.6.5) - (1.6.10)), and it is useful to restate 

them here in component form in cylindrical geometry for an 

axi-symmetric flux tube B^(r,2:) = (B^ , 0, B^), and basic 

state ^(r ,z) etc.

The equations for the basic state are

0 - - VR5? -£> A - po

0 - V,B0
--0 “• a •
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For adiabatic perturbations (i.e.|,s O) in velocity and

magnetic field of the form

v = (v , Vg, v ) b = (b- , b„ , b )— r 0 z — r » z -

the components of the perturbation equations are

If + H tgo - = o.
(3.1.1)

Po^T = _ bgf38o& _ e>Bor\ (3.1.2)

pc r. -1 - t$J± Ab* _ ftJiA rb .. 2M (3.1.3)

Po^ ~ ~ - p q 4- IfrVf-bs. “ ~ ~ —0v\ 5
2t Az rJ f2J /W ffc I (3.1.4)

+ vj-, , ~ - 'f—O f W> AA 3
ft Dr 3% \01 Dr 3&/ ■ (3.1.5)

> " - ^55 " M • (3.1.6)

SAe = Bor) + <L(ve^oz) ,
Dt ft- ‘ (3.1.7)

Abi. s 1 A-fWvgBor ~ - Boz fVp
26 r ir L ' yJ & ’ (3.1.8)

jA(rbc\ + J_ fbe + '
(3.1.9)

3.2 Uniform Atmosphere

The purpose of this section is to investigate waves in 

a uniform vertical column of magnetic field and to determine 

the resulting form of the dispersion relation for a flux tube 

as it becomes slender. Then, we shall present an ab initio 

approximation for waves in a slender flux tube, and compare 

the results with the more general analysis.
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Consider the basic state of a uniform medium of pressure 

pQ, density and magnetic field B ss The linearised

equations describing adiabatic perturbations about this static 

(v^ = 0) state are those given above (Equations (3.1.1) - 

(3-1.9)) t with g-0, B0r=0, and p , /O and c constants.

In a cylindrical coordinate system (r, Q , z), with perturbations 

in velocity and magnetic field

v = (v , vf ) b = (b , b, b ), — r u zr' 6 ’ z
the governing system of equations may be reduced to two 

equations, namely

i?!)a

where

= 0 (3.2el)

and

with

= A2 u- JL ,u _i a
5? , _ + £ , A « V. v (3-2.2)

( o „ v2- <) ) p » n

P = IV.v\ = -L|(rVf>) - 
' 3 A “ l2 r d3 1 r 30

(3.2.3)

(3.2.4)

Here - QPo/A> )H an<3. v^ - Bq/^.^) are the sound and

Alfven speeds respectively,

For a basic state of a cylindrical column of field of 

radius r^, embedded in a field-free medium ol"* density ft.

and pressure p^,

B M r < r (3.2.5)
o ->

0
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and lateral pressure balance implies

p + B - p , ^0 0 ^e
2A

(5.2.6)

Thus the interior and exterior densities are related by

(3.2.7)

where cg = (>fPe/ye )2 is the sound speed oP the exterior*

/%% = A)(ol + | v!)

Consider the interior region. Writing 

A ) iwt+iie+ikzA = R(r)e ,

Equation (3.2.1) reduces to a form oP Bessel’s equation

(3.2.8)
d2R 1 dR ,12 2Vn _
, 2 . r dr 2 0 ’dr r

wh ere

2 ,, 2 2 2Wl 2 2 .2 m2 = (k cQ )(kvA -O ) .
° ,,2 2 2 ~2 * 2.

(k cT "CO )(c0 + yA)

and the speed c. is defined by
p 2 22 C^VAc T = 0 A . .

+ VA 0 "A

Equation (3-2.8) has solution

R(r) =

2( AqI.(( mQr) + A.K.(m.r), mQ > 0

( *0Jl(n0r) + A1Yl(n0r)l mo<°

(3*2.9)

(3*2.10)

(r <r _) , (3-2.11 )

2 2where n. = -m., and , Y^ 1^ and are Bessel functions oP 

order 2 (Abramowitz and Stegun, 196?)- A. and A. are arbitrary 

constants.

The perturbations in velocity, magnetic field, density

and pressure are then given by
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/

,2.Vr “ (c0 + VA^kcT d^(r)eib>t+i1^+ik2i )
. 5 )2 2 2 ow"6(k V, -w)) dr

2 2 2vf, ~ l(k c, - <a) ) R(r) iwt+il8+ikz y _____ u e
2 2 iO

' (1/0)

v = 1 k,c, R(r) iwt + llf-i-ikz 
z v- 0 eik —

wZ
Z = B0k(cQ + /)(kM - f) dE eiwt+iie+iks

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
) • 
)
)
)
)

-tJ2) dr
,)

)
) (Ovr<r,) (3,2.1

2 2

2 2bn = B,kl (k'f. -(f‘) R(r) iu)t+il@ + ikz0
lo) ,(ltO)

0

b = (k c? »0)5) Bri R(p) itot+ilS+ikz 
a 0 __ 0 e

if

P = ~P> R(r)Cit+il0+ikz 
i(O>

p ~ W,C0/°0 R(r) i<-3Uil0+ikz 
iCO 6 ,

For axisymmetric perturbations ( = O ), the equations

for Vg and bg uncouple from the rest of the system; disturbances 

vg and bg are propagated as Alfven waves.

In this chapter we shall consider only axisymmetric 

perturbations- The solution (3.2.11) for R(r) is then

( A,Ie(mer) , mo > o

R(r) = z p , (rO'), (3*2.13)
( AoJo(nor) ’ m0 < °

where we have now applied the condition that the perturbations 

are finite at the origin. •
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In the exterior region, the governing equation (vzith
K- = 0 ) for R(r) is 
30

d2R .1 dR 

dr
m "R = 0 , e '

wh ere

2 ,22 , .2k c - CO e

(r 3 =o) (3.2.14)

(3.2.15)

pNote that may be positive or negative accordingly as the 

vertical phase-spoed u>/k is subsonic or supersonic with respect 

to the sound speed in the external medium. The solutions of

(3-2.14) are

r 2 > 0
e

0/1 =
A.K _ (m -r) , 3 0 e
A_J_(n r) + A.Y_(n r), m- < 0 

2 0e 3 0 e e
(r > r,), (3e2..l6)

where A_ and A. are arbitrary constants and we have applied 

the boundary condition that the solutions be finite at infinity,

3-2.1 The , Dispersion Relation

In addition to the boundary conditions at the origin and

infinity, the interior and exterior regions are related by 

the boundary.conditions (See Chapter 1)

B bv , and p + Q js continuous across r = r(3*2.17) 
r

2 p

2 \ 0.

2For tf and k^ real, there are four cases to consider: m^ . 0,
2 , „ z ?m . 0; > 0 (mj y 0) corresponds to decaying, exponential’

2type solutions in the interior (exterior); < 0 corresponds 

to oscillatory solutions inside the tube. We note that in 

general there is also the possibility of solutions with complex

frequencies.
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The possible combinations of cn, c and v giving rise \ u e' a

to the different cases may be easily visualized in terms of 

a modification to a diagram of Cram and Wilson (1975)- Figure
2 p?

3»1a, b, c gives the regions of m_ 2 0, n 2 0, in the plane0 <

'q-
Ol) * A(;---’ —) for a) c = c , b) c ) c c) c_ ) c * The areas

“ I) ' C\ 9 < Qkco co 0 Q
2 2 labelled A are for m > 0 and those labelled B are for m < 0„

3-2.l(i) Evanescent Modes in the exterior •

We shall consider firstly the case of evanescent modes
2 2 in the exterior (m£ £ 0 - regions A in Figure 3»1) with rn^ 

being either positive (giving evanescent solutions) or negative 

(giving oscillatory, solutions in the interior). With the 

appropriate solution of (3-2.l6), the solutions for the velocity 

pressure and density in the exterior are

(e) 2 . , x iwt + rkzv = c m A K,(m r ) e r e e e 1 e
a?

v(e) = 1 k2O2 A K_(m '
7 7-7 e e 0 eik—x—CO"

)
, ) 

) 
) 
)

, ) 
)

(e)2^.v,. x iwt+ikz 
PP e ~e e 0 e

icO .

(e) ' . v ( •, icbt + ikz
-A A AAA- »
iO

)
, ) 

) 
) 
) 
)

) (r ) !•) (3-2.18)

where A is an arbitrary constant* e
2Suppose that is positive (regions A1, A3 and A3)» Applying 

the boundary conditions (3-2.17) gives the dispersion relation

*0 "o Pe
m

K0('"er0)
Zf ‘ 2 f , 2 “ ky7m“re"T
/a) (k v^ - ) y e 0

w (3.2.19)

valid for > 0, m2 > 0.
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m| > 0. Regions A1, A3 and A3 have mj > 0. a) q, = (See Cram and 
Wilson (1973) )• b) c< > co. c) Cg co. The dashed line in Figures
b) and c) is the line to*" = k*<C .



It is obvious from Equation (3-2.19) that there are no 

solutions in the regions A1 of Figure 3-1- Therefore, the 

solutions of interest lie only in the regions A3 and A3-

Now, we are interested in the solutions for a slender

tube, which we shall define, at this stage, to correspond

to kr^ « 1. Thus, a tube is slender if its circumference

is very much less than the vertical wavelength of a disturbance

Assuming' that as kr^,-* 0, both m_r_ 0 and m r„ 0, which u O (J e 0
must be verified a posteriori, and noting that

Io(moro)~ 1 ’ Ii(moro) ~ 1 Vo ^Vo"0’

and
-1K^(m r^)~ -log(m r_), K.(m r ) ~ (m r ) as m r _> 0 ,OeO ° e 0 1 e o eo e o

then Equation (3-2.19) reduces to

z, 2 2 2W 2 2x . f,2 2* ,,2.2 2n , \2/9Q(k c^ -tO )(cQ + v^) + _1 (k cQ )to ^er0log(mer0) := 0,

(3-2

Equation (3-2.20) gives rise to two solutions force . The 

first solution, given by Roberts (Roberts and Webb ,1978), is 

.2 - k c + f,22 . p 2. ( 2v , 4 2.. z,2 2xk CT + 1 CT (c0 ~ ct k r01OS^k r0} 
Pc

tJ
(3-2.21)

thus, in a slender tube we have the result co ,2 2 n , k c^,. Sub
stituting the expression (3-2.21) for into those for m|

2and m , we find that both iii„r„ and m r^ tend to zero as e 0 0 e 0
kr^ 0. The solution is consistent with our assumptions that
2 2 2 2 m^ y 0 and ) 0 provided that c^ < cg. Therefore the 

solutions lie in the region A3 in Figures 3-1a, b and A3 for 

^A^O^ < ^VA^CO^C in Fieure 3-1c.
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The second solution is

2,2 2 2 . 
CO % k c - c exp - 4e e --- -

(kr 0)'

z 2 2W 2 2,(cI - ce)(eo + >
'2 z 2W- 2 2.v
U0 + 1 o^^ - %■'

(3.2, 22)

provided c, < c, or c, > c. • This solution lies in the region 

Al in Figure 3«1 b ai^d in A3 for (v^/c) > (v ^/c(^)in Figure

3.1 c. So in a slender tube we also have the solution 
? 2 2 .d) , k c ♦ This solution also satisfied the constituency

requirement that iHqO'q 0 and m r. ~v Q as kr, -> Q. e Q Q

Combining the above results, for a slender flux tube in 
2 2a uniform atmosphere, with m > Q and ran > Q, for■c > c e u e (J

there are tv/o approximate solutions

. ,2 .22
(a) k c e

2 2
T

(3.2.23)
00 ~ k ~c

whilst for c Ae x Q
2 . /, 2 2 ,2 2. 

lO & ran (k c,, k c^), c, < c,, (3.2.24)

The dispersion relation (3*2.19) has been solved numerically 

and the solutions sketched in Figures (3.2 a, b> and (3.3 a, b>.

In addition to the two approximate solutions given above,
? 2 2there is an exact solution a> - k Cg, for c, = c . The 0’ 0 e

(e)motions are longitudinal (v, = v, = Q) and the magnetic 

field is ' undisturbed (b = Q).

2 2 2 . .The solution for the mode oJ / k c, ss plotted in Figure 
2 23.2a for various values of c,/v. and for Cq=c . We see that 0 A 0 e

2 2 2 .for ki*o « 1, the approximation . <0 % k c,, ss a good one. This

mode has phase speed that is both subsonic and sub-Alfvenic and
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Figure 5*2a - The solution ofthe dispersion relation (3«2.19) ?or the wave.. 
for various values of the parameter c0/v^ and the tube ’radius’ kr^ , with

= c0 and y= 5/3» Notice that a/kz cy for kr0 not too large (e.g. '?>.
kr0 1) in agreement with our weaker claim that agreement is obtained '



Figure 3»2b - The 'solution of the dispersion relation -;(3*2.19) for the
2 2 2 2 11 sound wave solution for cn/v. = 0.4 and cn/o = 0.5- Note that for
u 2 2 2 U e

kx’o the solution tends to t = k ^(labelled---------- ) very rapidly!
as described by Equation (3*2.22).



Figure 3.5a - The solutions for the vertical velocity-v , normalized to
unity at the origin (continuous curve), total pressure p, (labelled - --- ),
and gas pressure p (labelled — — —— — —) as a function of r/r^ for the 
tube-wave solution. We have taken c^ = cc^ = v» X = 5/3 and have



Figure 3*3i> - The solutions for the vertical velocity v , Z*
total pressure p , and gas pressure p as a function of 
r/rQ. We have taken c^/v^ = 0.4, cq/c| = °-5» £ = 5/3 

and krQ - 1.

z

I
I
/

I



so it is a slow-mode-type wave. The total pressure, radial 

velocity, internal ga£ pressure and vertical component of velocity 

inside the tube are sketched in Figure 3.3a as functions of 

r/r^. From the figure we see that as krQ4 0 the total

pressure (and hence the external gas pressure) becomes small 

compared to the internal gas pressure. Indeed, it follows 

from Equation (3.2.12) that

p + B b /ac, ,2 2 2W 2 2<_ ____0 z (^ - k cT)(cQ + vA)
pJ" ”F2--- (3.2.25)

Thus, for the solution (3*2.21),

1 Pe
p " 4 Pq

k2rO1°S(k2ro)’ (3-2.26)

' co '

0 as kr^ -> 0.
Therefore the solution k^Cm a slender flux tube

corresponds to negligible perturbations in the exterior.

The solutions for the second mode are sketched in

Figures 3-2b and 3.3b. The pressure fluctuations in the 

exterior are no longer negligible for small kr^ for this 

mode, as may be seen from Equation (3.2.25) which gives

p - VA ( 2 2W 2 2k°e " cT)Cc0 + VA
2 2 C C/-K e 0

(3-2.27)

The second mode is a sound wave, with phase speed equal to 

the sound speed in the exterior, propagating along the tube,

Consider now the case of ni^ < 0, corresponding to 

oscillatory solutions inside the tube. The relevant parameter 

ranges are those defined by regions A2 and A4 of Figure 3«1«
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We adopt the second solution of 3.2.13, and the resulting 

dispersion relation is

J0^n0r0^ (nQ^e 
Wo1 +me'°0

_________ K(/merC))
2 2 2. K.(m rjk v. ~ (jJ 1 e 0A

= 0 , (3.2.28)

Again, we look for solutions satisfying the requirement that 

nQp0 -? 0 and 0 as kr^-* 0. Using the -approximations

Jo(noro) ~ 1 ’ J^noro'>"'iaoTo as noro ° •

Equation (3.2.28) reduces to the approximate dispersion 

relation

1 -p Pe CO2 -0 los -™erO-2 = 0 * (3.2.29)

—Pq (k2v- - w2)

2Substituting for n- then gives Equation (3.2.20) and, as we

have seen, this has the approximate solutions given by (3*2.21)

and (3-2.22). However, (3*2.29) shows that the approximate 
2 2 2solution 0) pi k no longer satisfies the requirement that

2n- } 0, and so the only solution for a slender flux tube is

the sound wave solution,(3*2.22), which satisfies the conditions
2 2. 2 Uq > 0, me / 0 provided c- 3 c-. Therefore, for n- > 0, the 

only solution satisfying |n-r- .| -> 0 as kr- - 0 lies in region 

A4 of Figure 3*1.

It is convenient to summarize the results obtained so 

far in this subsection. In a slender flux tube (kr- << 1) 

the solutions satisfying the requirements that Im-r-J 0 

and Jm-r-J -> 0 as kr- -> 0 (i.e. that the perturbations vary 

slowly across the tube, so that the motions are essentially 

longitudinal), and that the disturbances in the exterior are 
evanescent (m- 3 O), are
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, 2 2 k c eoo

CO .2 -2 k. cT
Ce > C0

(3.2.30)
, y2 . , 2 2,2 2\ -CO r mm (k ce, k cT), cg < cQ 

2 2 2The mode W 2:; k c-^ corresponds to solutions with negligible
. . . 2 2 2 variation in the exterior and the solution cP 25 k c e

corresponds to ordinary sound waves propagating in the field- 

free gas (Defouw, 1976). . •

Continuing with our investigation, we note that there 

may be other solution's of the dispersion relations (3*2.19) 

and (3*2.28), for kr„ << 1, which are not admitted by the 

approximation | m0-r0 j -* 0 as krQ - 0, However, closer exam

ination of (3.2.19) shows that the only solutions for kr„« 1

are those given by (3.2.23) and (3.2.24).

The dispersion, relation (3*2.28) does, however, possess

solutions for which no^ — constant 4: Oas kr^ -> 0. To see

this, suppose that no^ 4 2A as kr^-0 0, where i) is a

constant for each root (i = 1,2, ). Then we may show

from (3.2.28) that '0. — j. .< where j, are the roots of the 
1 151 ’ 1,1

Bessel function J * Thus the solutions ford ,as kr^ C 9, are

* (3*2.31)
.2 ,2 .2 2 . 4 4 2CO = tO. O 0 cT + k cTr0

/ 2 2L2(C0*'AjJ1,i

There are an infinite number of modes, each one being

characterised by an integer i. The accuracy of the approximation 
2 2 2 'CO 2y k c,p is greater for larger i. The two modes with largest 

frequency (i = 1,2) are sketched in Figure 3«0—

In Table 3-1 we present, in. summary, the above described 

modes and their approximate dispersion relations as kro -4 0.
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Figure '3«^- - The solutions of " the ' 'dispersion relations'"for'modes 
5in an evanescent environment. We have taken c =c~=v.- and V =■---------- e 0 A " 3

and plotted frequency as a function of ’radius’ kr^. The continuous
lines (-------- ) refer to modes that are oscillatory inside the
tube and correspond to the first two (i = 1,2) modes in order of
descending frequency. The dashed line (------- ) corresponds to
the mode that is evanescent inside the tube and is shown for

2 2 2comparison. Notice that all of the modes give WW ik c^ for kr^
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In addition, we have indicated the limiting behaviour of 

|raorol and lpe/pl-

Table ,3.1

i limit
■Regions

in (limit Ip , I
Solution Equation raoro as kro*° Validity -kr^-v 0 I «/P|
,,2.2261 =k cT- 3-2.21 A3 cm<c :T e : I

0

, ,2 , 2 2 Gl -k cT+ 3-2.31 ra0<0 n0r0'>j1,;J A2 k Cm<CT e ;I
0

,2,22 Gl ~k c ~e 3-2.22 mo>olmoroK° ’ A 5 %>°0
2 2| c ~crne Tl

, 2 2x(c0+Va’
, A 3 c <c 2 2

II nl0<0 ‘W° A^
e T

' c >c^ e 0
%co

Solutions of the dispersion relations (3-2.19) and (3-2.28) 

as krQ -> 0.

3.2.l(ii) Waves in the Exterior

In the previous section we considered only solutions 
2evanescent in the exterior (m / 0). The perturbations e

decayed away from a maximum on the boundary (Figures 3.3a,b).
2Consider now the case m <0, for which the solution m the e

exterior region is

R(r) = A2JQ(ner) 4- A^Y^Cn^r), (r > rQ) , (3*2.52)

2 2where n = -m and A_, A_ are arbitrary constants, e e 2 3

2For m real and negative both the solutions J„ and Y_ e u u
satisfy the boundary condition at infinity and so the solution 

we adopt in the exterior depends upon the physical situation 

we are modelling. We may write the solution (3-2.32) as a

linear combination of two Hankel functions

R(r) = A H^1\ner) + B H^^n^r) , (r > rQ), (3*2.33)

representing incoming (H^ ) and outgoing (Hq ) waves (assuming

that the real parts of u) and n~ are positive). Allowing n~
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to be complex requires'- that, for only outgoing waves far 
from the tube, solutions with the imaginary part of n 
negative are chosen, since we require the perturbations finite 
at infinity. The dispersion relation for such, a wave is' ' * 
(Roberts and .‘ebb, 1979)
/?o(k^^J)(c^v^mone^2(k2c^(/) l/m^) H<2)(nerQ)

(3.2.34)
I0^m0r0^ H1 ^ner0')

The solutions are expected to have the imaginary part of oj
positive (giving a decay), so that the outgoing.wave represents i ■ ‘
a sink of energy.

The general form of the solution (3.2.32)... shqw.s...that. standing 
. . 2 .waves may arise provided that ng is real. For example, the J 

mode is generated by the addition of an outgoing and ingoing 
wave of equal phase and amplitude. Wilson's (1979f*b) analysis 
differs from our own in that he considers the standing mode 
only and chooses (arbitrarily) the J solution, giving the 
dispersion relation (Roberts and Webb, 1979)
- z. 2 2 , 2W 2 2. 2z, 2 2 2s z . T , x/V k CT“'° ^°0+VA)raOne~/°e^ K C0"° C 1/mQrQ) Jc/nerC? , (3.2.33)

O' 0 0'
for m-, n positive. 0 ’ e

For small kr-, the dispersion relation (3.2.33) reduces to
(k^-d-Xk^-f XcQ+vp +lXk2cg~O2 Xc|+|v2)= 0 ,

1-1    nr- - - as kr-0 0 e 0 '0
of Cq=c (i.e. interior and exterior temperatures equal),0 e x 'l 1
(3*2.36) gives t7“=k2c2 and tP=k-cQ/( 1 - 1-2), both of which are

(3.2.36)

assuming m-r- and n^r- -> 0 as kr- -> 0. For the special case

:0= e
• ? 2 2 P Pgives t7"=k cl and ar^kc, ,

O'
• -f b-2 2in excess of k c- 2 2 2The solution W =- Cq corresponds to a

2 2 2degenerate mode in that CO =k cQ gives #c=- and is a solution 
of (3.2.35) for all kr-, corresponding to purely longitudinal
motion



1
/

Apart from the solution of (3.2.33) satisfying 
2 2 2(1 ' k 'c~/(l~ 2/2 ) as ki’o —> 0, there are an infinite number

2of other solutions, all of which satisfy oJ ^cco' as ko*-* 0.

The solution for general kr* is shown in Figure 3*5. The 

solutions for the Y mode are also sketched in Figure 3*5 (for

In this section we have discussed the dispersion relation 

for wave modes in a uniform magnetic flux tube. We have con

sidered in detail modes evanescent in the external medium, 

with phase speeds less than the sound speed. For these .

modes - we have derived two solutions appropriate for a slender
2 2 2 2 2 2 • flux tube, namely o2> x k c* and oj # k c'.

As a preliminary to the discussion of wave modes in a 

slender flux tube in a stratified atmosphere, we shall develop, 

in the next section, a slender flux tube approximation for 

a uniform tube and compare the results with the exact solutions 

obtained above. This approximation, first given foo a non

uniform medium by Roberts (see Roberts and Webb, 1978) allows 

a solution of the system, without the necessity of solving’ foo 

the oadial dependence of the perturbations inside the tube.

3.2.2 The - Slender Flux Tube Approximation in a Uniform Medium

In this section we shall apply an expansion procedure to 

the linearized equations governing perturbations in a slender 

flux tube in a uniform atmosphere. Applying approximate boundary 

conditions, we derive a general .dispersion relation which gives, 

as a special case, depending on'the assumed form of the external 

pressure variations, the relations (3*2.20) and (3-2,36), valid
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vestigated by Wilson (1979a)» We have numbered the modes (i=1,2) in order 
of ascending frequencyo ..



when the horizontal scale of variations inside the tube is large 

compared to the radius.

The linear equations are those presented in section 3-1»

Each perturbed quantity is expanded in a MacLaurin series about

r ~ 0, We write

*1v (r,z,t) = V (0,z,t) + r v (0,z,t)(l+0(£)) ,z Z - z RE . }
1 > 

v (r,z,t) - r v (0,z,t)(l+0(£)) ,)r p r R >
)

b(r,z,t) = b(0,z,t) + r b^(0,z,t)(l+0(~“) ) ,

) (r < rQ), (3°2«3?)

b (r,z,t) =
■ R 1 ' )

. )
p(r,z,t) = p(0,z,t) + r p )(O,z,t)( 1+0(;j) )

tS* '

/(r,z,t) : />(0 ,z,t) + r />'(0 ,z,t)( 1 + 0(~) ) ,)
R ' )

where R is the

the tube. For

be taken to be

The quantity v

v1(0,z,t)

length-scale over which perturbations vary inside 

example, for wave motions inside the tube R may 

(m^) , where m^ is the horizontal wave number.

(0,z,t) is given by
1r3v

dr' r=0
(3.2.>8)

■q
and v ( 0, z, t )/v (0, z, t ) is assumed 0(1), Similar relations hold z ’ ' z ’ ’
112 .for v^, b, v^, etc. The expansion is valid for r << R* Thus, 

in particular, if r^ « R, i.e. if the length-scale of perturbations 

inside the tube is large compared to the radius of the tube, then 

the expansion is valid for all r < rn.

Substituting the expressions (3-^^*37) into the linearized 

equations we arrive at the following system of governing equations 

(Roberts and Webb, 1979)
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& A
A - o (3.2.39)

M.
St

(3.2.40)

J_ __L Sh* +
Po Sb Bo dt £2

X <9. (3.2.41)

3P - 4^ = o,
3fc St (3.2.42)

where p,p, b^ and now refer to the perturbations of the pressure, 

density, vertical component of magnetic field and vertical component

of velocity, as measured on the tube’s axis r-Q. In addition the 

radial component of momentum gives (to zeroth order)

1 1p + B b =0 •Q 2
/A>

(3.2.43)

The quantity A in Equation (3.2.39) is the value of V«v on 
the z~axis and is given by

A = (V.v )r=Q = aLvz +
L r Or r=0

+ Pq

= 0

1 3 (rv )
37 r

which may be reduced further for a slender tube, r^ << R, by using

(3.2.37):

v (r, z, t) » r v ( 0, z , t) , (3.2.44)
R

where vJ(O,z,t) = ^(^r)r-o ’ and so

= £ 4- 2 ar j (3.2.43)
r-0

In the external region, the governing equations (see Equations 

(1.6.5), (1.6.6) and. (1.6.8)) are '
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= o,2>fc rt J
(3.2.46)

+- = o, (3.2.47)

- Q2^ = o,3>t e St . (3.2.48)

where p e4p(®^(r,z,t), etc.

As in Section 3*2.1, the interior and exterior of the tube

are related by requiring that the radial velocity component and 

total pressure be continuous across the boundary r=r^:

v (r-rn) = y(e\r-r_) (3.2.49a)
r 0 r 0

and

p(r=rQ) + _1 BQbz(r=r0) = p(e\r--r0). " (3.2.4-9b)
Ao

In addition we shall require the disturbances to tend to zero as 

r tends to infinity.

Now, since the tube is slender, ve may approximate the radial 

component of velocity inside the tube by (3*2.44), and using 

(3-2.47) to relate the radial component of velocity outside the 

tube to the external pressure field, the boundary condition •

(3-2.4-9a) is approximated by

r0(<M a (3.2.49^a))
v^r/rxo \ Or f=r

for perturbations of the form e wtt+ikz^

The second boundary condition may be treated similarly by
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0

noting that

P + Bobz

A) J r-r

which follows from (3-2.43). Thus (3-2.49b) becomes

(e)a „ <• p + B„b 0 z
/*C

<ro) • (3.2.49b)’

Equations (3.2.39) - (3-2.42) and the boundary conditions (3*2.49a,b) 
(e)provide a closed system once p (r) is determined. Combining 

Equations (3*2.39)? (3*2.40) , (3.2.42), (3.2.45) and the boundary 

condition (3-2.49a)’ gives

,, .2 2 2s a 2. /x (e)\«K> - k c0)vz - 2 cok/Sp \
r0 /r=r0 (3.2.50)

. a (e)A second equation relating v^ and p may be obtained from 

Equations (3*2.40) - (3-2.42) and the second boundary condition 

(3.2.49b)’:

,2 2W .2 , 2 2x 2 (e) r n(CO + VA “ k CT)vz + C0 P (rn) = 0 ’
^0 0' (3-2.51)

Finally, eliminating v gives the dispersion relationZ - .aa-.n.r.r . , . . .... .. - , —-
z 2 2W^2 ,2 2s a2z^2 , 2 2b . (e), ,

co+va ~k‘cT)+t0 ~k ctVaVop (rc?

= 0, (3-2.52)
r=]

valid for a slender (rQ/R « 1) tube in which the motions vary 

only weakly across the cross-section of the tube,

The form of the dispersion relation (3-2.52) depends upon 

the form of the pressure perturbation in the exterior. Nov/, 

Equations (3-2.46) - (3.2.48) may be combined to give

2 ^2\ (e)f v ,2 e ) P (r,z,t)=O, (3-2.53)

= 0
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where

2 \2 v = JL. 1 1 Jt?. 
r

, j ’ j -i ( e) r , \ (e), \ iiO t ■{■ l k z v x .With p (r,z,t) = P (,r)e , Equation (3.2.53) becomes
d2p(e)(r) 1 a P(e\r) - P(e\r) = 0 , (3.2.54)

dr r dr

where m2 = (k2c2 ~ 6l2)/c2.
e e ' e

?For k and t* real, m " is real and the e
form of the solution of (3.2.54-) depends upon the sign of m^. 

Applying the boundary condition at infinity, the solutions to 

(3.2,54-) are

p(e)(r) ( A0K0(mer) m2 > 0, 
e

\ A-lJ0(ner') + A2Y0(nir)’ = “% < °>
(r > r.) (3.2.55)

where Aq, Ae and Ae are arbitrary constants.

2Consider first the case of me 3 0. Assuming for r^/k « 1

that m r_ « 1, then the dispersion relation (3.2.52) becomes one u
substituting for pe \r) from (3.2.55)

, 2 2W n2 2 2X Vl2 2 .2, 2 „ 2n , ,2 „ .+ VA - k cT) + i(k cQ - j 0£ro1Oogrnero) = °’ (3-2.56)

valid for re/R « 1 and m re << 1. This is simply Equation (5.2.20), o « e U
which was derived under the assumptions that merA«J 1 and m re « 1 ,0 0 e 0
where m^ is the horizontal wavenumber-. As v/e have seen, (3.2.56) has

solutions

2CO , 2 2k ct +
do

- oT) - 4 2. , 2 2,k r°log(k rQ),
4 V,

and
, 2 2 k c eco cexp -4

2 (krn)'rAX 0°

, 2 2 2\ iCTi J.7°_+_7
/ 2" 7 2x7 2 27\ C _ 4 “ V.)(C_-C )0 I n 0 e
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I

If c ) Cq, then both solutions are possible. However', if c < c~ e ' 0 e 0
2 2 2 2 2there is only one solution : t % min (k ce? k c^). Thus, the 

expansion procedure gives the solutions for vhich the scale of 

variation of the perturbations across the tube is small. Note 

that it does not reproduce the solutions (3.2*31) for vhich jm^rJ 

is large for kr_ small. So, in order for the more general 

analysis (of Section 3*2.1) to be consistent with the approximation 

of this section, the._djefinition_ , of a slender, flux tube we must 

adopt is jin^r^l << 1.

2 2 2As we have shown in Section 3.2.1, the solution o)' Af k c^ 

corresponds to negligible pressure perturbations in the exterior,

since

P(e)(r_) P + B„b ,2 2W 2 ,2 2s.lcQ - - k c,jA'
P(r

(3.2.5V)
O'

which follows from Equations (3*2.51) and (3*2.40). The approximate 
solution ((O2 5? k2c2) may be derived by setting p(e)= 0 in the 

exterior and ignoring (3-2.49a)(Defouw, 1976). The use of the

equation

P . '
Aq

(3.2.58)

leads to considerable simplification and, in the stratified case

discussed in the next section, allows a relatively straightforward 

investigation of the effects of gravity on the 'tube wave'.

2For < 0, we see from Equation (3*2.55) that an additional 

constraint must be imposed on the disturbance at infinity, in 

order that (3*2.52) be reduced further. For example, if we suppose 

that the standing wave J^(n r)-is selected (so that A2 = O)

(Wilson, 1979a), the dispersion relation (3*2.52) gives
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,.Z 2 2Wl 2 2 ,.2W 2 2, 2 2 2W 2 K 2,(k ce-o3 )(k cT-O )(oo+va) + to (k cQ~<u )(c0+~v.) = 0

which is the relation obtained in Section 3*2.Kii) 

which satisfied the condition ji^r^j as kr^ -» 0.

for

(3.2.59)

solutions

In conclusion, the slender flux tube approximation outlined 

in this section reproduces the solutions for which the perturbations 

vary only weakly across the tube. In the following section, we 

shall devevelop this method for a flux tube in a stratified

atmosphere.

3.3 Stratified Atmosphere

The expansion procedure developed in this section for the 

basic state and the perturbations follows closely that given by 

Roberts (Roberts and Webb, 1978). We extend the work of’Defouw 

(1976) and derive an equation for the vertical component of the 

velocity perturbation and, as a special case, we recover the 

results of Defouw’s analysis of waves in a flux tube in a stratified, 

isothermal atmosphere.

3’3«1 The Equilibrium- State , , of a Slender Flux Tube

The equilibrium is that of a flux tube in which the density, 

h((r,z), the magnetic field BQ(r,z) and the pressure pQ(r,z) vary 

weakly across the tube. Gravity acts in the negative z direction 

and the magnetic field is discontinuous at r = ^(which may be a 

function of z) and is zero outside r = r^. The equilibrium 

configuration is sketched in Figure 3.6.

In a cylindrical co-ordinate system, for a basic state which 

does not vary greatly across the tube, each, of the physical 

variables is expanded in a MacLaurin series about r = 0:
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Figure 3.6 - The Equilibrium of a slender flux tube



pQ(r,z) Pq 0U)(1 + Q(-|)) , )
L

p^irz) = pfjiz) + r ^(z)( -|+0(|.)) , )
R'

BOz(r>z)= BOz 2^1+O(R))> )

)
) (r < rp) (3.3.1)

B (r,z); Or ’

) 
)

r (z)(1+0(—)) )
)Or R

where pQ(z), /Q(z) and bQqZ) denote equilibrium values of the

pressure, density and vertical component of magnetic field.. ...

as measured on the tube's axis r = 0; L is the length-scale over 

which the basic state quantities vary inside the tube, i.e.

- - 0; Pf
(3*3.2)

and is determined by the structure of the tube. For example,

in the previous section, where we discussed a uniform basic state,

L would be infinite.

The term pn(z) is given by

pRs) = L/^Q(r’z)V3T )r=0 '

I
and similar expressions hold for /Q(z), Bq^(z), etc., and we assume

"Ar,0/s0z ~ 1 eto

For this expansion to be valid for 0 Q r < r^, we require

r0« L- .

The basic state is governed by Equations (1.6.1) and (1.6.4)

namely

VJQ = 0 , (3.3.3)

and

Bq = 0 •-Vpo + /°O^ + -i A Bo (3.3.4)
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Equation (3»3*3) becomes, on substituting for B and B^ from (3.3,1)

t)B° 2B^
d“°* - + <> = 0 •

giving

— rOz0 dz

(3.3.3)'

(3.3.5)LBOz

We also specify the temperature as T^(r,z) = T^(z).

Note that in addition to the length-scale L, which is a 

measure of the variation on a horizontal scale, we have the scale 

heights, Aq andAe, inside and outside the flux tube defined by

R1’0(z)
A 9 '

Ae<»=

A3
(3.3.6)

where ^/^andyt^ are the mean molecular weights of the internal

and external regions respectively, and T is the temperature in c
the exterior*

Integrating Equation (3«3»3) over a volume bounded by the 

walls of the tube and the two planes z = z^, z = z^ gives

rO(z? Boa(z? = r0(z2) B0ZCa2);

thus, to zeroth order, the conservation of magnetic flux equation

is

r^(z) B? (z) = constant, 
(J Oz (3.3.7)

Two further equations for the basic state inside the tube may be 

obtained by substituting for p^, and B^ from (3*3.1) into 

(3-3.The radial component of momentum gives

P0(z) + !pjz) B0zU) = ° ’
A

whilst the vertical component gives 
0,

(3.3.8)

(3.3.9)d_Pc/Z) + A’gtzOg 

dz
0
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The external atmosphere is also in hydrostatic equilibrium,

and so

dPp
= (3.3.10)

where (z) is the density in the exterior.

The interior and exterior are related by the pressure balance

condition ( 1. 5.1 )

P0(r0z) +_3o(ro’z) = pe(z) ’

which reduces (as a consequence of (3*3.1) and (3*3.8)) to 
2Pq(z) - Bqz(z) + 0(—)2 = Pg(z) • ' (3-3-11)

Differentiating (3*3*11)» it follows, using (3*3*9) and (3*3*10)

.that (Parker, 1955)

dJ'Bo3
dz \< 2/3?

which may be •
'!<

dz '

Equation s (3*

1
dfl 

. Oz
BO z dz

v/hich may be

1
<

o
 o

1 
pq dz

) = - pe(z)) >

533 _ Pe (r2
Ao (%) Ag.( z)

2/\)(z) + A)z)

(3-3-12)

(3-3.13)

Art(z) \ P (z) (3.3.14-)

Boz/^

- - • r

%A’a -

(3-3.14)'-1 1 i2 +

1

for sound speed c in the exterior. Thus, if the tube is in e
temperature balance with its surroundings (and so that
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aq = A e )» Equation (3-3-14) gives 
1 dB0f/Z^ _ 1 •

B° (a) dz = " 2/\0(z)
Oz

(3.3.15)

In view of this result and (3-3*5)> we take L to be equal to the

local scale heig'ht of the atmosphere for A. = A0 e •

On the other hand, if L » A«(z)» so that the field is
0 0

dB° *approximately uniform and vertical (j JOz Aq(^) <<1), then 
0 ’ dz
B0z

Equation (3*3*1.) implies that the tube cannot be in temperature

balance with its surroundings. In fact, the tube must be cooler,

For a vertical field, (3*3*1.)' gives 
*2,

= 11 -
cQ(z)

c2(z)
e

c0(z)
yvQ(z) + 4 (3-3.16)

which implies c g \ c Q: i«e.Ae 3 A and so f\satisfies

A.(z) = Ae(a) (1 - B0/2/i„ ) »
' TSey ’

which is simply a restatement of po - pe

In the remaining discussion of the equilibrium we shall be 

concerned with the case of Aq = Ae only and so L = Aq and the 

condition for validity of the expansion for 0 r < r. is •

rQ(z)//^0(z) « 1 . (3.3.17)

The equilibrium configuration of Aq Q Ae has been considered by- 

Roberts (1976) and is disiussed fuuther in the following chapter.

A consequence of Equouiono (3-3«*5)j (3»3«9) and (-«3«)0) 

is that .
B°Jz) = B°JO) p» = B°\o) p°(h
Oz Oz Oz (3.3.18)

Toy P°(o)
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J- .and so Bn(z)^ p2(z). From the conservation of magnetic flux u e
(Equation 3*3*7)» we then have that r^ « p^4(z)(Parker, 1955)*

Alsoy as a result of (3=3*17)j it follows that the sound
,i 0speed, Cq(z) = Pq//^ )2 f and the Alfven speed, v^(z) = ^qz^^A^

are related by

c'( 0)

y(z) v^ (z) f 0 )v^( 0)

and so Cq/^2 /v v at every level z.

A further parameter which naturally arises is the Brunt- 

Vaisala frequency (see Chapter 1) given by

2 _ 2
0 = i= -1 d&&)

%
(3=3.19)3

where Hq( z) is the density scale-height.

For a tube in temperature balance with its surroundings, 

the equilibrium is completely characterized by the scale-height 

^q(z) (Roberts, 1978; see Roberts and Webb, 1978):

0
t \ ~n(z) „0 n0 (-4n(z) )(z) = z.. . z ,

= /Oo^O) AQ(0) e-n(z) 1
(3.3*20)

A“g”zV

where

n(z) = dz'
4 Ag/Z )

while the parameters are given by

Cq(z) ~ sAq(z) » '0
A^oT

hogw

1 + AqU) 
An<zT“

n|(z) = f trl + A
Aq<7 I r

)
)
)
) (3.3.21)
)
)
)
) .

v^(z) = v^(O)
A
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We regard Aq(^) ( =Ae ) z ) ) as -a prescribed function of z (though 

in the Sun A6(o) is determined by the energetics) that we may 

choose from a model atmosphere (See Chapter 1).

For axisymmetric perturbations about a basic state given 

by BQ(r,z) = (BQp(r,z),- 0, BQz(r,z)), pQ(r,z) and /^(rjz), the 

equations for v^ and b0 uncouple from the rest of the system; 

disturbances vo and b« are propagated as AlfvOn waves, with the 

equation for v being

zO c)
~77™ -V- +/*O -S

rQ
7 7

j
3r

A
3r

(Vr0>+ d ( V, 
dz

B B -Br0>

However, it is not possible to derive an equation for the vertical 

velocity perturbation (for example) for a general basic state. 

Therefore, in this section, va consider axisymmetric perturbations
( O s o) about the basic state described in the previous section. 
69

The linearized equations are Equations (3.1.1) - (3*1*8) and 

the perturbations are expanded in a MacLaurin series about r=0:

v (r,z,t) = v0(z,t) 
z z

V.(r,z,t) = •

b (r,z,t) = bO(z,t) 
z z

b (r,z,t) = r

p(r,z,t) = p0(z,t)

/(r,z,t) = o°(z,t)

+ r vO(z,t)(1 + 0 (~) ), 
R Z R

r V.(z,t)(1 + 0(£)), 
r r O

+ r bO(z,t)(l + O(O) ),
-rj z R

■ r bj(z,t)(l + 0(|) ) , 
r r R

+ r p1(z,t)( 1 + 0 (§•)) ,

+ r O(z,t)(l + O(O) ), 
R O

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
j
) (r < rn) (3.3.22) ) °
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

v/here R is the length-scale over which the perturbations vary
inside the tube. The terms vO, bO, pO and fP are the values 

z z i
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(3.3.2J)

of the perturbations in the vertical component of velocity,

vertical component of magnetic, field, pressure and density as 
1 .measured on the tube’s axis r=0« The term v is given by ------------------- z

v1 = RfLv/r’z’t)\
\ c>r /r-0

and similar relations hold for p (z,t), p (z,t) etc.

The expansion for the perturbations is valid throughout 

the region 0 r < rQ provided r^/R «1.

We substitute the expressions (3*3*1) for the basic state 

and (3*3*22) for the perturbations into the linearized system 

of equations (3*1*1 - 3*1.8) to ar:

of equations, valid throughout 0

ive at the following system 

r < r^ for r^/L << 1 and

(3*3.2^)

(3.3*23)

I
- Bo\= 0 , (3.3.26)
Bo/

(3.3.27)

where p^(z)^ ^(z) and B^(z) are the values of the equilibrium 

pressure, density and vertical component of magnetic field 

evaluated at r = 0 and p,p , b^ and v^ now refer to the perturbations 

of the pressure, density, vertical component of magnetic field and 

vertical component of velocity as measured on the tube’s axis 

r = 0; a dash is used to denote differentiation with respect
A

to z and A denotes the value of \7*X on the z-axis, and for a
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(3-3-28)

•slender’ tube (r_/R « 1) (see Equation 3*2.45)

a = ^V / (v \A -z, + 2 — r
3; \ dr /r=0

Note that Equations (3-3*24) - (3-3*27) are valid ( o 4: r < r0 )

provided rQ/R « 1 and r_/L « 1; and not, as Wilson (1978b) has 

suggested, only if the linearized terms are large compared to rQ/L

The interior and exterior of the tube are related by the 

conditions that the normal component of velocity and the total 

pressure be continuous across the boundary r = r^;

V (r=r ) = v^e\r=r ) , 
Vnr W n (r-ro) , (3-3.29)

and

p(r=rg) + 1__ B0(r=r0)-b (r=rQ) " p(e\r=rg) , (3.3.30)

’ ( e)whore v and v are the velocities normal to the boundary in n n J
the interior ,and exterior respectively,

In the exterior, the governing equations are

^(e) + ^7.(yOe0^(e)) = 0 , (3.3.31)

a ex
dt

IT

(e)
+ \7p

.(e)

(e)

2 / x (e)Z -VPO = <=/.<!£
\ dt

+ v(e).V^ , 

(e)

(3.3.32)

(3.5.33)

where Oe(z) is the external sound speed, and p '(r-z-t)- 
(e) (e)p ^^,1) and v (r,z,t) are the perturbations in pressure

- AS = 0 ’

+ v

density and velocity.

For perturbations having atime-dependence of the . form e i«ot

(i.e. p/ee . pee\(a,z)e*ee) Equations (3-3.31) - (3*3.33) admit 

' ‘ . 2separable solutions, with separation constant K , of the form
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(3.3.34)

P^e\r,z) = p(e\r) p(e\z) where 
r r z

d Pr (r) + 1 dpr (r) ~ K2p(e\r) = 0 ,
,2 r dr rdr

and

(co2~n2) d2p(®)(z) + 
e ___z

dz2

+

2' 2 2 ' N )- (- -N ) X)
e e e

Pi

dp^e)a)

dz

( e )r*!
L(U2

(cJ2..,K2)2 + (rf-X2 + S— ,2» p ■(z) = 0. (3.325 .35)
A.

where N is the Brunt~Vais*ala frequency in the exterior. Note 
2that Equation (3*3*33) is identical to (2.1 .55) with k replaced

p
by -K", Equation (3*3*34-) has solution 

ppe)(r) = A.l0(Kr) + A2KQ(Kr) ,

where A - and A - are arbitrary constants, and for g 0 Equation
(3*3*33) has solution eiikz where

2 2 2 2 K -COe

Returning to the boundary condition (3*3*29), we may write

v , the velocity inside the tube in the direction of the outward n „
unit normal, n_, as

"O ” — *5 “ —• (cos#, 0, -sin#)

= v cosO - v sin# , (3*3*361’ z
where 9 = cos O(n.£) is the angle between the .unit normal and 

the horizontal. This may be simplified further by noting that

tan# - drO << 1, thus
dz

v = v (ro,z) - Or_ v (r,z ) . n y 0’ Q z 0
dz

(3.3.37)
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(3.3*33)

Finally, for a slender tube (r^/R << 1, r^/L << 1) Equation 

(3.3*37) gives

v rJ^v n ~ 0 i—r - drn v 0 z
\ dr /r=0 dz

The velocity component normal to the surface in the exterior

may also be written in a similar form to (3-3*37) for dr^ « 1,
dz

(e) (e) (e)n = vr (r0,a) - % vz (r0,z) , 
dz

(3-3-39)

and using the relations (3*3*31) - (3*3-33), this may be expressed

in terms of the pressure perturbation as

v (e) -¥e)
<5r

(e)\*i
dz N2-(/ 

e
dz 2 (3*3*40)

r=r
n

0

Combining (3*3-38) and (3*3*40), the boundary condition (3*3*29) 

may bo written

0 - \ Or /r-0 dz
dr» v 0 z iC7>e dr

(e) Je)\lJo of Xe W
dz „2 2l3z 2

N -CO e r=r0
(3-3*41)

For a straight tube,.dr^ = 0, this condition reduces to (3*2.49a). 
. dz

We may approximate the second boundary condition (3*3*30) by

P + B0 \ = p(e)(r0,Z) .

75
(3*3*42)

Equations (3-3*24) - (3*3*27), (3*3*41) and (3*3*42) provide a 
(e)closed system once the form of P is determined. Equations

(3.3,25) - (3*3*27) and (3.3.42) may be combined to give an 
a (e )equation for the velocity v^ in terms of P :

’ 2’ ’ 2 2.2Us f Jo^AWz 
dz2" Vo’c2 B0/dz '

tO -N

L- C
fB.2°-4 z?+1 Vi b°+4 V:7?+4

B_ 2 H X> 2 2,0 cJVb cT o0/jT 0 c0
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~ 2 
0VA
L U) d_ p* (e)(r ,Z) + 4. 2‘ ’ ,°T + 0) - 2 Bo\ ‘

ez eZ =Z -o V J
(3.3.43)

In the limit of geO, this reduces to the Equation (3*2.30) for 
. . iikzvariations of the form e . Another special case of interest 

is when the tube is in temperature balance with its surroundings 

when (3*3.43) becomes

,2* d v dv z.
GT ~ fo /£ + fo 
2 2\2 2

'o V\/J

Vz iu) . ( dp( G)). ..~s p (s) 
xx 2 \ dz 2Av. '0

(3.3.44)z - 1
d%2 3\o as

z + N

0 A

Using the expression (3*3*Z8) for A in Equation (3.3*24), 

together with Equations (3*3*26) and (3.3*27) the boundary 

condition (3*3*42) may be arranged to give

2 \ ( \v c~ av . , ni,eb1/ n o' i 'z.i. n <z j_ n p f r 
az _A ’A dA

l f \v dv . n(e)z \J’ * M -I ’ lr""’
v./ \ 0 v.' v. /Ov

0 . C5.3.45)

Writing 4\®\(r\,z^) = P^e\r^)P^e\z), the 'two Equations (3*3*43)

and (3.3.45) may be combined with the boundary condition (3*3*41)

to give a single equation for v . involving the radial dependence 
(e)of the external pressure perturbation, P^ , only.

3 *3*3 Derivation of the Velocity Equation

i UNIFORM VERTICAL FIELD

As an introduction to this section, we shall consider a

uniform vertical magnetic field, B = B^z, ss that the terms
(e)involving dr„ in Equation (3«3*4l) are absent, and d p\ li^z) 

dz
may be replaced by p\e\(rg)d 4\e\(z) in (3*3*43). Note that for 

r dz
this equilibrium the tube is not in temperature balance with 

its surroundings (see Equation (3*3*16)).
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The three governing equations (3«3*4l), (3*3*43) and (3*3*43)

become

Xe)
, p(s)( -)
0\ br jr=0 i^L^O ' <r 2 ’ (3-3*46)

,2a d v dv
,2 *, 2 2., dzdz Po^°O+VA^

032 - g_ „.o - J1-2 +
2 An A 21 x 22
a' ° A°V CA+v A

icJ
~2 

a°0 va

dp (e)

dz
g ~ 
2

va

P(e)u>
0 A 

(e) (3-3.4?)
Aq(°L+v%)

z - z +
L c

A

T A

A

0 A

P' '(r ) , r 0

AV = z

and

2
r to

2 , A dvu - ■ .:e
2/ 2

7 j vfA' A
2 dz /°nv

= o • (3.3..S)
A 0 A

Ov 
_ rElinm.inattng g O,r /r-O between Equations (3*3*46) and (3*3*48)(

Xe)and substituting for ?O y(z) from the resulting equation into

(3.3.47 ) give;

2 A1 - ia) jgz)^ oz +

WqAa dz

+■

Jdv/( z) + i(z) - VA
2 \ , 2 2-

l/3( z )iW2 
’ ~2
O’A

t a^e,Cc0+wA) Av

<£-.,£ Ap- g /y-1 +__a

’O' =0' ’ A

2
i u( r- aC(z)+/ g

°o A0(c0+va)-
dz

2 2 /\ A 2\ 2f 2 212l0T VA 0 W W d)VA

where

=0
v =0 , (5.3.49z

A

A l'(z.)
"1 1

«<£) r __ -)C°/% 3 J
to

•O+$+ % J

a(£) = . •___O

g’('d) ft y

and

5 = U3a r„ P^Cr,)

<(r l
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Equation (3-3-49) describes vertical motions in a straight flux 

tube in a stratified atmosphere, and is valid for i'/R << 1 *
In the absence of gravity the solution for V is v_=v_(0)e1^z

Z Z
where

(e)
(U2-k2<3 (<33 +t32(tO2-k2cU)^e 1 'oPr (r0) = 0 , (3.3.50)

do 2 3Pr ,(r)
fr"

which is the dispersion relation (3.2-52), obtained for a slender

tube (rQ/R « 1) in a uniform atmosphere, and has solutions 
2 2 2 2 2 ? .cd p? k C), and u0 & k c~ if rQ/R « 1, In the non-stratified

' 2 2 2 case, the 'tube wave' solution co k C) corresponds to the

condition 5 « 1 being valid; the • horizontal v/avlength in the 
(e)exterior remains finite as kr.^ 0 and, for P K)(a r),0 r 0 e

we find

<0 Zo3 %rt << ,

The second solution is a sound-wave solution. The condition 

j « 1 does not hold since m)/k — 0 as kr) — 0 (the waves pro
pagate in the z-direction).

In the stratified atmosphere we also have solutions for

the radial dependence of the pressure perturbation in the exterior 

of the form P^ a/ KQ(Kr) (see Equation 3-3*34). If we confine 

our attention to the tube-wave solution, i.e. we do not admit 

the possibility of vertically propagating sound waves so that 

K does not -> 0 as r)/R -= 0, then we find that

I I for ro /r «

and Equation (3«3«49) approximates to
2,2 a d vz- dv

,2 . ( 2. 2-, dzda Ao' c0+3
z+ 3--S A° --E_(u + A

2 2 /V A 2\. y 2 2OcT vA 0 A0vA W C0+vA

(3.3.31)= 0
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Note that the above solution is equivalent to Equation (3*3.47)
(e)with 4 = 0, and so it may be derived'by replacing the boundary

conditions (3.3*29) and (3.3*30) by the boundary condition

+ B b 0 %P 0 . (3-3*52)
Ao

The solution of Equation (3*3-51) is valid therefore for a flux 

tube in a stratified atmosphere for which the pressure perturbations 

in the exterior are negligible. Also, Equation (3.3*51) is

identical to Equation (2,2.25), which was derived for a uniform 

vertical field with horizontal wavelength small compared to 

vertical scale height.

ii FIELD VARYING WITH HEIGHT

If the magnetic field varies with height, the term involving

dr\ in the boundary condition (3.3.41) may not necessarily be 
dz
neglected. However, if we adopt the solution for the pressure 

in the exterior'which decays rapidly from the boundary (i.e. the 

Bessel function Ke), the second term on the right hand side of 

(3*3*41) is small compared to the first (for Zq/Aq «1) and the

condition approximates to

( dv
re\ir r

dr_ v = -1 — o z dP(e) (3-3.53)
r=0 dz et/^ V \r

while the second condition (3*3*45) may be written 

2. x _2 _(e), x (e)

r=r.

dr
1 ft?-J& 4 4' 0 . (3.3.54)
M eZ) Vo e?/ e ,2 dz .^2

A Pq’ A

The final condition (3*3*43) is

,2a d v 'B rB

dz \0O c\ dzl 3 2\ 0 o0; B0 =2
J?+_T +_£

k-» AV =z
2 2i0 CT C°

W ’ 2*/> c,
2L CT
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iU PCe)(r..) 
r 0

ap(e)(z) f 

z + _S
s ^°p i^pV(e)(z)

c„ + c™ + '0 ~ B' Z 
c0 T

* (3.3.55)
dz 0 ~0

between (3.3.53)? (3.3*54) and

(3.3.55) and applying the condition j << | ('tube wave’),

then gives

2 x x z J 2’

^VA
.(e)Eliminating P (z) and2/

)v

d2v » p» »
'p c3 B~\dv£9+Z’-_P

dz/ .*°0 oT M dz
5 ,[Z3> - d B_o + J 
z L cT dX% <$ ( Bo o0/U "! =0

V = 0 . (3.3.56)

c) ') v=0

This equation describes essentially vertical motion in a ’slender’ 

flux tube, where the perturbations in the exterior are negligible; 

it may be obtained more directly by replacing the boundary 

conditions (5.3 *29 ) and (3 *3.30) by the ’educed’ boundary condition 

(3*3.52). In addition, there will be a mode coupled to the sound 

wave in the exterior. In this thesis we shall concentrate, for 

simplicity, on a flux tube in a ’quiescent’ atmosphere and adopt 

the above equation for the vertical velocity perturbation .

This applies only if the motions’within the flux tube occur in

isolation to the motions in the exterior. As we shall see in

Section 3.3*6, observations are inconclusive as to whether or 

not there is a strong coupling between the interior and exterior.

3.3*4 Discussion

The purpose of the previous section was to derive an equation 

for the vertical velocity perturbation. The equation we derived 

(3*3*56) governs motions in a slender flux tube in a compressible 

atmosphere with negligible pressure perturbations in the exterior 

(tube wave). We did not assume temperature balance between the 

tube and its surroundings or that $ is constant with height. However 

a number of special cases of Equation (3*3*56) are readily treated.
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Firstly, consider a uniform atmosphere with magnetic field
B =B± Equation (3-2.53) has solutions v - e+'+), where 

(J™ z

2 ,22oJ = k c) .

Thus, as expected, we recover the dispersion relation (3-2.21),
2 2 2valid provided K > 0, i.e. < c .

J. e

For the interior and exterior of equal temperature, (AQ==Ae 
2 2so that cq/^va is constant) and constanty , Equation (3-3-56)

may be written

,2 d v dv

dz )+ 0^) dz
Zwo(z) n_ No(z)

U c-)(z) Co(z)

0 , (3-3-5?)

which becomes (using 3-3-21)

, Ad vdv^ 
d/ 2/^(2.) da [^(o^'z) X\-0&z) ( >

Wo) - 1 /r-u/^Vty^oy
A2 y%(O)/J

v = 0. (3-3-57) z

Equation (3-3-57) may be written in canonical form by writing

V = v expz Ag=)()

and then V ( ( -s adsfiis
X .2 ,\ (+ = 0 ,d)v

dz2
(3-3-58)

'T

where the frequency, d)( z+, satisfies

W"’ - )0))) . °T))) ,5 , , , .
AJ—(Z) ■ ~ '■ - 7 • v (3.3.59)

The solutions of Equation (3-3-58) are oscillatory in character 
2 2 2 2for co > O^, and for co < the solutions are (locally) exponential

in nature. Thus, the equation

2 2OJ2 - 102 = 0 ,
V
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giving'the- transition frequency between vertically-propagating 

waves and vertically evanescent modes. The critical frequency, 

(v, given by Equation (3.3*59), is plotted as a function of 

height in the solar atmosphere in Figure 3*7 using Spruit’s 

(1974) model and the H.S.R.A. for the temperature profile. We 

take 5/3 and c^=v^. The variation of the critical frequency 

with height Is determined by the scale height of the atmosphere. 

Equation (3*3*59) gives

J( 0) a77)L'1'
(3.3.59)'k

0

The transition period "Cv (corresponding to frequency tOv= w:/xy) 

is plotted in Figure 3* 8.

From Figures 3*7 and 3* .8 we see that in the region -110km4 % 412km

the motions are oscillatory in character for all W >J, whilst

outside this region the motions are (locally) oscillatory for

(j > t8^* Below z = -110km, c*Jv increases from zero to a maximum

of 0.014.3 i"’ (corresponding to a period of 438s) at about 370km

below 11 and gradually decreases below this level. Above3000
z=0, Oy increases from zero at z % 12km to a local maximum of

0.032 ^'(corresponding to a period of 195s) at 410km above X_^_«:=1 «

Allowing for the variation with height of the ratio of

specific heats, ), which, as we have seen in Chapter 1, varies

significantly over the range of interest, then the critical 
* .frequency Lj= lJj is given by

(3.3.60)
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2.Figure 3-7 - as a function of height in the 
taken - v . Above the curve corresponds to

solar atmosphere. V/e have 
oscillatory solutions, below

the curve exponential modes. The continuous curve is for = 5/5 and the 
dashed line is the modification due to the variation of the ratio of 
specific heats,X -



Figure 3-8 “ The transition period as a function of height.
taken cn = v and the solid line corresponds to y = 5/3? while U A
line allows for the variation ofy«

We have 
the dashed



/

The curve bj ~ is sketched as a dashed line in Figure 5-7 •

The solutions of Equation (5«5»58) are now oscillatory for all

z less than about 20 km above 1 (at least, up to depth

of 1000km below 7~r_ = 1). Above z-0, increases from zerou5000
-1at z ~ 20 km to a maximum of 0.052s (corresponding to a period 

of 195s) at z «• AlOkm. The behaviour of <0* in the range 

0 £ z 500km is very similar to that of uV. The effect of

ionization is to allow waves to propagate in the convection zone,

as Figure 5.7 shows.

It is of interest to compare the critical frequency given 

by (5.5*59) with those cut-off frequencies obtained in Chapter 2 

for internal-gravity waves and sound waves. Since the waves 

described by Equation (5»5*58) propagate for frequencies greater 

than some cut-off frequency, it is not unreasonable to identify 

the waves with sound waves, modified due to the effect of gravity 

and a magnetic field. However, the waves are not purely acoustic 

in nature, since, whereas the acoustic cut-off frequency, %g/2-Co, 

tends to infinity as ft tends to infinity, the limit of is 

finite, given by

-> “ af— ± Ap) + if* + 4) , n X* *

and so the ’tube wave* is still present in the incompressible 

limit for GJ > 6JVOO .

5•5-5 The Pressure Equation

So far in this chapter we have dealt with the equation for 

the velocity perturbation only. We may perform similar analysis 

to Section 5»5»5 to derive an equation for the pressure perturbation,
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$(z). This equation i

d^p + <X(cO;&)dj3 + /3(tO;z)p = 0 (3.3.62)
dz dz

where

O((t;Z) = (^2~Nq)/i_ ~ j + (N^)’ , 
\H0 BO'

2 _2/?(o>;z) = (tO “NQ) ,2 B,-S W 1_+X.U3L_. +.JL. ~ «_HJ 2 2 22 2a 2 B 2 tf< °/\% VJ COVA °OAO CO ° CO
+g_(Nn) .

2 U 
°0

The pressure perturbation equation was derived by Roberts (see 

Roberts and Webb, 1978; Equation 29) for the case of constant 

ratio of specific heats.

Writing p = fq where •

ot
2 (tx~Nq)

2 2cJ 4 Nq

/°obJ^2-nII

Equation (3«3.62) may be expressed in the canonical form

q" + fn(z;(b)q = 0 ,

where

2 / ,2 2 \ cTW -Nq)

3 2“223 222 22 '(O -No) +A(C0 -NQ) +B(60 -Nq) + C

and

2 2 2\m / 4(m I v/co U *C0 -J

(s - s

i. e.

f =

B , 2 ” n (N„) n

n 2
3? '

(3.3.63)

T •
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The length m is defined by

m'
- 3_(

^Ao
«

The nature of the pressure perturbations depends upon a critical 

’transition' frequency, (0 = CJp defined by the equation

f0(2; u)* ) = 0 . (3-3-6M

(1* is also dependent on the basic state of the tube. •

The critical frequency is sketched in Figure 3-9 for both

the cases of * constant (=5/3) and y varying with height (dashed

line). For / = 5/3 the function ^p has a peak of 5*1 x 10 £5
at z % -25 km. Below z » - 100 km, ‘*p is approximately constant

up to a depth of 500 km, so that wave-like pressure perturbations 
—2 —1occur for frequencies greater than 1.2 x 10 ss (that is periods

greater than 524 s). Above the convection zone, *p is constant

for 100 km * z * 450 km and wave-like pressure perturbations occur

for periods greater than about 256s. There is -a narrow region

around the temperature minimum where the cubic equation (3-3-64)
2has three positive real roots for to . For y not constant, ‘wave 

like pressure perturbations occur at depths below ‘ z % - 100 km 

for all frequencies.

3-3-6 Observations

Having described the basic state of the flux tube in Section 

3-3*1 and derived the equations describing vertical motions (3-3-56) 

and (3-3-62) we now consider the application of the above analysis

to the Sun. We assume that the basic state of the tube is a static

one and that the equations presented describe, at least approximately, 

motions in an intense magnetic flux tube. For a tube in temperature
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balance with its surroundings we must therefore assume that the 

condition r_ « /\Q(3-3<-17) holds. As we have described in Chapter 

1, observations indicate that the radius of the tube at photo

spheric levels is about 100km, which is of the same order as the 

scale height, /\Q. However, as depth increases, the radius of 

the tube decreases (see Equation (3«3el8)) and the scale height 

increases, so the.approximation (3.3o17) improves with depth.

Above the. photosphere the tube fans out and our results may only 

be indicative of a more detailed analysis. Also, we have neglected 

the effect of radiation on the waves propagating in the tube.

The adiabatic energy equation for the perturbations may be a 

reasonable approximation in the convection zone (see Chapter 1) 

but in the photosphere radiation has a significant effect and is 

discussed in Chapter 5* Further, we have considered only the 

’tube wave’. That is, we have neglected the interaction of the 

tube with its surroundings, taking Equation (3«3*52) as the 

approximate boundary condition, and ve have not considered the 

sound wave solution in the exterior. Observations are presently

inconclusive as to whether or not there is a strong interaction

between the tube and its surroundings.

The observations by Giovanelli et , al (19?8) of waves in 

magnetic flux tubes in the photosphere and low chromosphere 

show upward propagation, with closely-related but far from identical

disturbances inside and outside the tube. This leads Giovanelli

et to two possible interpretations: i) a remote common source 

with negligible interaction between internal and external gas, 

or ii) strong interaction, so that the external and internal 

behaviours are closely related. The former case would correspond 

to our ’tube wave’ solution for which perturbations in the exterior 

are negligible, and the latter is the modified sound wave solution.
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The observed waves are upward propagating with average 
periods 273s in the lines 5250 S and 5255 S (formed, in the 

non-magnetic atmosphere at -25km below Z^qqq= 1 and 195km above 
X^OOQ- and 290s in the lines 5166 X and 5185 X (formed at 

-25km and 5^0km). The main difference between the interior 

and the exterior is that outside the tube, there is an observed 

time difference of 7s for an estimated propagation distance of 

600-700km yielding a phase velocity approaching 1OOkms , whilst 

inside the time delay is 19s. The phase velocity is supersonic 

and in the absence of dissipation such waves are likely to be 

evanescent. Figure 5*8 predicts that waves with periods 275-290s 

are evanescent in the region above z % 100km.

In this chapter we have discussed wave propagation in a

flux tube in a uniform atmosphere. We developed a slender flux

tube approximation and extended this to a stratified atmosphere.

In 'the following chapter we use this approximation and consider

the nature of convectively unstable motions in a magnetic flux

tube.
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Chapter 4 CONVECTIVE INSTABILITY

4 • 1 lnt.ro d uc t ion

Observations of the quiet regions of the solar photosphere
have shown that the magnetic field is made up of intense flux 
tubes, located in the boundaries of supergranules (see Chapter 1). 
The field in these flux tubes is estimated to be in the range 
1-2kG and their diameters 100-300km.

Observations suggest that the average solar magnetic field 

is swept to supergranular cell boundaries and concentrated there 

(Simon and Leighton, 1963)« Theoretical models illustrating the 

growth of magnetic fields around the boundaries of supergranulation 

cells have been developed, and the results demonstrate the tendency 

of the field to accumulate at these boundary points where the flow 

is most strongly converging (Leighton et, al, 1962; Leighton, 1963; 

Parker, 1963; Weiss, 1964; Clark, 1965, 1966; Clark and Johnson, 

1967). However, some other means is required for compressing 

fields to the very high pressures of kilogauss fields. Parker 

(1976) reviews the hydrodynamic effects, that might contribute 

to the enhancemest of the magnetic field and concludes that only 

cooling of the gas' within the field can produce the high field 

densities inferred from observation. He suggests that the 

generation and emission of overstable Alfven waves (Roberts, 1976a) 

is the only way to account for the cooling and subsequent field 

intensification. More recently, Parker (1978) has suggested., as 

an alternative explanation, that the reduced heat transport in 

the kinematically compressed magnetic field (of a few hundred 

gauss) leads to an almost adiabatic temperature gradient inside 

the -tube so that the temperature inside‘the thermally insulated

tube is cooler than its surroundings.
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This then leads to an enhancement of the already existing dov/n- 

draft in the tube and, as a ‘result, the field is compressed further 

to reach, eventually, the observed kilogauss values. Zv/aan (1978) 

has argued that the field is concentrated into bundles in the deep 

convection zone by differential rotation, but after a loop has 

surfaced, subsequent convective downflow reduces the temperature 

at the top of the flux tubes, which then contract to field strengths 

well above the local equilibrium value. A further possibility has 

been suggested by.Galloway et. a2 (1977? 1978), who have shown that 

convection in a Boussinesq fluid can compress magnetic fields to 

strengths beyond equipartition values.

By whatever means the Sun actually achieves the compression 

of magnetic fields into intense flux tubes, the fact remains that 

such fields exist. Given, then, the existence of such a slender 

kilogauss flux tube, what motions are likely to occur inside the 

tube? Additionally, under what circumstances will motions radically

change the structure of the flux tube?

In Chapter 3 we considered the nature of vave motions inside

a flux tube. For a slender flux tube in a stratified atmosphere,

we presented a system of linearized zeroth order equations and

applied boundary conditions to determine the equations for the

vertical component of velocity, v (3-3-56) and the pressure p Zi

(3-3-62). In this chapter we consider the nature of convectivel^ 

unstable motions in a magnetic flux tube. We investigate the 

role of the magnetic field in preventing such instability, including 

the effect of the splaying of the field lines with height. We 

should note that distinct from the convective instability is the 

tendency for the surface of the flux tube to be unstable to 

fluting (interchange instability) (Meyer et al (1977))-
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,It turns out that we are able to obtain sufficient conditions

for stability against the tendency towards convection for a flux 

tube with an arbitrary temperature profile. In the special case 

of a linear profile v/e are able to describe in detail both the 

velocity field and its instability boundaries. Finally, v/e argue 

that convective instability may be a means of achieving intense 

fields (see also Spruit, 1979; Spruit and Zveibel, 1979)).,

of a slender flux

and density

dPo

4.2 The Equilibrium State in a Slender Flux Tube

The equilibrium has been described in general terms in 

Chapter 3- For the sake of completeness, and in order to make 

additional observations, we shall discuss the equilibrium state 

tube once more. The internal pressure p^z) 

are related by the barometric relation

; (4.2,1)

while the ideal gas equation determines the internal temperature
Tq(z): '

Pq(z) = k /0o(z) Tq(z) , (4.2,2)
m

vh^ire k is Boltzmann’s constant, m is the mean particle mass and

g is the acceleration due to gravity. Lateral pressure balance

demands that the external confining gas pressure p (z) satisfy e
p_(z) + bQ(z) = p (z) , (4.2,3)

0 ©
2/».

where B„(z)g is the zeroth-order (induction) field of the flux 

tube. The external atmosphere is also in hydrostatic equilibrium,

and so

g , (4.2.4)
dz

v/here ^(z) is the density in the exterior region.
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From (4„2„5) it follows that

dz

Bo(z)
(~77-) -2/4) 6^C (4.2.5)

Introduce the scale-heights /\ ~ kT(z)/mg and/\ ~ kT (z)/mg,u e e
of the internal and external atmospheres, and write

Aq(z) + A(z) = ,

where A( z) is a measure of the 

the two regions. Then (4.2.5)

the corresponding equation for

d poK _ - 1 ZBo(z)
da\ ^0 J \ 2/<o

(4.2.6)

temperature difference between 

may be combined with (4,2.2) and 

the exterior region to give

A(Z) Pe(z)\

h (4.2.7)

Now, in the presence of a strong magnetic field, -we may 

expect a temperature difference to exist between the interior 

and the exterior of the tube, despite the natural tendency for

thermal conduction to smooth out such a difference. There are

strong theoretical reasons (Parker, 1955? 1976, 197$; Roberts,

1976a, b; Spruit, 1976) for believing this conjecture; indeed,

if the flux tube is not cooler than its surroundings it is

difficult to imagine how such intense fields occur. The observ- 
*

ational evidence is presently inconclusive; in fact, the tubes 

appear as bright dots (Frazier, 1970) against the surrounding 

photosphere. They appear bright because they are less dense than 

their surroundings, so that one sees deeper into the Sun where 

the ambient temperature is higher than at the surface (Spruit, 

1977).

Nov/ the effect of a magnetic field upon the energetics of 

the basic-state is not well understood, so it is necessary to 

model the likely behaviour of the field in 'creating a temperature
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difference. There are clearly several possibilities® For example, 

it is reasonable to suppose that the stronger the field (relative 

to the confining pressure), the larger the temperature difference

the field creates.

Introduce ■

Ziz) - Ae<z) - A0(z) , (4.2.8)

the ratio of the temperature difference between the internal and 

external media to the external temperature. Then, to model the 

behaviour of the magnetic field, we may suppose that T(z) is 

proportional to the ratio of the magnetic pressure to the external 

gas pressure, and write

T(z) = '

where 0 is a constant ff proportionally. 

Q is less than or equal to one; also, for

(4.2.9)

t t is assumed that;

a coot interior 6 is

positive.

W/th the above form of r(z) , Equation (4.2.7) gives .

1 ffo = -(1-0) - • (4.2.10)
Bo dz " 2/^z)

Combined with (4.2.1) and (4,2..2) this gives

bQ(z) ~ (p0(a))1“e . (4.2.11 )

2 2Flux conservation implies that rQ(z)B*(z) = r*(0)BQ(0), 

where r*(z) is the radius of the tube at the height z above the 

arbitrary reference level z = 0 (chosen to correspond to optical 

depth TCaooo = 1 in the solar atmosphere). Thus

rQ(z) ~ (pQ(z) ) . (4.2.12)
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Much of the subsequent, discussion will be given in terms
2 • 2. -1 of the function cqCzJ/v^Cz), where cQ(z) = (&p )(z)/}C(z) )2 is

J
the sound speed and v-(z) = BoCz V^^Cz )) 2 is the Alfven speed 

inside the flux tube, (y is the ratio of specific heats, which

may be a function of z.)

2 2It may be noted that the parameter c^/v^ is related to the 

plasma beta inside the tube by

cqCk)
-4— = ix a0(z) -,VA(Z)

where /30Cz) = 24^p0Cz^^b0Cz)

2 2Now the parameter c"/v" satisfies (from (4,2.1), (4,2.2) 

and (4,2.10) - ) the equation

y"A j" - -e t
< Afi) a...''-'!?'..:

2 2and so (for 0 ? 0)cQ/yvA increases with depth (-z) in a cool 

tube in such a way that

<P0<z))
6 (4.2.14)

In particular, if 0 = 0 (so that the temperatures inside
12 2and outside the tube are equal), then yc^(z) vA(z) and

bQCz) pQ(z) , rQ(z) ' p”"(z) . (4.2.15)

The relation in (4.2.15) was first given by Parker (1955) in his 

discussion of magnetic buoyancy and the formation of sunspots.

4.5 Vertical Motions in a Slender Flux Tube

The equations- governing motions of a perfectly-conducting,

inviscid, ideal gas embedded in a magnetic field have been pre

sented in Chapter 1. In a cylindrical coordinate system (r,",z),
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in which there is no azimuthal dependence, both the basic state 

variables and the perturbations are expanded in. a Maclaurin 

series about r=0. The resulting system of linear equations 

describing perturbations about the basic state (described in 

Section 4.2) is (See Equations (3*3-25) - (3*3*27))

•t

' + If + P8 = 0 >

1 dvz
dt "* %0 'at "

~ /A 1v n ~ n2f d/9 V

v„ / A0
2; " B0.

(4.3.1)

(4.3.2)

(4.3.3)

= 0 ,

where p^z), /Q_(z) and B_(z) are the values of the equilibrium 

pressure, density and vertical component of magnetic field eval

uated at r=0, and p,,a, b( and refer to the perturbations of 

pressure, density, vertical component of magnetic field and 

vertical component of velocity as measured on the tube's axis .r-0, 

A dash denotes differentiation with respect to z. .

In addition the flux tube is related to its surroundings 

by the two boundary conditions

w (r=r ) ~ v r_r ) ,

and

p(r=r°° • + 1 B0(r=r0)bz(r=I-o) = p(o)( r=rQ) ,
Mo

(4.3.4)

(4.3.5)

where v and v n n
( e) are the perturbation velocities normal to

(e)the boundary in. the interior and exterior respectively and p 

is the pressure perturbation in the exterior. If we adopt the 

solution for which pressure perturbations in the exterior are 

negligible then the above boundary conditions may be replaced
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by the ’reduced boundary condition* (see Chapter 3)
A Ap + Bn b = 0 •

/-0
(zu3«.5)

Therefore we are not considering motions driven by the external-

medium.

Assuming a time-dependence of the form Equations

(4.3*1) - (4.3*3) may be combined to give a second order ordinary 

differential equation for the velocity, valid for a negligible

pressure perturbation in the exterior,
2* ’.,2. fcm B „\ ,a d v / _T _ _0_ _1 \dyVo>'

d2V / 0, 2+(" 
dz Vc

2 2
. 2 C0VA
where c, = —

(°0+VA)

,2 2* „2\-»
- _4 B_?+ A Po _g.V is- :°j V = 0 , (4.3.6)

. The Brunt-Vaisala frequency, N,(z), and• T

the density scale-height, Hq(z), are defined by

fi (,z) jE(z) =

IgGJ PqTTT Hn(z) ~ 2, s0 co(s)

Note that in deriving Equation (4.2*6) we have only made 

use of Equation (4.2*1) in the basic-state. The temperature 

inside and outside the tube may be unequal. However, for the 

special case T,(z) = T (z) the equilibrium state is completely 

characterized by the scale-height Aq(z):

=(()=XfiA •*, <;2(z)=e^0Ao<’^ ,
A°<°> Ao(°)

H0(z)
1+A„(z) 
7T0T7T ’

No(z> + AoCz) (4.3.7)s ,
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Equation (4.5.6) for T = T and ft assumed constant, thenM G
reduces to

,2a d v
/uA-iAz)

dV /_ 0_ + (1_ £) 0
c^(z) 2 cQ(z)dz2 " ~iz

This is Equation (5-5«57) of Chapter 5*

N^(z)\ av - 0 » (4.5.6)

4• Sufficient Conditions for convectiv e stability

In order to discuss the stability of a slender flux tube,

it is convenient to write Equation (4„3«6) in the canonical

Sturm-Liouville form:

£ (?(.?■) (4.4.1)

where

(z) = /°0(z) ,</(z) ~ no/On(z)cT(z)
BQ(z) B^zT

and

q(z) =
0 Lc,

-N?
* ** 

V v 0 °0

Together with boundary conditions of the general type

az]v(0) + a2v (0) - 0 , ?

, ) (4.4.2)
b v(~d) + b v (-d) = 0 , )

/

(for constants a^, bq anf^ ^2^’ imposed at levels z ~ 0 and

z ~ -d, Equation (4.4.1) constitutes the standard form of the 

Sturm-Liouville boundary-value problem (see, for general theory, 

Ince, 1956; and, in the context of a stratified fluid, Yih, 1965)• 

(Particular forms of these boundary conditions will be considered 

in the next section, with reference to the special case treated

there.)
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It follows from the gen.eral Sturm-Liouville theory that 
. 2 •eigenvalues Q) are real and, provided d is finite, these 

eigenvalues form an infinite sequence that may be ordered in. 

increasing magnitude; thus

ccf < Coj < . . . < <. . .

Furthermore, (J4 -> oo as d — o? (Ince, 1956, ch X)»

Thus, under the boundary conditions (4.4.2), with d finite,

there are an infinite number of eigenmodes with eigenfrequencies 
2 », bh00(i = 1, 2, 2? *••)« If ' CO. z 0, then the i mode is stable.

2 . thIf (O_. < 0, then the i mode is unstable. Thus, in particular,
the basic-state is unstable, if O2 < 0 and (since (j < tjO, i > l)

this will be the mode of maximum growthrate. Unfortunately,

Sturm-Liouville theory does not provide us with a direct cal
. 2culation of 60o* However, we may elicit further information on 

2 . 2CO* (in particular the sign of cJ ) by obtaining a first integral 

of equation (4.4.1). ■

Multiplying (4-4.1) by v*., the complex conjugate of v, and 

integrating by parts, it follows that

2 (l^(o(z)| V| 2 + cT(z)| V'1 2)dz - [< (z)v*v’J

j°dr(z)IV| dz
(4.4.2)

It is clear from the form of (4,4.2) that our earlier 
restriction that d be finite is now no longer necessary. Thus,
in the subsequent discussion d may be infinite.

Suppose that the boundary conditions are such that 

[ t (z)v*v' ] 0 = 0 ,
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then Equation (4.4.3) gives

co2 ■■
J~d(q(z)| v| 2 +<r(z)|v'|2)dz, 

|v|‘dz
(4.4.4)

The stationary values of this ratio are the eigenvalues of the

associated Sturm-Liouville system and finding the extremum of 

the above ratio is equivalent to finding the extremum of

j2^(q(z)l v( 2 + cr (z)| v' 2)dz ,

subject to

J°2r(z)lv|2dz = K ,

where K is a constant.

Suppose, nowr, that the boundary conditions are such that

[cr(z)v*v» ] °d 2 0

(as are the special cases of (4.4,2) examined in subsequent 

sections). Then it follows from (4.4.3), on noting that fz) > 0
' p

and r(z) > 0, that a sufficient condition for (J~ to be positive, 

and thus a sufficient condition for stability, is

q(z) ) 0 for all z, -d 2 z 20 ,

Thus, under such boundary conditions, a sufficient condition

for ( stability is

a Po
dz\B0 > 0 throughout ~d 2 z $ 0 .

(4*4.5)

It is oo inttrest to examine the sufficiency condition 

(4.4.3), under the assumption that the interior of the flux tube 

is cooler than its surroundings, and * constant. In terms of 

the function T(z), introduced in Equation (4.2.8), (4.4.5) may
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be written in the form
2, m v. (z?(¥)( T(z)0°(z)

c0(2i)/ J ( 1 -T(z))(c0(z)+V:(z))
>“A0(z)“(^) 

(4.4.6)
to be satisfied throughout -d G z G 0.

In terms of the parameter 8, introduced in (4.2.9), the
sufficient condition for stability. Equation (4.4.6), becomes

-<1~0) '0
2 <4 ' 4 + v ay-2+d-fi) 0 A

V > •. ■ , (4.4.7)

to be satisfied throughout the atmosphere.

There are two special cases of (4.4.7) of immediate interest.
In the extreme circumstances where thermal conduction is so
efficient as to remove the temperature difference, so that T = G= 0,
(4.4.7) reduces to

°>-Ao-(^4

Thus, a sufficient condition for stability in a slender 
tube, which is in temperature balance with its surroundings (i.e.

Aq = Ag)* is tjiat

^(z) > 0 throughout -d 4 z 4 .0. (4.4.8)

This is the usual condition for convective instability in the 
absence of a■magnetic field (Schwarzschild, 1906).

2In the special case for which G = 1, and *%(z) = Bq(z)//2G? (2^) ■
1it follows from Equation (4.2.10) that Bq(z)s 0 and

Thus, the case (9 1 corresponds to a uniform (vertical) column
of magnetic field; in this case, the equation governing velocity
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perturbations is (3-2-48) and so a sufficient condition for 

stability to convection in a uniform slender flux tube is

B0^ X .« /X-H
-p--- -—-——„ \ -/\ “ (~p—n throughout -d e z r 0 «KpQ(z) 0 ^1 s

This is in fact the sufficient condition for stability in the 

presence of a uniform, laterally unbounded, magnetic field, 

originally derived by Gough and Tayler (1966) using the energy 

principle of Bernstein et al.(1938). Our analysis shows that 

the above condition also holds in a slender flux tube, provided 

the magnetic field is uniform. In fact, we have seen in Chapter 

3, that the equation governing the velocity perturbations in a 

uniform slender flux tube is identical to that governing motions 

in a laterally unbounded atmosphere where K^Aq 3) 1, i.e. where

the horizontal wavelength is much less than the vertical scale 

height. Thus the stability of an unbounded atmosphere, under

going motions where the condition k^^ » 1 holds, may be readily 

analysed by Sturm-Liouville theory.

Returning to the general sufficiency condition (4.4.7),
2 2we sketch in Figure 4.1 the condition (4.4.7), plotting Cq/Va 

against Aq for various values of g in the range 0^6 $ , , and 

for y = 1,2. It is clear from the figure that the cooler the 

interior of the tube (i.e., the larger the value of e), the more 

likely that the sufficient condition for stability is satisfied,

for a fixed magnetic field. It may be noted (see Equation (4.2.13)
2 2 \ that c^/v. increases with depth for' 6 > 0 (cool interi),/ and0 A

so for e = 1 the sufficient condition is simply

cQ(-d)+vp
____ >
(-d)

where d is the depth of the layer.

1
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Figure 4.1 - Sufficient condition (Equation (4.4.7)) for stability in a 
flux tube with a cool interior. Stability is to the left of the curves. 
The larger the value of the parameter 0 , the cooler the interior of the 
tube.



/

Finally, returning to (4.4.6), we may note that for the 

special case TC& - To » a constant, considered in Parker (1976)

and Roberts (1976b), the sufficient condition for stability

reduces to

(■t1)

to be satisfied throughout the atmosphere.

The sufficiency conditions derived above provide useful 

information as to the prevention of instability in the tube. 

However, the criteria are clearly of somewhat limited value, 

simply by being only sufficient conditions: the conditions 

may be violated at some depth or indeed for all depths, and 

yet the tube be stable. Thus, in order to obtain a more precise 

condition for stability, we shall consider', in Section 4,6, 

the special case of a linear temperature profile inside the 

flux tube. We shall further assume, for the sake of simplicity, 

that temperatures inside and outside the tube are equal, so 

that X - 0. If the temperatures are different, then the tube 

is likely (as we have seen from the above sufficiency conditions) 

to be even more stable than the analysis in Section 4.6 reveals,

4.5 The Local,Approximation

Before discussing, in the next Section, an exact solution

to the velocity equation (4.5*6), we shall consider the so-called 

'local/ approximation. This serves to illustrate many of the

features of the more general analysis without the attendant

complexity. We suppose that the coefficients of the velocity 

and its derivatives in Equation (4.5:6)' do not vary greatly 

with depth and, by way of illustration, we look for solutions
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satisfying the simple boundary conditions:

V - 0 at z = 0 ; . (4.5-1)

V = 0 at z = -d , (4.5,2a)

A
v e 0 as z (4.5 2b))

Of course, such a treatment is not directly applicable to the 

Sun. But the results are indicative of the more general case, 

and so serve to give a qualitative guide to the expected be

haviour in the solar convection zone.

We may write Equation (4.3-6)’ in the form

2 \ a0" 5V' ■

where

(r-l) ■
V ‘

(4.5-4)

Note that has the same sign as Nq, and so may be positive

or negative,

Assuming a locally constant atmosphere, the general solution 

of (4.5-5), satisfying the boundary condition (4.5-1)i is

AV - (4.5.5)

where X are the roots of the'quadratic

2 J, JA + 2 _2
X “ ( (0 - \ = 0 ,

eAo I “ o; y
oT

(4.5-6)

2 2 
o ct f yc

o

and A. is an arbitrary constant. To discuss (4.5-5) further, 

it is convenient to consider the cases of finite and infinite

depth separately,
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Consider first the case of finite
A

, for which the

solution V of (4„5«5) satisfies the lower boundary condition 

(4.5.2a). This condition implies that

(Ag - A ) d “ 2nfti ,

for integer n.

(4.5.7)

Now, since (4.5*5) may be rewritten in the form

v = A,ei(4+;2)z £( Xc-U ) z ,-4( A,- A, )1 2'1 2

and from (4.5*6) we have

Ai + X-p ~ 1 »

the solution for the velocity is

z/4A,,A A0 0 • /nZL’Zsv = A£ sin (f-) ,

where A is an arbitrary constant.

Now solving (4.5*6) gives

(X, - A2)" = 4
16A

(w2 .. J22)

0
which, when combined vi-th (4.5*7), determines the eigenvalues a/

o f 2 2 _2 n zr 
Si. + —5~ + JL„ \ 216A2 '"T

(4.5.8)

Note that if

2 2
> 0 ,

16^
i.e. if

i/16
*/2 - o0/5

> - S - (44 ,
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then all modes are stable, and we have an infinite, sequence of

positive eigenvalues g,)2.

? 2 2 "However, if -51" c^/i6Aq, then unstable modes are permissible
but as d -> 0 Equation (4.5.8) implies that

pU) ' -

and so there exists a critical value of the depth d, below
which the basic-state is always stable. From(4.5.8), this 

*critical depth d^ is given,by

2 2 •n A.
SL 4 1

(4,5.9)

Thus, if d < d^, there are no unstable modes. Note that
the depth d is a function of n, the minimum value of which£ n * * ' *occurs for n = 1. Then d^ = d^ s d , say, where

*2 -X
jf + _JL_.
o? l6Ag

(4.5.10)

Finally, we should note that there are no modes for which
2

.2 z S2 u \ £<L +
16A

For then and A^ are real, and so cannot satisfy condition 
(4.5.9), i.e. v is non-zero everywhere, except at z = 0.

Consider now the case of infinite depth, for which the 
solutions of the velocity Equation (4.5*5) are subject to the 
boundary conditions (4.5.1) and (4.5:2b). -The solution (4.5.5)

1n
1 6a2

0
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may now be written in the form

A x~\Y ~ k Q inb 16A| +
.52?

s

satisfying the condition v = 0 at z = 0,
2 .

C? 2 .2 ...
If —'—p - J5A “ tO < 0, then condition (4.5,26) is satisfied

A 2
2 . 2 2 CT ’

for all <U » i.e. for cO 5 J f ——the spectrum of eigenvalues
16AO

2c. is continuous (i.e. no discrete eigenvalues exist).

,22 2a 2?
+ S_ — a) y 0 a y 0 as z 9 provided

2 . ^2Therefore, if cO > -Q , we. again have a continuous spectrum;
. . 2 2while .if cO < J2, , then there is no solution satisfying' the

boundary conditions.

The above illustration shows that for a finite depth,-there 

is an infinite number of positive eigenvalues. There may exist 

a finite number of unstable modes provided S2 is sufficiently 

negative; however, if the depth d is sufficiently small, no .

unstable modes exist. Qualitatively, these results agree with

those to be presented in the following Sections. However, vie

should note that differences do arise for the case of a flux

tube of infinite depth, in that, in the 'local' approximation,
2 2we find a continuous spectrum for cO > 51 ; whereas for the case

to be presented in the next section, we find a continuous spectrui
2for y 0 and an infinite number of discrete eigenvalues for

o2 < 0.
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4.6 The . Linear , Temperature  .. Profile

Here v/e shall consider the special case of the linear profile 

Aq(z) = Aq(O) + 2/\q(0) , ' (4.6.1)

for which Aq is a constant. In order that the temperature and 

density increase raonotc^r^n^f^^lly with depth (see Equation (4.5 = 7)) 

it is necessary that the scale-height gradient, Aq, satisfy

-i < aQ < o . ■

Further, we shall suppose, for simplicity, that %"(z) e 0 (i.e.

the temperatures inside and outside the tube are equal) and that 
2 p, is a constant. (Note that -f oor = 0 the ratio Cq(z)/v^(z) is

a constant). Thus, as we have seen in Section 4.5, a sufficient 
2condition for stability to convective motions is Nq > 0, In 

particular, the isothermal atmosphere (Aq^ O) is always stable.

Under these assumptions, the governing equation for the 

velocity perturbation is Equation (4.5*6)', for which an exact 

solution is known (Roberts and Webb, 1978).

Vh use this solution here in order to investigate in detail

the nature of motions in a linear temperature profile. To find
'2 ’the eigenvalues W using this solution we must, of-course, 

specify appropriate boundary conditions on the velocity.

4.6.1 Boundary . Conditions

We have considered two alternative forms of the lower

boundary condition, namely .

v -> 0 as z -oo ; (4.6.2a)

V ~ 0 at z = -d . (4,6,2b)

Thus, we are requiring- that the velocity v tend to zero at a

depth d, which may be infinite. It is necessary to consider
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the two cases separately, as the discussion in Section 4,5 

indicates. We shall concentrate on the former condition, 

leaving the discussion of the case of finite depth- to the end

of this section.

In addition to the lower boundary condition (4.6.2a), we 

must specify the flow at (say) z = 0, We shall vrite this 

boundary condition in the general form .

a.v(O) - a.v (0) = 0 , (4.6.3)

where a. % 0 and. a? . 0. Thus, with a. = 0 and a. = 1, we allow 

for the possibility that the vertical velocity is a maximum 

(or minimum) at the observed level z = 0; with a. = 1 and a. - 0, . 

condition (4,4.3) imposes a top on the flux tube at z = 0, beyond 

which no flow penetrates. In fact, our results are not sensitive 

to the precise form of the constants a^ and a.. However, it 

should be noted that our results are sensitive to the alternative

cases of the tube’s depth being finite or infinite.

4.6.2 The exact solution of the velocity equation

Consider the case of equal temperatures (Tq - T.). for

which Equation (4.3*6) ’ is applicable. We shall employ the

boundary conditions (4.6,2a) and (4.6.3).

To find the solutions of (4.3*6)’ it is convenient to introduce 

in 'place of z the new independent variable x, where

X co

°tT°T a' aq(z) , (4.6.4)x > 0

Then (4,3*6)’ becomes

V = 0 , (4.6,5)

where the + sign applies to stable solutions (w > 0), and the
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2 2- sign to unstable solutions (w < 0). The constant s is 

defined by

2
i Hl+~-
rA ' '

(4.6.6)♦ AoH<-+
K(Aq)2 \ * 
2

4
Note that s may be positive or negative, but is positive if
nQ >

In terms of the x variable, the boundary condition (4.6.2a)
becomes

'Av — 0 as x -? ' ;

whilst condition (4.6.3) becomes
(4.6.2a)'

A 1 A *a1 V + i Aoa2x

where

dv
dx = 0 at x = Xq , (4.6.3)'

2AU0) OJ 0
CT ' crj?(0) A’0

It is convenient to discuss the stable and unstable cases of
(4.6.5) separately.

4.6.2(1) Stable -solutions
Consider the velocity Equation (4,6.4) under the assumption
2that cO is positive (so that the plus sign applies). The solutions 

of (4.6.5) are

AV X
1+1/2AI 1+1/2?!

J (x) and x Y (x) ,s . s (4.6.7)

where J and Y are Bessel functions of the first and seconds s
kind (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1967). Note that s may be real or
imaginary.
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Now both °f these solutions tend to zero as x -re#, provided

-1 < Aq <C 0« Thus, since this condition on Aq is satisfied

both solutions (4.6*7) satisfy the lower boundary condition

(4.6.2a)'. Furthermore, the upper boundary condition (4.6.3)’

can be satisfied for any value of Xq simply by choosing a suitable
linear combination of the two independent solutions (4,6.7)’*
Thus, the boundary conditions no longer determine a discrete 

' 2set of eigenvalues a) > 0 (in contrast to the results found

in Section 4.5 for a finite domain, -d 2 z ^.0). Hence, for

the infinite domain z 2 0, there exists a continuous spectrum 
2 2of eigenvalues to > 0, whether s is positive or negative*

4.6.2(2) Unstable. _ solutions 
2 .Suppose, now, that w is negative, so that the minus sign 

applies in the velocity Equation (4*6,5)« The solutions of

(4,6.5) are now
. i iA 1+1/2/' 1 + 1/2/C

V -v x I (x) and x K (x) , (4.6.8)s s

where 1 (x) and K (x) are modified Bessel functions (of the s 6
first and second kind) of order s (which may be real or

imaginary).

1n order to satisfy the lower boundary condition (4.6.2s.)

ve must reject the solution involving the modified Bessel function 

of the first kind, since it is unbounded as x-><» , So consider
1 + 1/2AA

the second solution x K (x). It is convenient to discusss
2 2the two cases s 2 0 and s <0 separately,

(a) s2 >z 0.

For this case K (x) s
creasing; function of x.

is a real positive, monotonically de 

Also, v/e may show from (4.6,6) that
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Figure 4.2 - The function x U K.,(x) for Y = 1.2, c^ = v, and two

1 , « TV u 0 A
values of /^. For 0 > | (/V^ -^) the function oscillates infinitely
with increasing (decreasing) amplitude as x -> 0.
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(for s >z 0) ve have

J-2
0 > Aq > - •? + (?)

1 + 1/2A' < 0 andTherefore, for X in. the range 1 < y . 5/3j
1+1/2A

(x) is monotonically decreasing; so the.boundary s
2condition (4*6.j>)’ is not satisfied for any value of CO <0, 

2i.e. no unstable solutions exist for s > 0. Hence, subject
to the boundary conditions (4.6.2a)1 and (4.6*3)'» the fluid 

2is stable if s 7/ 0. Note that this is consistent with the 

sufficiency condition for-stability obtained in Section 4.4.

(b) s < 0.
2 2Writing s = -n) , where - is real and positive, the 

solution for the velocity is

AV ~ X
,1 + 1/2A0

K..(x) . IV (4.6.9)

The velocity v as a function of x is sketched for various Aq 

in Figure 4.2. For purposes of illustration, we have taken 

Cq = v. and g = 1.2.

It may be noted that v may be expressed in terms of the

Whittaker function W. by observing that

■J
K.(x) = (-g-) W. .. (2x) .
IP 2x0, ip

(Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, (1969) p 1063).

(4.6.10)

Now the zeros of the Whittaker function W, (x) have beent,m
investigated by Dyson (i960), in relation to the stability of 

an idealized atmosphere with constant shear flow and exponentially 

decreasing density (see also Case, 1960). Dyson found that for 

t real and m purely imaginary there 'are no complex zeros, and
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2 2’ 2 in the (cq/v^) “ Aq plane, dividing the region with unstable inodes (s ' < °)
from that with only stable modes (s^ 3 0). The dashed line, = 0, is the 
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asymptote for s - 0 as Cq/v^ °° *
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that there are an infinite number of simple zeros, on the positive 

real axis, vhich are bounded and have a point of accumulation 

at x = 0. In our problem, t s 0, and m - i7 is purely imaginary.

Therefore, with boundary condition (4.6.2a) and (4.6*3),
2there are an infinite number of ' (negative) eigenvalues , vhth

the property that
a * ,w, < to < . . . < ^ < . . . < O;

(4.6.11)

furthermore,

(X6 n -) Go

and is finite.

2Thus there are unstable (tO < 0)

the boundary conditions (4.6.2a)' and
2s <0, i.e. if and only if

solutions, satisfying 
(4.6.3)*, if and only if

4 K<-1 0
my2 , + + v2 -f- 1 H <0 .

Hence, a necessary.and sufficient condition for the tube 

to be (convectively) stable is
, ' , . 2 _ ~ •

W
+ Ao + -j) + (' + ~4 ' >0- ^.6.12)

24>

The line s" = 0 is sketched in Figure 4.3-as a function of
2 2 a ’the parameters c^/v^ and /\q. From (4.6.12) we see that a

2 ' •sufficient condition for s } 0, and hence a sufficient condition
2 . for stability, is 0, in agreement vhth the results obtained

earlier (Equation (4.5.10)).
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3 2 2 v 1For - -~ + (j) 2 Aq y -1) unstable solutions exist for
2 2 2 2all values of Cq/v^« Noie ShaS Cq/v^ ° does nst imply B-- o 

if Pe(z) i sfixed, because She magnetit pressurt in th- Sube

cannoS exceed She confining exSernal pressure. Thus, She limiS
2 2 . . x .1cl/v. — 0 ii achieved by allowing (see (4.2.3) ) Bq(z)->(2 p (z) )2, u A (J e

for which Pq(z) and /^(z) boSh Send So zero (and Shui She Sube 

ii evacuaSed by She magneSic field). .

. a’\ 3 2 2For - (~™-) y Aq > - + (—- , Shere ii a criSical value
„ 2/ 2 . , of Cq/Va? given by

v,

j
2. 2(AQ + I + (|)3(AQ + | - (§) ■), ('.6.13)

A crit

below which She ioluSion ii sSable,

sufficienSly sSrong, She gai in She flux Sube ii iSable So

convection.

So, provided She field ii

y ’
Q I Q

Alio, iS may be noSed from Figure 4.3, ShaS She effecS of

increasing She raSio of ipecific heaSi, A, ii ShaS She line 
2

s = 0 is moved So She right, giving a greaSer region for iSability. 
2 2 a ’Thus, for cerSain values of ca/va and Aq, increasing J may

sSabilise She perSurbaSion.

Consider now She fasSesS growing eigenvalue Q , She exisSence
2 2 of which for s < 0 is guaranSeed by (4.6.11). The values of*0 

have been deSermined numerically for a range of values of She 

parameSers Cq/v^ and Aq. For convenience, iS was found simpler 

to use the form (4.6.9) for the velocity, and to solve numerically 
Bessel’s equaSion for K_a(x), maSching She numerical ioluSion 

So She known asympSoSic forms as x 0 and x -> co.
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p
Figure 4.4 shows a plot of (J~ (suitably non-dimension/lised) 

against c./v. for various /\q. For the sake of illustration, 

v/e have taken the upper boundary condition as v =-0 at z - 0. 

(The results are similar for the general boundary condition 

(4.6.3).) ■

2 2Now, as Cq/v. o© ; and we may show (by considering

the asymptotic form of K..(x) that .
2CO? -> nAo) as 7° - ®

1 2
VA .
2 2 2Thus the behaviour of at large c^/v^ indicated in Figure 4.4. 

A
a’ 3 2 2 *For <(. - 2 + (£") » the mode is unstable for all values .

2Z 2of Cq/v., and ,O A

.2 v 4)1
xg/\q
4A70)

2
fflax asx ~> 0 ,

A
where x _ is the largest value of x, for which the boundarymax
condition (4*6.3)' is satisfied, with

9?' =
-b
h (Ao 41~() «Ao . -1 (f

For

- >a; >-| + f* '

there is no unstable solution for (c?/v?) < (c©iv2) . , , v/ere
. J A O' A cr 11

2 2(c„/v„) is given by (4,6.3). Figure 4.4 also shows that0 A ci i t
2 2 2is a monotonically increasing function of Cq/v^; thus, the

weaker the magnetic field, the faster the growthrate of the

instability. ■
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Figure 4.4 - The non-dimensional growthrate, (- Wjj/\,(0)/g) = , of the fastest- 
growing mode as a function of c^/v^ for several values of An. We have taken 

y= 1.2 and the upper boundary condition as v» = 0 at z = 0.



p *In - Figure 4.5 we have ploSSed ttO againsS Aq for various 
2 2values of cQ/va* We see ShaS Shere is no soluSion for any value

of c2/vA if 0 > AQ ) “ (y^), i.e. if 0^
O' 0; and ShaS for a0

2 2 * igiven cq/v^, Shere is a minimum value of Aq, given by

A,
criS

5 + 2 c0 
2 + "2

VA'

> • ”-f
VA^ VA'

2 .-4-
(4.6.14)1 +

. I A *for vhich She soluSion is sSable if 0 > AAq >
crit

' 2 2 a ’We also find ShaS, for given CqA^ and Aq, She growSh-raSe

of She fasSesS-growing mode is a decreasing funcSion of Yz ,

4.6.5 TemperaSure. . and Pressure .PerSurbaSions

IS is of inSeresS So calculaSe the perSurbaSions of She
SemperaSure and pressure as a funcSion of She velociSy perSurbaSion 

v , in order So deSermine wheSher cooling and field inSensificaSion

resulS if She insSabiliSy seSs in as a downflow.

The pressure perSurbaSion . p and She SemperaSure perSurbaSion 

A (or, more precisely, She perSurbaSion So She scale heighSA) 

may be expressed in Serms of She velociSy perSurbaSion as

A 1p - _ . 2 2
iw (1 + cq/aa)

(1 ^/^(zOgg^z) (4.6.15)

an d

For boundary condiSions of She form (4.6.3), Shen boSh She pressure
a • AperSurbaSion p and She SemperaSure perSurbaSionA are negaSive near
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Figure 4.5 - The non-dimensional growthrate, (- d; A /0)/g)% of the fastestI I u
growing mode as a function of AQ» for various cj/v*. Again, for purposes oi 
illustration, we have taken Y~ 1*2 and the upp.er boundary condition as v* = 
at z = 0.



/
the surface for the instability setting in as a downflow.

A
Equation (4.3*5)' then implies b^ is positive. Thus, a natural 

consequence of a downflow is a cooling of the gas -within the

tube and an increase in the field strength.
. sA 1+1/2Aq

Writing vCz) - V X K.^(x), we define the non-dimensional

temperature and pressure perturbations T and p as

AT
it'VV(O) .. '' .
V

(4.6.17)

A

w
’ V "P p0^

<'.6.18)

The variables v/\Z, p and T are sketched in Figure 4.6 as 

a function of depth z. We have taken A„ = -0.25, =■ 1.2 and

Cq = v^, and we have adopted the boundary conditions v' = 0 at 

z = 0 and v -> 0 as z - •»<*>. We see that a downflow will lead 

to an increase of field up to a depth of 11.6Aq(0), below vzh^ich 

the field will decrease. The temperature reucttoob akkeb paceb 

over a depth of 190Aq(0).

4.6.4 Finite depth .

Finally, in^this subsection, we consider the .eefect of 

applying the lower boundary condition (4.6.2b), so that the 

tube has a finite depth d.

The first important (though perhaps not surprising^) point 

to emerge is that there no longer exists a continuous.spectrum 

for oo > 0. This is because the velocity Equation (4.3*6)', 

together with the boundary conditions (4.6.2b) and (4*6.3), 

form a regular (Ince, 1936, ch. X) Sturm-Liouville system (see 

also Section 4.4), which, from the general theory, has discre^te 

eigenvalues only.
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' "‘v'sx ' W'V' r- •"■ 'S'• r''-■-:r>rZ •, ’ '■’* ' ’• 1 - ‘ ~ .*4 fa ' ' ' ‘ ' 'Figure 4.6 -'"The non-dimensional velocity •vVt pressure, p, and 
temperature, T, perturbations as functions of depth z. We have 
taken A^ = 0.25, ) - 1.2 and ~ v^ and applied the boundary
conditions v' = 0 at z = 0 and v • 0 as z • -x. 
is normalized to unity at the origin.

The velocity
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Again, for a given depth, we have a necessary, and . sufficient 

condition for the existence of unstable solutions. We find

unstable solutions exist if and only if ■

e
< Ao l-d) 

A„ I 0)
(4.6.19)

where - « and , depends on the coefficients a, and a,

occurring in the boundary conditions (4.6e3)« In general ,

.satisfies
\

1 h
7t >z

For the special case a. = 0 (for which the upper boundary condition

is v' (0) = 0) , we find that 5/ = tan ——-- |; whilst for a~ = 0
\l + 1/2AO/

(for which vto) - 0), ~ 7C«

The condition (4.6.19) is sketched for various d/e^CO) in

Figure 4.7. In the region to the left of each curve, all the

eigenvalues are positive; in the region to the right, there is 
2 2at least one negative eigenvalue. Thus, for values of c^/v^ 

and Aq lying to the right of the curve, there is an unstable 

mode of maximum growthrate,

Alternativ ely, 

and Aq there exists

the perturbation is

is determined (from

from Figure 4,7, we 
*

a minimum depth d , 

always stable. The

(4.6.14) by

2 2see that for given c^/v^ 
*

such that for d < d ,
*

critical value of d

(4,6.20)

* A * IOThe dependence of d on A^ is sketched in Figure 4.8 for variousX (J

2 2values of the parameter c^/v^.
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iigure 4.7 ~ Necessary and sufficient condition for instability in a tube 
of finite depth, d, sketched for various values of d//\^(C). For a given
dopth, to the left of the curve only stable modes exist and to the right 
there is at least one unstable mode. The upper boundary condition has 
been taken as v’ = 0 at z = 0, and Y = 1.2•



Figure 4.8 - The critical depth for stability as a function of for vario
2/ 2 C0/VA

-•si,',. ' ’ f - <<- .
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The application of these results to the solar atmosphere 

is considered in the following section.

4•7 Intense Flux Tubes in the ,, Sun

Before considering the application of the above analysis

to the Sun, it is perhaps convenient to summarise the main

results we have so far obtained. The discussion falls into 

two parts: (a) conditions for stability in an arbitrary 

temperature gradient; and (b) instability in a uniform 

temperature gradient.

For an arbitrary temperature profile (case (a)), we have 

shown that a sufficient condition for stability to convection

is .

( 1-'t( “") ( “O' z'+vjcs))
"((s)Cq(z)

to be satisfied throughout the depth of the tube (see Equation

(4.4.6)), If the internal and external temperatures are equal, 

so that T - 0, then the above sufficiency condition is simply

Nq(z) > 0 (4.4.8)

to be satisfied throughout the depth of the tube.

For a linear temperature profile (case (b)), with internal 

and external temperatures equal, condition (4.4.8), of course, 

guarantees stability to convection.

In a tube of infinite depth, with a linear temperature

profile, a necessary and sufficient condition for convective 
2stability is that s > 0, i.e.

> 0
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(see (4.6.12).) The stable (a> > 0) modes in a tube of infinite
2depth form a continuous spectrum; the unstable (o < 0) modes,

. 2which occur if s < 0, are discrete and infinite in number (with 
a point of accumulation at u? - 0).

In a tube of finite depth d, with a linear temperature 

profile, a necessary and sufficient condition for stability

to convection is '

Q > ty-W).

(See Equation (4.6.19).) Thus, there exists a minimum depth
* * 

d below which (i.e. for a tube of depth d less than d ) only
*

stable modes exist. The critical depth d is given by Equation 
(4.6.20), and is sketched in Figure 4.8. The stable (tJ > 0)

’modes, in a tube of finite depth, are discrete , and infinite in
- * 

number; there is no continuous spectrum. If d ' 2 d , then there
2exists at least one unstable (c < 0) mode; again, there is no 

continuous spectrum of eigenvalues.

Consider now the application of these results to the solar

atmosphere. In applying our analysis to the Sun, we are, of 
♦

course, supposing that the basic (static) state of a flux tube 

is as that described in Section 4.2, and that any motions in the 

tube are adequately described by the linear analysis of Section 

4.3. We shall also assume that the flux tube is in temperature 

balance with its surroundings. Further, we shall approximate 

the convection zone by a linear temperature profile (or, more 

precisely, a linear profile for the scale height /^(z)), and 

take a mean value of the ratio of specific heats,• We use 

Spruit's model of the Solar convection zone (pruit, 1974), and 

take z = 0 to correspond to optical depth "T^qqq - 1 (in the
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surrounding photosphere). In fact, Spruit's model gives -Aq 

sharply peaked at about 40 km below Tcqqq = Also # varies

rapidly over the first 100 km or so below T^qqq = 1» (Spruit, 

1977a). However, below a depth of about 100 km, and down to 

about 4000 km Aq and. are effectively constant. Thus, our

assumption of a linear temperature profile is a reasonable one

over this range.

The precise choice of values for Aq and in our model

is uncertain. However, if we take = 1,15 and Aq in the range

-0.2'6 Aq )/ -0.5, then the perturbation is unstable in a medium 
' 2 2of infinite depth, for all values of Cq/v^. Now the ra^^t^o oo 

the sound speed to the Alfven speed is determined by its value 

at z = 0 (i.e. at observed levels), where it is roughly unity.

Thus taking Cq/v^ “ 1’ anC lbe above values of Aq and 6 , we 

find that a ttbe of infini-te depth is unstable. However, a tube

of finite depth is stable provided its depth does not exceed about

1-2 x 10’ km.

If, on the other hand, we choose to apply our boundary 

condition at a prescribed depth, say z = -2000 km (Roberts,

1976b), and take mean values of -0.25 for the scale-height 

gradient and 1.2 for the ratio of specific heats, over the 

range z = 0 to z = -2000 km, we find (using the upper boundary 

condition v' = 0 at z = 0) that the perturbation is stable for 
oQ/v^ < 1.2, i.e. the perturbation is stable for Bq(O. > 1040 

gauss. Applying the lower boundary condition at a shallower 

depth would give a greater value of Cq/v^; that is, a lower 

value of the field strength would be required for stability to

convecOowne
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- 2 2In Table 4.1 we give the critical value of c^/v^, where

it exists, and the corresponding value of the field at z = 0,

for various tube depths. The depths chosen correspond to the
3 3granular scale (10^ km), the overstable cooling depth (2 x 10^ km

Roberts?, 1976a), the superadiabat ic depth ( 5 x 10 km; Parker.
41978), the supergranular scale (1„5 % 10 km), and finally the 

5depth scale of the convection zone (~ 10"7 km).

TABLE 4.1; The critical field strength (in gauss) at z = 0

necessary for convective stability in a flux tube

■ of given depth d and scale-height gradient Aq,
for y = 1*2 and p (0) = 1.3 x 10^ dynes cm 2

Ao

Depth d(km)

105 2 x 105 3 x 105 41.5 x 10
510^

-0,15 stable stable stable stable stable

-0.2 490 670 770 1080 1280

-0.25 760 1040 12.00 1730 unstable

-0.3 940 1290 1500 unstable unstable

Table 4.II gives the growthrate of the instability, w/en 
2 2present, for the above depths and cQ/v^ = 1» For example, with

IA = -0.3, a tube of depth 2000 km has a growthrate of 5*3 x 10

(that is, the instability grows on an e-folding time of 190s);
1+ ~3 -whereas, for a depth 1,5 x 10 km, the growthrate is 7*2 x 10 s 

(with an e-folding time of 140s). Taking a smaller value of y,
~3for example 1.1, the growthrate increases to 9*7 x 10 s

for a depth of 2000 km.
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Given that convective instability occurs in the tube, what

are its consequences? The instability may result in either a 

downflow or an upflow, which, unfortunately, linear analysis 

cannot discriminate between, Parker (1978) has shown that a 

steady downdraft (in the basic-state of a flux tube) leads to 

a temperature difference between the interior of the tube and 

the surrounding photosphere, and subsequently to field

intensifica tion.

In a flux tube that is in unstable equilibrium, either 

because its field strength is.low or because it is deeply 

rooted, instability (as we have seen in this chapter) may 

manifest itself as a downflow, the consequence of which is to 

lead to an increase in field strength and thus eventually to a 

possibly stable (cooler) equilibrium. An upflow would presumably 

result in the magnetic field being dispersed at the surface by 

the diverging flow and enhanced temperature of the rising gas 

(Parker, 1978; Spruit and Zweibel, 1979)»

Thus it is suggested that the downdraft observed in intense 

flux tubes (see Chapter 1) cannot be due to convective instability 

if the tubes are shallow. If the depths of the flux tubes are 

greater than about 2000 km, then the downflvw, if resulting from 

convective instability, is likely to be a transient phenomenon.

(see also Galloway et al, 1977), taking place as the field strength 

intensifies and the flux tube moves to a state of hydrostatic 

equilibrium with an increased field strength. Of course, this 

does not exclude the possibility of other mechanisms giving rise 

to a downdraft in the tube. (The theoretical structure of a 

steady downdraft in a flux tube is considered further in Chapter 6)
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TABLE 4.II: The growthrate (in s ), ibJ, of the most unstable

mode for various depths d and scale-height gradients 
Aq, for Cq = v^, y = 1.2 and Aq(0) = 152 km.

|o
>-

 
i

Depth d(ka

IO3 2 x 10" ■Z
3 x 10 41.5 X 10‘ 510 '

-0.15 stable stable stable stable stable

-0.2 stable stable stable stable 1.2 x 10

-0.25 stable stable 3*2 x 10”" 4.8 x 10~" 4.8 x 10""

-0.l stable 5.l x 10"" 6.7 x 10"" 7.2 x 10"" 7.2 x 10""

Consider, then, in summary, a possible scenario for the life 

of an intense flux tube. If the flux tube is a shallow phenomenon, 

then motions driven by convective forces are unlikely, and. an 

equilibrium state presumably rules. If, however, the flux tube 

extends somewhat deeper (several thousand km, say) into the Sun, 

then a flux tube of moderate field strength (of several hundred gauss

say) is convectively unstable. The result of this instability 

Spruit, 1979, is to lead either to the dissolution of the tube, 

with the field being dispersed; or to an increase in field, driven 

by a downdraft in the • tube, until an equilibrium, with kilogauss 

field strengths, is once more possible. The tube would be cooler 

than its surroundings though, independently, overstable Alfven

waves vill also tend to cool the interior of the tube, and thus 

further intensify the field (Parker, 1976; Roberts, 1976a).

There are, of course, uncertainties in this g’lobal description 

of field intensification: only a more detailed, presumably non

linear, analysis can further clarify.such points.
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It should be noted that we have neglected the effect of
j

dissipation in our analysis. When dissipation is taken into

account, overstability.may arise, even when our conditions for 

stability are satisfied (Cowling, 1976). Dissipative processes 

may also relate to the possibility of cooling and field intensi

fication (Parker, 1976; Roberts, 1976a). (The effect of dissipation 

on wave propagation will be discussed in the next chapter).

It is appropriate to end this chapter with a brief discussion 

of the recent work of others in this field. To begin with, the 

idea of field concentration occurring as a result of a downflow 

and cooling would appear to originate with Parker (1978), though 

Zwaan (1978) has proposed a model for field amplification in which 

radiative cooling and subsequent convective downflow reduces the 

temperature at the top of a flux tube, which then contracts to 

field strengths well above the local equipartition values. That 

the ' downdraft, observed in the solar network structure, is initiated 

in the form of an instability which develops into a finite amplitude 

flow, was suggested by Unno and Ando (1979; see also Unmo et al,

1979), who based their analysis on the slender flux tube equations 

derived in Chapter 3 and which were derived independently of 

Roberts and Webb (1978). The presence of an instability has also 

been demonstrated by Spruit and Zweibel (1979; see also Spruit, 1979) 

(It is interesting to note that Galloway et al (1977) comment;

"On the axis of a tube, (cool) gas is no longer supported by the 

pressure gradient and therefore falls. The density drops and the 

tube is squeezed by the external pressure until some equilibrium 

is reached,")

A somewhat different explanation of intense fields has been 

proposed by Galloway, Proctor and Weiss (1978), who describe the



/

concentration by three dimensional flov/ converging to an axis, 

and show that equipartition field strengths may be greatly ex

ceeded, at least in a Boussinesq fluid. They derive expressions 

for the peak field reached in the ropes and apply their theory 

to the formation of intense magnetic fields (Galloway et al, 1977) . 

The observed field strengths of 16OO G can be attained if the

average field strength over a convection cell is about 16 G, i.e.
9for fluxes greater than about 10 Wb, which is consistent with 

estimates given in Chapter 1. Inside the flux ropes the'field 

is locally strong enough to halt convection (Peckover and Weiss, 

1978).
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Chapter 5 : RADIATIVE RELAXATION

5*1 Introduction

The nature of wave motions in a magnetic flux tube was 

discussed in Chapter 3 (See also Cram and Wilson, 1975; ' Defouw,

1976; Wilson, 1979a; Wentzel, 1979; Roberts, 1980). Cram and 

Wilson considered the modes of vibration of a magnetic flux sheath 

embedded in a uniform non-magnetic region and showed that for 

symmetrical oscillations (pulsations) of the tube only the slow 

wave is a permissible mode of vibration, Roberts (1980) has pointed 

out that Cram ■ and Wilson's observation is changed when temperature 

differences between the inside and outside of the tube are allowed.

As we have seen in Chapter 2, if the tube is cooler than its 

surroundings a second mode (sound wave) is permitted.

In Chapter 3 we discussed the nature of longitudinal wave 

propagation in an intense magnetic flux tube embedded in a stratified 

non-isothermal atmosphere. In a slender flux tube several simpli

fications in the analysis of wave propagation may be made. Such 

approximate treatments are especially desirable when the medium 

is stratified by gravity or when dissipative effects complicate 

the structure of wave propagation. We showed, in Chapter 3, that 

propagation occurs only for frequencies greater than a critical 

frequency where w), depends upon the temperature scale height 

and its gradient, as well as the field strength of the tube.

The expression for tJv is particularly simple in an isothermal 

atmosphere for which

ucL = 9_ 1_
1<5 —
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where Cq and v& are the sound and Alfven speeds, Aq the scale- 

height, and j the ratio of specific heats. Note that cOv is not 

purely acoustic in nature; for,-unlike the acoustic frequency 

(ys /9A0 )2, which arises for vertical propagation in a stratified 

non-magnetic atmosphere, 60. tends to a finite value (3 fy /4 Ag) 

in the incompressible limit (2H09).

As an illustration of the tube cut-off frequency , we may

set v. = Cq (typical of an intense flux tube) and X = 5/3, and 
2,then is simply

6.7. (£L_\
160 Ao

which is numerically very close to the acoustic cut-off frequency

(squared) of Taking an average /\q ~ 126 • km for the region

from the photosphere (optical depth ^qqq = l) to the temperature 
' -2 -1minimum we find c*?v - 3 % 10 s . Thus, only those waves with 

—2 —1frequency greater than 3 x 10 s (period less than 210 s) 

propagate from the photosphere through to the temperature minimum. 

Waves with.lower frequency (higher period) become evanescent 

(non-propagating) at some height between the photosphere and the 

temperature minimum.. The amplitude of such waves, propagating 

adiabatically in an isothermal atmosphere, e-folds in about 4 

scale-heights.

The existence of these tube waves clearly raises the question 

as to their contribution to the heating of the low chromosphere.

As we have noted above, the tube Waves are growing in amplitude 

and so may eventually reach shock strengths and thus dissipate 

their energy in this manner. However, the observations of 

Giovanelli, Livingston and Harvey (1978) indicate that while 

wave amplitudes do indeed grow with height'they do not approach 

shock strength. Furthermore, it is well known (see.Bray and
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Loughhead, 1974) that radiative damping of -waves is particularly 

important in the upper photosphere, where the radiative relaxation 

time may be short compared with the period of a wave.

I
s
Sfe

Radiation enters the analysis of gas motion .by way of a 

heating term in the energy equation, though, unlike conduction, 

radiative heating is not uniquely related to the thermal field 

and it is necessary to supplement the energy equation with the 

equation of radiative transfer (Vincenti and Traugott, 1971)» 

The energy equation (1.4.31) may be written in the form (Unno 

and Spiegel, 1966)

= Q '+ V<AVT) (5.1.1)
If-I

where is the mechanical dissipation per unit volume, A is the 
thermal conductivity and Q is the rate of heat addition per unit 

volume due to radiation. The local value of Q is -given by 

Q = - \/.Fr, with Fr the radiative heat flux vector. Defining 

the Bouguer number, Bu, by Bu = KL. where K is a mean absorption 

coefficient and L is the dimension of the region of interest, 

the two limits Bu. << 1 and Bu. >> 1 are of interest. The first 

is optically thin (Bu « 1), with negligible radiation from outside

the region of interest. Within the region the gas loses energy 
,4at the rate Q = -4K<rT where ct is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. 

This corresponds to emission under local thermodynamic equilibrium, 

The linearized form of Q, Q' , will be given by Q' = 16o->TqJ , 

which is the approximation of Newton's law of Cooling which we 

adopt in this chapter. The opposite extreme is optically thick 

(Bu 1), which occurs when the optical depth,T , defined by

r
K da
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varies rapidly over a distance in which there is only a small 

change in the thermodynamic' state (Vincenti and Traugott, 1971). 

Radiation transport then becomes diffusive and one finds Fr = -krVT, 

with an effective radiative thermal conductivity = 16<T /3X.

Since we are concerned ■ with the effect of radiation on wave

motions, an outline of the derivation of the linearized form of 

the energy equation, using the radiative transfer equation, is

given in the appendix.

The effect of radiative damping is to heat the medium in 

which the wave propagates, and to limit the growth (due to the 

decrease in density) of wave amplitude with height, thus resulting 

in the appearance of shock waves at greater heights (Schatzman 

and Souffrin, 1967). Certain characteristics of the wave motion, 

such as the phase lag between the temperature fluctuations and 

the vertical velocity, depend critically on the actual energy 

balance (Schatzman and Souffrin, 1967)* Accurate observations 

of such relationships may be important in identifying the wave 

modes actually present in the solar photosphere and chromosphere 

(Bray and Loughhead, 1974). Recent studies of phase delays using 

data from OSO 8 have been presented by Lites and Chipman (1979), 

Athay and White (1978, 1979a,b), White and Athay (1979), and 

Chipman (1978).

Since radiative relaxation has a pronounced effect on isotropic 

wave propagation in the upper photosphere it is of interest to 

examine the effect of radiative relaxation on the propagation of 

waves in an intense magnetic tube embedded in a stratified atmos

phere. This is the object of the present chapter. We assume 

that Newton’s law of cooling is appropriate so that radiative
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relaxation of waves may be described in a relatively simple 

fashion. More sophisticated treatments, coupling the hydro- 

dynamic and radiative transfer equations have been considered 

for a non-magnetic atmosphere (Schmieder, 1976, 1977» 1978), 

but we will have quite enough to do in taking account of the 

magnetic field without the additional burden of full radiative

transfer.

By way of introduction we shall first discuss, in the 

following section, radiative relaxation in a uniform (non- 

gravitational) medium, leaving the complications introduced by 

gravity, to Section 5*5.

5.2 Radiative Relaxation in a Uniform Atmosphere

9-2.1 Introduction

The dynamical equations governing motions of a perfectly- 

conducting, inviscid, ideal gas (of pressure p, densityp and 
temperature T) embedded in a magnetic field are

...

(5.2.1)

(5.2.2)

(5.2.5)

31

P

(5.2.4)

(5.2.5)

A j 7A & 7. B = o. (5.2.6)

In the above equations v is the velocity, B the magnetic (induction)
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field, 2 the current density and the permeability; is 

the ratio of specific heats (taken to be 5/3 in all of the 

numerical illustrations), R the gas constant and^p the mean 

molecular weight. In the energy equation (5.2.4) we have 

neglected the effects of viscosity and thermal conduction, and 

the function represents the rate of heat loss per unit mass. 

We have assumed that the gas is sufficiently diffuse to be 
optically thin, so that 6 may be written as a function of the 

local values of p and T (Field, 1965). Equation (5.2.4) may 

be written in the alternative form

pCv(at + y '7y) f pV-y = -pf, (5.2.4)'

where is the specific heat at constant volume. Equations 

(5.2.1) - (5.2.6), with thermal conduction included in the 

energy equation, have been discussed by Field (1965) in connection 

with the problem of thermal instability in a uniform atmosphere.

The basic state with w/ich we are 'interested is given by

p = /7)» T = To> y = s- £ = Bo5’ Z(/°o’ To) = 0 •

representing an unbounded uniform gas in the presence of a uniform

vertical magnetic field.

The behaviour of linear perturbations about the above basic 
state depends on the form of the radiative loss term £ . The 

linearized form of the energy equation (5.2.4) may be written

f ? If - ft<«-•>(h-- M’ (5.2.7)

where p, p and T now refer to the perturbations and a subscript 
zero denotes equilibrium values. The coefffiCints 3 (a,f /ty)T

and tr s are evaluated in the equilibrium state.



I

Now the form of the radiative loss term, X » has been con

sidered by a number of authors. Spiegel (1957) has shown that 

for a homogeneous, grey atmosphere (i.e. one in which the ab

sorption coefficient is independent of frequency), in local 

thermodynamic equilibrium, the smoothing of temperature fluct

uations is governed by

1 ~ 0 .
Y

A- “ (5.2.8)

where Tr is the radiative decay time. For an optically thin 

medium, X^ is given by

ATr =• i r v (5.2.9)

where K is the mean linear absorption coefficient per unit length 

and t is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant . (see also Delache
and Froeschl^, 1972; Gille, 1968). We note that in terms of the

time scale Ar , and for perturbations having a time-dependence of
iwtthe form e , the extreme o>Xr >3 1 corresponds to almost ■ adiabatic 

perturbations, whilst loz^ « 1 ' relates to almost isothermal 

• perturbations. Both of these extremes are likely to arise in

the solar atmosphere, from the photosphere to low chromosphere,
-1 -1for typical frequencies co of order 10 s , since x^ varies

considerably over this height range. Another time-scale which

arises natui'E^O-I^y in the time SX ffo a ssund wwae to travel a 
4

distance l , namely x$=L/c0 * where c^ = (frP./b )2 is the adiabatic 

speed of sound

5.2.2 RaVinVti^e Davpind iri aa Unbounded AAnosphere

Before we consider, in the following sections, the effects

of lateral boundaries we shall first,discuss the nature of rad

iative dammi-ng i^ an undounded medium. For particular caass of
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the radiative loss term Ap.t? our analysis includes the results 

of Gille (1968) and Stein and Spiegel (1967), who have discussed 

the effect of radiative damping on sound waves in a'field-free

medium.

For linear perturbations about the basic state of the form

v = v(x)exp i(wt + kz), p - p(x)exp i(u?t + kz), etc.,

Equations (5-2.1) - (5-2.6) may be combined to give a single 

ordinary differential equations for v , namely

,2 d v

dx
X v = 0 ,x ’

where

,,2 2 2W, 2 2n . 2.2 (k vA - CO )(k c0Jio - dJ )
= ”, 2 2 2 n X 2k C0VA^.*> ‘ VA + C0*^

(5-2.10)

(5.2.11)

4
2

and

JV (iu>- i °okp + 7 cokT)/(iw+ °0kT) •
4

Here c^ - <r p. ipo )2 is the sound speed and v^ = Bq/^x^o) 

is the Alfv6n speed. Following Field (1965), the wavenumbers 

and k^ are defined by

K-r =• (5.2.12)

Note that with the form of and given by (5-2.8), , k^

and reduce to

~ O
c* t.

sio = -_LT (5.2.15)
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The velocity component v is uncoupled from the other y
velocities and its frequency is that of a pure transverse 
Alfven vave unaffected by the form of the energy equation.

For the unbounded medium under consideration here, Equation

(5*2.10) admits plane-wave solutions with x-dependenoe of the
ilx 2 2form, e , so that /. + A = 0, which may be rearranged to give

the dispersion relation

uf-^i^<^c^l^fr<^lF-m2(cQ+^^)w^54^;^m2(y cQ^-kp ) + cQv2kT)(O2 +

2, 2 2 2 , . 2, 2 0 2,, , s+m k c0vA(0 - im k -j vA(kT-k/O) = 0 , (5.2.14)
2 2-3- ■ •where m = (1 +k )2 is the magnitude of the propagation vector

m = (1,0,k). Equation (5*2.12) is equivalent to that obtained 

by Field (1965 ; Equation (52) ) for the case of no thermal

conduction.

Using Equation (5*2.13), the dispersion relation (5*2.12)

becomes

5 i J 2, 2 2s 3 im2 ,1 2 2s.^2co - - m (c~+vA)w + ~— (tt c„-i-v,;w0 A' Tr 6 0 A'

' .2 2 2 2 o o o o im k c^-xV.2, 2 2 2,^ 0 A+ m k - —- - = 00 A (5.2.15)

We may note that in the adiabatic limit( “CR-><*») Equation 
(5.2.15) gives 0, or

z A 2/2 2s 2 2.2 2 2 nCO - m (cqs+v.Jco + m k Opv. = 0 ,0 A 0 A (5*2.l6)

which is the usual magnetoaooustic dispersion relation for the
fast and slow modes.

J «.. A ’> it - ----------- z
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Returning to the non-adiabatic form of (5*2.15), we see

that in the absence of a magnetic field, we have W = 0, or

£0% i 2 2 ,- - - CO - m srn-„-
. 2 2 im Cq

m °ow + Vn = 0 • (5.2.17)CR - a

a special case of our treatment which has been discussed previously 

by a number of authors (Stein and Spiegel (1967), and references 

therein; Gille, 1968).

In order to draw comparison with the results that we shall 

obtain (in the following section) for a flux tube, it is worth

while to consider Equation (5.2.17) further. For ease of ex

position we shall restrict ourselves to the time-damped case

(m assumed real).

We may note that (5.2.17) may be written in the dimension

less form4

(uz$)3 ccs26 - L^a\ (WTs • 2 5COS* 0 - LOTj +■ L/SA = o
(5*2.17)’

,-1 .where = • (kCq) is the time , taken by a sound wave to traverse
-1 k 'a distance k , and 6 = cox (“)is the angle between the wavem

propagation vector and the z axis. Equation (5*2.17)• shows 

that, for given0 , the dimensionless frequency is determined

purely in terms of the ratio T5/xR of the sound and^ radiative 

timescales, and the angle Q •

The solutions to Equation (5*2.17) • , for Z-«- Z, are (to 

second order in Tj/%0)

C-t.z & imCop- 30^4)0^(5.2.18)

and

1O3 » : , 7 (5.2.19)

, v. r i;IX' /. i; ..Xh'



Thus, when the radiative dqcay time Xo is much greater than the 

acoustic period Xs , the modes (5.2.18) correspond to sound waves 

with speeds slightly reduced below the adiabatic sound velocity 

and modified by radiative effects to experience weak damping.

The solution (5*2.19) corresponds to a purely damped mode (Gille, 

1968).

In the opposite limit, Ts >> , when the radiative decay

time is much less than the acoustic period, Equation (5*2.17) 

yields

-2+ 'do rI + OMCr-rJ ZTp 1 . ; / t-MZj
J * y A7*/

(5.2.20)

60j (5.2.21)

The motion is nearly isoeherma1, with dirburbances propagating 
2 —1-at slightly above the isothermal sound speed (Cq/^)2, and again 

experiencing damping (in time).

It is convenient here to define D^ = |Re(ito)/lm( iw) | as

the damping per eri^C (Stein and yninre C, 1967). Equations 

(5.2.18) and ((5.2.20) then show that Dp ‘ behaves, for Zj « ^r-’
as

Dp i (P© cos 9 —f 0 o ;

and for ’ D? behaves as

i (P©
•» o C a, Zi /xp -> £»

cos 9
0

’ S'? S A J: ■■ > ■ . J Ji ■ ■•iK-ir.'ir C' ' J _ S
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These results indicate that there is a maximum in Dp as a function 

of (Stein and Spiegel, 196?)- Figure 5-1 gives Dp as a

function of Tj/tr for vertical propagation (cos d = 1) .

Nov; when a magnetic field is present the dispersion relation 

(Equation (5-2.15) is fifth order, and again it is convenient to 

consider the effect of a finite radiative decay time by looking 

for solutions of Equation (5-2.15) in the two extremes *cs «

7^>> • In the former case, Equation (5-2.15) gives (for

tylft « 1)

^1,2,5^ ~ + 2
2 2 *2 m v„~iDA

2, 2 2, *2 um (c0+va)~2UJ
kc >(y *

(5-2.22)

1 .2 1G J

CD i kc f™
5 X 0^

where satisfies the dispersion relation for undamped magneto

acoustic waves, namely

*2 1 2 T, 2 2,+ /, 2 2s2 ,= - m l_(c0+vA)- ((oq+va) - 4 2 2
c0VA 003

1
(5.2.23)

The positive sign characterizes the fast-mode and the negative 

sign to slow-mode. The introduction of a finite radiative decay 

time leads to the fast- and slow-modes being damped in time; in 

addition there is the thermal mode, exp(- + ilx +ikz), which

in this limit is unaffected by the presence of the magnetic field 

(see Equation (5-2.19))-

In the other extreme, when the radiative decay time is much 

smaller than the acoustic period (i.e.T5 >> ), the solutions

of (5-2.15) are
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Figure 5-1 - The damping'per period, D - |Re( iw)/Im( iw)| , for soundP
waves in a uniform field-free medium, as a function of the ratio 

°T "the sound and radiative time-scales.
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a>
*? ? ? *?* i(tf--l)u> (m v7 - </> )

Jt +
me

O_ ike5-----

2 2 2m vA r 2. 2 v \~ 2t0> 0 + A I «ft • ’•') cosP- ft) •
(5.2.24)

(ft)'

1,2,5,4 m

where now satisfies

uJ 1 2 ?m
_ 2 

coft • -ft [ft • ’[)
. 2 2 ,•2\2 ^°0VA 2-"I 2

*, + VAJ ~ —— cosSj (5.2.25)

Equation (5.2.25) is simply (5.2.25) with the sound speed,' cQ, 
1

replaced by the isothermal sound speed c^/iT2. Again each mode

is subject to damping in time. The damping per period, Dp,

depends on the angle of propagation. For propagation along the
2 2 2magnetic field (k=m) Equation (5.2.15) factorizes to give u) =m v

(Alfven waves, independent of ) , and

. 2 25 i ,.,2 2 2,, lm °0
cv - » - m cotO + __ = 0 ,

which is Equation (5-2.17) for sound waves, which experience 

damping (see Figure 5.1). For k< m, both modes are damped and 

Equations (5.2.22) and (5.2.24) show that there is a maximum in

D as a function of D is sketched in Figure 5.2 for
P P

cos 0 - 0.9 and c^ = v^. For adiabatic propagation ( "Ej/Er ■* 0)

and for isothermal propagation ( "Es/TR-» <*> ) the waves are not 

damped; but in the intermediate case heat generated in a compression 

is transferred by radiation to the cooler rarefactions and is 

dissipated, and the waves are damped (Stein and Spiegel, 1967).

In summary, then, we have shown in this section that the 

introduction of a finite radiative decay time in an unbounded 

atmosphere, with a uniform magnetic field present, leads to
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temporal-damping of the magneto-acoustic waves, and to a purely- 

damped (thermal) mode. The damping depends on the angle of 

propagation; for waves propagating along the magnetic field, 

the Alfv&n mode propagates undamped.

5.2.3 Radiative Damping in a Flux Tube

The dispersion relation

In the previous section we discussed the effect of radiative 

damping in an unbounded (uniform) medium. However, since we 

are primarily inntrested in the effect of radiative damping in 

a flux tube in the solar atmosphere, we shall now consider the 

important influences of lateral boundaries to the magnetic field.

Consider, then, a uniform vertical column of magnetic field, 

B^z, confined to r < It ii convenient to use a cylindrical

coordinate system (r,£,z). The governing equations are (5*2.1) - 

(5*2.6) and the uniform equilibrium (v = 0) is characterized by 

p = p0, T = Tq, and i'To ) ~ 0 'inside the tube, with similar

relations holding in the exterior region (where'B =0). The 

interior and exterior regions are related by the pressure balance

condition:

Bo
Po " 2A, = Pe

(An index e will be used to denote exterior quantities.)

For axisymmetric (36©.= o) linear perturbations in velocity 

and field of the form

X = (vr’V0’vz> ’

we find that v^ decouples from v and v^, and its frequency is 

that of an Alfven wave. The amplitude v^r) of the radial component

:k tk? • -, • ■?. i -k ■ ;• k-•
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of the velocity perturbation, v^ = v^(r)exp i(wt + kz) satisfies

d /Id / a \ \ -j 2 _rv ) - v = 0 ,dr r dr r r (5.2.26)

where is as defined previously (Equation (5*0.11)):

A. =
f, 2 2 2 x z 2 2 n -2»(k vA - w> )(k CjZo - W)
.2 2 2 - 2, 2 2_xk CoVa3?"’"10 (vA + =0^)

Equation (5*0.06) is a form of Bessel’s equation, with 

solution for the radial component of velocity

A T [ s ■> i»t + ikz _ vr = W V)e ’ 0 r < rQ , (5.0.07)

where is an arbitrary constant, is the modified Bessel

function of order one (Abramowitz and Stegun, 196?), and we 

have chosen the .solution which is finite at the origin.

The corresponding solutions for p, v^, b^ and.b^ are

2 2 z(kcQ—0 - CO-)
. A _ z _ V i (tot + kz) )A. A) ^*Ao *0 'O’1' e ' )

ikc0-»AA0
".( ;or )e i(wt +kz)z, 2 2 n 2, -O'”0(k c0J2o - co )

) (0 < r < Tq) (5.2.28)

)

_ k . T , x i(iot + kz) b =Bo5Vi(>’r)e ’

i(idt + kz)b_ = iB0 AoIo(Aor)eiU ,
z

where Iq is the modified Bessel function of zero order.

< « ' - z. - kl ~ ' 4 , . •, , : :
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Similarly, in the exterior region, where the sound speed

is and = 0, we find thate A

a io P. Ca Ap p = —™— - A Kn2 2n 2, “e“O
, > v i(iot + kz) ) (Aer)e , )

V = A K1 (Apr) e r e 1 c
i(tot + kz) ) (r > r-) (5.2.29)

ikceJ2,A<
,22 c_v<k %JZe “ )

AeK0(Aer)eiCwt + kz) , )ev = z

where A is an arbitrary constant, and K„ are modified Bessel e u ’01
functions of the second kind, and

2 2 A^ = K a) (5.2.30)
2 n ce31e

with Sl^_ being the corresponding expression to il0 for the exterior 

region. In (5.2,29) we have assumed that the real part of . 

is positive so that perturbations are bounded as r — co • (Note 

that in the adiabatic limit, when JX,O~ = 1, the above solution 

reduces to that given in Chapter 3 for evanescent disturbances 

in the exterior region.)

Now, applying the appropriate boundary conditions, namely 
B,0that across r = r„, v and p + —b are continuous, we arrive 0 7 r yw0 2

at the dispersion relation

*u7 Vo),. 2 2 2x >(k VA - w ) Ae e
1 -'0-0 So

2 A, (5.2.31)lo

The adiabatic limit of Equation (5-2.31) has been discussed in

detail in Chapter 3 for both the cases of A- } 0 (evanescent

disturbances in the exterior) and <° (wave-like disturbances,

when an appropriate combination of Y'and J replaces K as the
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2solution in the exterior). Here Aq is complex and so the only

solution which is bounded at infinity is the K solution (for

Re(/,) )> 0). In the absence of demping, is real and the 
2 2cases of 0 and Xg < 0 must be treated separately since

the assumption that the real part of /t^ is positive cannot be 

made. (See Chapter 3)«

In order to investigate the dispersion relation (5-2.31) 

further, we shall suppose that the flux tube is slender and so 

restrict attention to circumstances for which |kr.| is small. 

For J kr J «. 1 (for which we assume also that | ^r^J 1 ’ see 

Chapter 3)(5«2.31) reduces to

2, 2 2, . 2 2 2 ~(J (cnJ10 + v.)c k cnvA_Q0 ,'0^ * 'A/~ " -O’A-

which (when written out) is seen to be a cubic in w:

(5.2.32)

[(■(%-v“’ - i-,, "0 2’ ~ +v. r a

2 2 2p -/cn .A p p p p ik c.v.(C: + v: )ur - ~5T + VA) w - k cnvAw + ——---  = 0 , <5.2.34)

V vo , *] 2 ,2 2 2 A >t2vo 2,, . . _K - y kJ J - k c^K+ik yvACkT-kv)= 0 

(5.2.33)

Recall that the corresponding Equation (5.2.15)'for an unbounded 

medium is fifth order into. This is because the fast mode is not 

permitted for the axisymmetric vibration of a flux tube (Cram and 

Wilson, 1975; Defouw, 1976; Chapter 3). For Newton's law of cooling, 

for which kp and k_ are given by (5.2.13), Equation (5-2.33) 

becomes

2 
0
X c0

where is the (constant) radiative decay time.

. 2 2 2In the adiabatic limit ((% J oo ), (5-2• 3^0 gives ct = k p c

wh°r® cT = °ovA/(co + v|ii'a characteristic speed of propagation 

for the tube (Defouw, 1976; Chapter 3), or co = 0.

16.7 - ... ■ ... . '
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> Now, the damping of modes may be considered from two points 

of view, either as temporal damping, in an initial-value problem, 

or as spatial damping in a boundary-value problem. The temporal 

damping approach corresponds to supposing that the wavenumber m 

is real; the frequency to , determined by the dispersion relation, 

is then complex. The spatial damping approach regards the frequency 

t as prescribed real, with the wavenumber then complex.

Souffrin (1966, 1972) has considered the boundary-value 

problem as likely to be more representative of the solar photo

spheric situation, and has investigated the radiative relaxation 

of sound waves in an isothermal atmosphere. Shugzhda (1972) has 

considered the problem’of continuously-generated oscillations 

(and has therefore taken the frequency to be real). Spatial 

absorption applies to a progressive wave due to a constant source 

(Markham et al, 1951)- The initial-value problem of radiative 

damping in time has been treated (in the solar context) by Stix 

(1970)i who investigated a three-layer isothermal atmosphere,

Stein and Spiegel (1967) also restrict their analysis to the 

time-damped case. Michalitsanos (1973a) points out that, although 

discrepancies exist in the conclusion reached by analyzing an 

initial-value and boundary-value problem, the boundary-value 

problem is probably more relevant to solar atmospheric conditions, 

where the long-lived oscillations are better represented by 

formulations which assume a steady series of excitations.

Temporally-damped disturbances
We shall now consider the dispersion relation (5*2.34-),

which holds for a slender (k^ << 1) flux tube in a uniform

atmosphere for perturbations governed by Newton’s Law of cooling 

and, firstly, we shall consider the temporal damping approach.

. . . ...................— 168 —........... ... . •



Equation (5.2.54) is similar to Equation (5-2.17), which holds 
in a uniform non-magnetic region, and we shall now discuss the 

forms of the solutions in the limiting cases of large and small 

radiative decay time. Note, however, that the incompressible 

limit of (5-2.54) gives (j = k v^(i.e. Alfv^n waves, unaffected 

by radiative relaxation) or (o- 0,

For "%&« , with Tj, = (kc^) \ the solutions of (5-2.54)

are

and

y~i (5.2.35)(I
C0+VA "o’"

2 8 5 + a -UV)

©“s (5.2.36)

Clearly, then, for the radiative decay time much greater than 

the acoustic period, the solution (5-2.55) is the tube wave 

Cj = kff,, with its propagation speed reduced slightly below the 

adiabatic value. The mode experiences damping in time, the 

decay rate being greater for a stronger magnetic field. In

addition, a purely damped mode arises, with solution of the 
t_
'R

(5.2.19) in an unbounded non-magnetic region.

t 1form exp £ - yy + .ikzj • This corresponds to the thermal wave

In the opposite limit, Tj '>> , we have the solutions

1,2 " " kCR 1 + V ** / 2
lc( 2 2s 5(CC + VA>

(t-* ’a'ACt • v»)
21(t)

• M!r) f -A (5.2.37)
/ 0 2\2 (: jf + va)
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and

-- -
0 2s* * M,
2 2 j kcG
co + V (4) (5.2.38)

where c^, the characteristic tube speed for isothermal perturbations, 

is defined by

'0 2
y va < c'R T (5.2.39)
0 2

—" + V
y a

Therefore, for a radiative decay time much less than the acoustic 

period, the propagation speed is increased from its isothermal

value, c , and the mode again experiences damping. Ja

The behaviour of the wavemodes in a slender flux tube in the

two extremes Zs >> and Tj 2<£ is thus seen to parallel closely

the behaviour of sound waves in an unbounded uniform atmosphere 

(as presented in Section 5.2.2).'

We may note that D. (the damping per period, introduced inP
Section 5.2.2 behaves, for Tj , as

D
T/jr-n ct I — 1 0 as — -> 0 :

c0 V

and, for fs » 'C'r. 1 behaves like P

c V0 A
-1

0 as -> <£»D /v 
P C 2R , cZv0 2\2 *

(T + va)

*(V)
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More generally, we may solve (5.2.53) numerically for 

as a function of Tj/^. The results are shown in Figure 5.3.

We see that the taappng is greater for a stronger magnetic field 
(smaller c)/v?; the limit c)/v) * 0 corresponds to -> (2^^)^^)*, 

with pQ and Pp boot ttnddnn tt zero and the tube being evacuated

by the agnetiit field)e There is a maximum in the damping; which
2 2 . occurs, for the case c^ = v^, when « T.^ , i.e. when the acoustic 

period is approximately equal to radiative decay time) The phase- 

speed for isothermal propagation, cR, is less than that for 

adiabatic propagation, c„) The phase-speed is an increasing 

function of *Cr,/t5 , and is greater for a stronger magnetic field.

Spatially-damped disturbances -

We shall now consider the problem of continuously-generated

oscillations, and so take the frequency ww to be real. Thus, 

regarding the motions as having a sinusoidal hlmr-drpendenceJ 

but subject to spatial damping, Equation (5.2.54-) may be written 

as a quadratic in k:

k = a + ib , (5.2.40)

where

a =
(tf-l)^cf (V-l)

CT ci(1 + (*'hti)2) ’ cQ(i+(y w>rR) )
~ (*u>XR). (5.2.41)b = -

Writing k = k; + ik^, (5.2.40) gives

- k? = a , 2k k. = b .
o i o 1

(5-2.42)

Now, the sign of the spatial absorption coefficient, k), is 

undetermined by (5-2.40), and so we must apply some constraint 

on the solution. For a mode, expCiw^t + ike), to describe an
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upward propagating wave we require yk^ < 0, and hence (by (5.2.41) 

and (5-2.42)) we must have 0, so that the vertically pro

pagating waves are damped.

In order to compare this

analysis, we shall introduce 

and consider (5.2.40) in the

approach with the time-damping 
kr
k.l

as the damping per wavelength, 

extremes coT«.»1 and 1.

h =

With >> 1, (5*2.40) gives

k = k r 1 + n + —1 -Ji y-1
y ]■ (5.2.^5

2 2 2where kQ = 6) /c^. Thus, for ook^ < 0 (an upward-propagating wave), 

the speed of propagation is decreased and the wave decays vertically. 

As in the time-damping case, the damping increases for a stronger 

field. Note that the temporal decay rai,e in the corresponding
p5 *• *1 0 nlimit is given by (5-2.55) as (™)» whilst the spatial
CT

decay rate (given above) is
k.

1

i,y-i' 2° c_Li 
y ' 2 <0

ct

In the other extreme, 1 ’ when the radiative decay

time is very much less than the period, the solution of (5.2.40)

is

k - k0 1 -
(X-1)v 2 2 

C0+VA
+ 5y (coC*) - -Ji(tf-l)- (5.2.44

^0 2 —+v 
y a L

~0 2 
y + va 2

2 2 2 2where now kQ = 60 /cR, with cR given by (5.2.59). The waves 

propagate at slightly above the isothermal speed due to radiative 

effects and experience damping (fortokQ< 0).
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In these two limiting cases, we thus find that the damping

per wavelength, , is given by

( c2
( i(^) -f 1’
( °0

(5.2.45)
f Vfl< iQf-D _£—- (ctk), <C1. '
( °0 2, ™ + V.c y a

The form of Dfor general tor* is sketched in Figure 5-4. 

Again there is a maximum in the damping, which is greater the ' 

stronger the magnetic field.

5.2.4. Concluding Remarks

Radiative dissipation has a significant affect upon the 

nature of wave propagation in a flux tube. As a preliminary to 

investigating these effects,we derived (in xSection 5-2) the 

dispersion relation for wave propagation in an unbounded medium.

The presence of dissipation leads to temporal-damping of modes 

generated with a fixed wavenumber, and spatial-damping for modes 

generated at a fixed frequency. Concentrating on those modes 

with fixed wavenumber, we showed how the fast and slow mageto-

acoustic waves are temporally-damped in an open atmosphere.

Using the 'damping per period' ■ (Stein and Spiegel, 196?) asP
a measure of this damping;, we showed that D has a maximum andp .
that this maximum occurs when the sound and radiative timescales

are comparable. Thus, those waves of wavelength the order of the 

distance traversed by a sound wave in a time 2k times the radiative

timescale are the most severely damped.
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Turning to a flux tube we showed how the slow wave in a 

slender tube is damped by dissipation. The temporal-damping 

coefficient again possesses a maximum when-the sound and rad

iative timescales are comparable, and this damping is greater 

the stronger the magnetic field. The spatial-damping coefficient

has much the same behaviour as D^. In general terms, the

qualitative behaviour of D and D., is comparable with the damping P
of sound waves in a uniform, unbounded, ' non-magnetic medium, 

with the tube speed c„ playing the role of the sound speed and

c^ that of the isothermal -sound speed c^/y

As an illustration of the above results, we may consider

how much a wave is attenuated, due to radiative effects, on

propagating from the photosphere to the temperature minimum.

Regarding and c^ as given, it is a simple matter to show

that k.c.rTp is an increasing function of » with the limits 1 O

( 0, as toT„->O,
ki°0r« * (

( A r } c
, 3.S tOTSp •

Thus, there is greater damping at the higher frequencies.

For example, with c^ = v^ = 7.25 km and f ~ 80s, as mean values

for the sound and Alfven speeds and radiative relaxation time

inside the tube over the distance 0-500 km above T^qqq = the

ratio of the 'amplitude of a wave at z = 500 km, to that at z = 0,
• -1namely exp(-500 k^), is 0.90 for a wave of frequency a) = 0.02 s .

The value of k.c^TL increases for increasing magnetic field, but i O

it is always less than than the value for vertically propagating 

sound waves in an open atmosphere (where k^c^Tg as

OZCR->o°). Thus, in this special case, for a given T^, the attenuation 

in a thin tube due to radiative effects is not so great as that



for sound waves in an open atmosphere.

Howeveh, care must be taken in applying the results obtained 

for a uniform atmosphere-such as in the above ~ to the highly- 

stratified atmosphere of the Sun. Indeed, as Souffrin (1972)'

has pointed out, an analysis such as the above would., if applied 

too literally, lead one to the erroneous conclusion that high 

frequencies are not damped (since 0 as OOTf oo ). It is

important, then, to consider the nature of radiative dissipation 

in a stratified atmosphere. With the necessary preliminaries 

of a uniform medium dispensed with, we turn in the following 

section to an investigation of the more realistic stratified

atmosphere.

5.3 Propagation in a Stratified Atmosphere

5.3. 1 Introduction .

• Following the method presented in Chapter 5, we shall consider

the effect of dissipation on the wavemodes in a slender flux tube 

in a stratified medium, paying, particular attention to an isothermal 

atmosphere. The equations governing the motions are (5*2.1) -

(5.2.6) with the gravitational term added to the right-hand 

side of (5.2.2). In a cylindrical coordinate system (r,e,z), 

in which there is no azimuthal dependence, each of the physical 

variables is expanded in its Maclaurin series about r = 0, retaining 

the zeroth order terms (r 0) and resulting in a set of non-linear 

equations describing vertical motions.

The equilibrium of such a flux tube, which has been described 

in detail in Chapter 3, is given by

R mPo • “ / /%To (5.3.1)
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where a dash denotes differentiation with respect to the (vertical) 
z-axis. In addition, the interior of the flux tube is related to
its environment by the pressure balance condition

P0(z) +
2./X0

= p (z) e (5.3.2)

where p is the gas pressure in the external field-free medium, ©

Linearizing the equations of motion about the basic state
described above gives

- pe » (5.3.3)

c)p ’
at * Pov

Xfo

do + + P> ^eP +/tT ) ’ (5«3.4)

B0 at ‘"at + (Bod) " Bod)v + d>Bo f- = ° ' (5.3.5)

r_
%0

+ T/T (5.3.6)% 0 '

i>v

where v,p,/>,b&and T refer to the perturbations, and the subscript
zero denotes equilibrium quantities.

Assuming that the pressure perturbation in the exterior
is negligible, the radial component of the momentum equation 

gives

B0(z)
P + = 0‘ (5.3.7)

The validity of such an approximation has been discussed in some 
detail in Chapter 3 (see also Wilson, 1979b; Roberts, 1980b).
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Now, for perturbations^ obeying Newton’s law of cooling 

(Equations (5-2.8) and (5-2.9)) the energy equation may be written 

in the form

pov
c2(^ + 
Okdt (5.3.8)

-Cf) po /%'

The assumption of optically-thin perturbations is justified 

for all layers of the solar photosphere and chromosphere having 

an optical depth ~c <1 at the wavelengths concerned (Bray and

Loughhead, 197^)- However, the use of Equation (5-2.8) in the
Icase of a stratified atmosphere is strictly justified only if the 

vertical scale of the perturbation is small compared to the local 

scale-height of the atmosphere (Thomas et al, 1971)- Nevertheless, 

estimates of the effect of radiative transfer on motions using 

Newton's law of cooling have been made by a number of authors 

(Noyes and Leighton, 1965; Souffrin, 1966, 1972; Stix, 1970; 

Ulmschneider, 1971; Schmidt and Stix, 1975; Clark and Clark,

1975)? and we shall use the approximation to investigate the 

damping of modes in a flux tube.

With time-dependence of the form e1 , Equations (5-5-5)? 

(5-5-5)? (5-5-7) and (5-5-8) may be combined to give a second- 

order differential equation for the velocity amplitude v(z), 
defined by v = v(z)elt0\ namely

d_
dz

i^yrR + 8* \

iu>fr*rR+ 1/2 
c0

dv -Ir ’ ’Bo _ ^0
dz Bo ^0 1 + itx>yc^\ g'l

°o\ 
+ 2/

/0°0 VA

iu? \ 1 + iw^R / V (5-5-9)+ 0 ?

+
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where Nis the Brunt-Vaisala (buoyancy) frequency defined by

i

a It is convenient to consider Equation (5.3-9) under a number 

of simplifications. Firstly, we shall suppose that in the absence 

of any disturbances the flux tube is in temperature balance with 

its surroundings. The equilibrium is then completely characterized 

by the scale-height Aq = RT_(z)/ug (see Chapter 3). Secondly, 

we shall suppose that both the adiabatic exponent y and the radiative 

coefficient Zg are independent of z. The latter assumption deserves 

some comment. In fact, is not constant in the solar atmosphere 

but varies rapidly with height (primarily due to the rapid decrease 

of the opacity). We are thus neglecting the effect of a gradient 

in we may, however, allow for the variation of with height

in an approximate fashion by treating that variation in a 'local 

approximation' (see, for example, Souffrin (1972)).

With the above assumptions, Equation (5*3*9) may be written

in the form ,

(5*3*10)

)
)
)
)

(5.3.11)
)
)
)
)
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In the adiabatic limit w ) Equation (5.3*10) reduces to

dfi
dz2

_1
2A

dv
dz

r- 2 2cJ - Nq

On,
(1 - 4*)

0 2 0 ,

which is Equation (3*3.5?) of Chapter 3*

In the stratified atmosphere of the Sun, the radiative 

decay time, , is not constant and, in fact, varies rapidly 

with height (Stix, 1970; Bray and Loughhead, 197^)* However, 

it is worthwhile to investigate Equation (5*3*10), in which
t

T^is constant, in order to gain some qualitative insight into 

the effect of radiative damping in a slender flux tube. Further, 

we shall consider an isothermal atmosphere, which is a reasonable 

approximation for the region with which we are concerned (from 
about r5000 = 1 to r5000 = 5 X 10-4).

5*3*2 Isothermal Atmosphere
For an isothermal atmosphere (Aq =r 0) the governing equation 

is

,2a d y
, 2 dz

dv
dz

2 2 'cO-Nn (1 o i^r^
1+ 312LsA

2
1 fC0 ))] 0,2Ao

• N 2/IL 
0U + i

A
(5*3*12)

In the absence of gravity, (5*3*12) reduces to

(5*3*13)

with solutions exp^ikz, where k satisfies

,2 2 \ 3 i f 0 2 \2 2 2 2 i .222 „ f c -z i, \(c~ + v.)gj - —- (“ + v.)cO - k c~v <0 + ~~~~ k c^v = 0 . (5*3*1M0 A0 ATft X
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This is simply the dispersion relation (5.2.39). Thus, the 

zero gravity limit of the slender flux tube approximation gives 

the same dispersion relation as the one obtained for the thin 

flux tube limit of the zero gravity case.

2 2Returning to Equation (5-3-12), and noting that Cq/va is 

a constant for ^0 “ ^e (see Chapter 3)» we see that GL, defined 
by. Q.= vexp( 7J^“)» satisfies

Q + (a + ib) Q = 0 , (5-3-15)

vzhere

hL /f^ix o 9
" 2 ~ a2 y > 2 “ ? ,.2CT V VA 16/V

(5.3.16)

J + +
Aq X 1+ Ji ' &

J.Equation (5-3.15) has solutions exp-ikz, where

k ~ a + ib • (5-3-17)

2 2For cO real, k is in general complex, but in the adiabatic limit 

it is real and given by

.2 of k = ™
'T -(

K-1, °O \ 1 ._ _ _ + (£l1)16 2X z)
(5.3.18)

2hus, adiabatic propagation (k 3 ^) in an isothermal atmosphere 
2 2ccurs for dO > with defined in Section 5-1:

t 2- Z I 16 
o v

O?„ =
A

1 4. J2? + (5-3.19)

(The tube cut-off frequency &)v» and its generalization to a non

isothermal atmosphere, has been discussed in detail in Chapter 3-)
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I

2
Spatial Damping

We shall now consider the case of real Wt~ and finite 
In the presence of damping k is complex and the modes are no 

longer purely stationary or progressive. The modes which were 

formerly progressive now show spatial damping, due to the con

version of mechanical energy into heat, and the modes which were

non-progressive are modified in such a way that they can carry 

enough energy to balance the dissipation (Schatzman and Souffrin, 

1967). This may be illustrated by considering the form of (5-3-17) 

for large and small radiative decay times.

It is convenient to introduce the time-scale ’CssAo/Cq ,

as the time for a sound wave to travel a scale-height AQ. (In

an intense flux tube Ts is about 14s.) Then Equation-(5-3-17)»
. ~ ~ A,

for 3> T5 (more strictly 2 2.
Cd - GO 

V
v0 » Z5 ), yields

fr)
Ao c

Xv (%) (5-3.20)k c k0 1 -
i.r; ,

gc 0

+ i

where

,2 ,2 2, , 2 k0 = ( w - Wv)/oT

The modes which were progressive in the absence of dissipation

( co > tOv» k^ real) are now attenuated, whilst those which were

formerly evanescent £0^, kQ imaginary) now propagate.
Similarly, for Z* <% Zs , ( <O2 / tO^2), (5-3-17) gives
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t-;-s'* jx-; ;y*7, 7/v^1 ^sv^X-vr?'-.,. <■••'■ “t*:?*

k -% kQ 1

X KA0 °0 , -]
(>-') — ~ + + 2

LA (I) (5.3.21)

2^0 / CoV .2 »2,
__ 1 + -^(O -W )

8v ■j

A

where

cO *2
k0

1 M + ~|(C01 2 - GJ*2) .

l6Ao
sAq

1+
XvA

That is, in the isothermal limit ("Cp/ts -> 0), where there is

propagation for frequencies greater than a critical value, cj
•T*

( G0v < (/^), effect of a non-zero value of the radiative

decay time is to introduce a small amount of damping to those

modes that were propagating ((J > GjO and those that were

evanescent in the isothermal limit now propagate.

Returning to the general relation (5-3-17)» we have the

problem of choosing the correct sign for k = k^ + ik^. We shall

consider vertically propagating waves so that cok^ < 0, which

implies that k^ 0 and the waves are damped. The imaginary

part of the wave number, k^, may be shown (from (5-3-17) to

satisfy

iO1 2 / 2 2v2k. = - a + (a +b) ,i ’ (5-3.22)

with a and b given by Equation (5.3-16) • The quantity AQk^ 

a measure of the damping per scale-height. In the high-frequency 

limit ( toTj » 1), (5.3.22) gives

1 (Krl) _2 X 'c
(5.3.23)

o \ V
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showing heavy damping at high frequencies for small radiative 
decay times, with the damping being greater for a stronger field. 
The corresponding solution for the disturbance Q is

0 a exp\ £(—) — -j- fl-jexp x w(t - —) ,

2 2which represents wave-propagation at a phase-speed crp=cQVv//co+VA) 
but subject to spatial damping.

The behaviour of Aq^* as a function of C0X5 is given in 
Figure 5-5- For %% « Xs » the damping per scale-height decreases 
from J at = 0 to a minimum value and then increases monoton
ically to its value at infinity, ‘the high frequency limit being 
greater for smaller W-i - There is an intermediate range of 
frequencies for which the damping remains small for
For Zf » T5 , Aqk^ increases to a maximum and then decreases to 
its high frequency limit, with the,damping being small for frequenc 
greater than about Cdv*

In the non-dissipative case, the normal modes fall into two
categories: progressive modes (k^ = 0, / 0) and evanescent
modes (k = 0, k. j 0). In the presence of dissipation it is r 1
not possible to divide the modes into these categories, since 

2 2k k. / 0. However, by Equation (5-3-17), k - k. = a(k,to), the ri « « x r 1
equation a = 0 gives a convenient division between the two modes, 

2 2with a < 0 characterizing modified decaying modes (k. > and
. 2 2a > 0 characterizing damped progressive modes (k > k^).

The condition a = 0 may be written as•a quadratic in tu

2, .2 w( - + (y-1) 'T
0 16A:

= 0 , (5.3.24)
'0
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where the tube cut-off frequency is defined in (5-5.19)•
Equation (5*5.24) has one positive real root, C? , for

Thus we have obtained a generalization of hefouw’s.result (5.5.19)

to the case of finite radiative decay time. For , theJ VT-
2 2waves are mainly progressive, whereas for to < tO^, the waves 

2 2are mainly damped. The curve ch = CO is plotted in Figure VP
5.6a using local values of and /\q, calculated from the HSRA 

(Gingerich et al, 1971)• It should be compared with the adiabatic 

case, sketched from (5.5*19) using local values of /\^. As may be 

readily seen, the difference between the adiabatic and dissipative 

curves occurs principally in the first few scale heights above

'5000 1.

We should note that in applying our results to the solar 

atmosphere, it was necessary to assume a form for the density 

dependence of the mean opacity X =• • Writing X = t”,

we have

Tr - /fe.

where refers to the radiative decay time of the external

atmosphere, that is

= (1 + i K

The values of and depend upon the ranges of density and 

temperature. Although we are assuming temperature equality, 

the densities inside and outside the tube will be different. 

However, we shall assume that the same approximate law holds 

in the interior in order that we may. see how the magnetic field
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modifies the motions. In this end subsequent sections we shall 
take 7 = 0.5 (Tayler, 1970), so that a stronger field leads to

an increase in Xg•

Figure 5»6a shows that the effect of radiative damping is 
very important in the upper photosphere, but by a height of
500 km above "^qqq = 1 its effect on wave propagation is negligible.
Modes vhich were previously evanescent in the upper photosphere 
now propagate. The boundary a = 0 should be considered as the 
middle of a broad band of frequencies separating the two types 
of mode. Figure 5.6b illustrates the variation vhth. height of
the amplitude of a wave (normalized so that |v| = 1 at z = 0)

-1in the adiabatic and dissipative cases, for w = 0.10s ' and
-1CO 0.02s ' In the adiabatic case, for a wave with frequency 

CO > vOv (%0.05s ) the amplitude grows with height as expU/V^) , 
so that at z = 500 km, Jvl & 3*5 |v(0)| . The amplitude of an 
evanescent wave'( )O < cOv ) will not increase so quickly with 
height, and may possibly decrease for w sufficiently small

-1(for example, with w = 0.02 s " |v| ~ 0.19 |v(0 0 at z = 500 km).
With a finite radiative relaxation time the amplitude of a 

-1(formerly) propagating wave is decreased (for = 0.1 s , |v| f; 2.3 Jv0)l i 
at z = 500 km). However the amplitude ratio of the evanescent mode 
is greater than in the adiabatic limit (with cj = 0.02s , |vI«<0.47 |v(O)L 

at z = 500 km). This results from the fact that in the low 
photosphere the v/ve is propagating and so initially grows as 
exp(z/4Aq). Thus, the effect of radiative relaxation on propagating 
modes ( co > to^ ) is to decrease . the amplitude, whilst the amplitude 
of evanescent ( co < ) modes is increased. ,
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Figure 5«6b - The variation with height of the amplitude (normalized
to unity at z = 0) for waves with frequency k) ~ 0.10s and to = 0.025s 
The dashed lines indicate the adiabatic limits and we have taken c =v^.



Phase and Amplitude, relations
In this section we shall present results concerning the

phase shift between velocity oscillations at two different 
levels, and the phase and amplitude relations between temperature 
and velocity at one height. The results are related to the
observations in Section

(a) Velocity-Velocity Phase Shifts
■ The amplitude ratio, A./v^ , 0f the velocity at two different

levels and is given by

V
= exp[ (t\: - ki)(a2 " M exp[ikr(o2 - z?] ’

and hence the phase-shift / is

^z^z^; o) = (z2 - z1)kp .

Taking mean values of /\Q and for the flux tube over the 
interval z^ < z $ z2, we may calculate /as a function of 
frequency. The phase-shift between velocities one scale-height 
apart (i.e. z2 - z^ = Aq) is sketched in Figure 5*7 for various 1

<z
(b) Temperature-Velocity Relations

The temperature and velocity perturbations may be shown,
by Equations (5*3*5) - (5-5.7), to be related by

(X
OT)( 1 , 1 A

1IM + —
co

X VA\v A dv . (
0 dz 
'0

T zAssuming solutions of the form —- exp(ikz + t~t“) and
a 0 • /X0
—- ~ exp(ikz + rf-), Equation (5.3.25) may be written in the

^Aq'0
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Figure 3*1 - The phase-shift, A'Q^y» between velociti'es’at' one scale-he 
apart as a function of w>rs(= ///\Q/cQ) for various , and cQ = v •
straight line corresponds to the tube wave co- kc- and the dashed line

Lf* <•; C? in oo
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convenient form

0
i/rvre ^(—) , 

°0
(5.3.26)

where

rei7
(f - 1 ) ( + CQ A \°O

A°)\,
(5.3.2?)

'0 , . , 1 , .,,1 —5 ( itw + ■«/=. ’ - + i<J +qr— d y CR K
A

with k given by Equation (5*3.17)

We shall consider only the case of real frequencies, with
the modes being damped in space, so that k^> 0 and o k^ < 0.

For adiabatic propagation, the phase / and amplitude r are
given by

co < u)u : / = >c/2 , r=
(tf-l)c

«(^)A0
V

- i - Ao KJ ) , (5.3.28)

i/ (l-“)c Aoihoi+ i(i“+4?) y (5«3.29)

U) A,
CO > lo? : re 0

0

A

A

where kQ is given by Equation (5.3.20), and in (5*3.29) we have
chosen the negative root of kQ corresponding to an upward 
propagating wave (for co assumed positive).

den A-' --- u~ ' ' n..- —5, ^'9-,;
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Returning to the general expression (5*3*27), we find that 
for low frequencies ( co“ts 1 )

f . - , r .
2

a . X 
2 + 2iVA

) •

That is, at low frequencies, the amplitude of the temperature 
perturbation relative to the velocity perturbation is very large 
for » T5 . For high frequencies ( 1)

showing that the amplitude tends to a constant value, independent
of

The phase difference / and amplitude r are plotted in Figure 
5.8 and 5.9 as functions of height in the solar atmosphere, using 
local values of the scale-height and radiative relaxation time. 
Figure 5*8 shows that the higher frequencies have a lower phase 
difference, with the difference tending to zero as the frequency 
tends to infinity. The phase difference is greater than the 
adiabatic value, but is reduced for a stronger magnetic field.
The amplitude (see Figure 5«9) is decreased from its adiabatic 
value by radiative effects, and is greater at lower frequencies 
for large . This is in contrast to the results for purely
vertical motion in a non-magnetic region (see Noyes and Leighton, 
1963), where' the amplitude is small for low frequencies. The 
difference is due to the fact that the motion in the magnetic 
flux tube is not purely vertical]..
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Finally, in Figure 5.10 we give the dependence of the phase 
difference on frequency, for various values of TR , which correspond 
to different heights in the atmosphere. -

5.3*3 Discussion
In this section we have considered the effect of radiative

damping on the propagation of waves along an intense flux tube 
embedded in a stratified (but isothermal) atmosphere. The scale- 
height of the atmosphere provides a natural unit of length in
which to measure the effect of damping, and so we have focussed 
attention on the ’damping per scale-height' (rather than the 
damping per vavelength, as in the uniform case). We find that 
for small radiative decay times Z^ high frequencies suffer a 
large amount of damping per scale-height (see also Souffrin,

. 1972), which is increased for a stronger magnetic field. Also 
for small the tube cut-off frequency for propagation is reduced
(see Section 5*3*2), and there is an intermediate range of 
frequencies which experience little damping (Figure 5*5)* There
fore we generalize Defouw’s (1976) result by dividing the modes 
into mainly damped or mainly .progressive (Schatzman and Souffrin,
1967) . AA the; lewl = 1 radiation has a significant effect.puuu .
The cut-off frequency is reduced by a factor of three from about 

—2 — 13*2 x 10 s (corresponding to a period of 196s) in the adiabatic 
—2 — 1limit to about 10 s (with corresponding period 628s)* However, 

this effect becomes negligible at a height of about 400 km 
(Figure 5*6)* •

In section 5*3*2 we determined the phase-shift between 
velocity oscillations at two different levels as a function 
of frequency (Figure 5*7) and. phase and amplitude relations between
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Figure 5*10 ~ The phase difference*^ . between the temperature and the 
velocity perturbations as a function of ^<7 O/'\0cQ) fo/ various values



temperature and velocity at one height (Figures 5*9 - $.10),
Observations of wave propagation in the mid-cChomosphere and
transition zone have recently been presented using results from 
OSO 8 (Athay and White, 1978, 1979a,b; Brunei’, 1978; Chipman,
1978; White and Athay, 1979). This region is somewhat higher 
in the atmosphere than that with which we are concerned, though Lites 
and Chipman (1979)'have measured velocities in spectral lines formed 
at heights from the low photosphere to the chromosphere. However, 
these observations do not apply specifically ' to intense magnetic
fields but to a mean solar atmosphere.

The phase-shift between velocities at two different levels 
of separation one scale-height apart is sketched in Figure 5.7*
The straight line corresponds to the tube wave co ~ kc^,. For 
large there is a maximum in the phase-shift at low frequencies, 
and as the frequency increases the phase decreases to a minimum 
value, corresponding to phase-speeds greatly in excess of the
tube speed c^. The tube cut-off frequency is approximately

-1 —1 = 0.032s (for Og = v^ = 7*2$ kms ). As a numerical
illustration, consider the phase difference between velocities
measured in the lines Fe I 5578 and Mg I 5173 as a function
of frequency (as given by Lites and Chipman, 1979)* Taking
h\0 = 115 km and 120s, as mean values of the scale-height
and radiative relaxation time in the tube between the two levels,
and a separation of 333 km, we find that the phase increases 

o *■“ nfrom zero to a maximum of 35 at w % 0,003s , and then decreases
o — nto a minimum of l8° at W % 0.02s~ , before increasing rapidly 

at' w % 0.05s~ , These values for the phases are larger by
about a factor of three than those obtained by Lites and Chipman,

» 0 ■ -1 who find a phase delay of approximately 5 for W = 0.02s •
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The effect of radiative relaxation on the relative phase
and amplitude of the velocity and temperature perturbations 
is illustrated in Figures 5*8 - 5*10. Supposing that these 
quantities depended only on the local values of the radiative 
decay time and temperature, we plotted such relationships in 
Figures 5*8 and 5*9 as functions of height in the solar atmosphere, 
above T.qqq = 1 in the exterior, using data from the HSRA 
(Gingerich et al, 1971) and Ulmschneider’s (1971) values for 
Tf (also given in Bray and Loughhead, 1974, p. 326). The 
relative amplitude of the.temperature perturbation to the 
velocity perturbation is decreased from its adiabatic value by 
radiative effects. In contrast to purely vertical motions, we 
find that the relative amplitude is greatest for lower frequencies 
(when is large).

Concerning the phase, we find that in the adiabatic limit 
the . non-propagating modes ( to < ; see (5«3*19)) have a phase
difference of 90°, while the propagating modes ( tO > vJ^), have 

a lower phase difference. For finite , we find that the phase
difference is increased from its adiabatic value and is a de
creasing function of height in the atmosphere. As an example, 
consider the frequencies of 0,02s and 0.04s , corresponding
to periods of 514s and 157s respectively. For c. = v. (i.e. a

5field of 1220 G at z = 0 for an external gas pressure of 1,5 x 10
dynes cm ), the phase difference between the velocity and temper

’ -1 oature oscillation of frequency 0,02s decreases from 157 at
_ 1 O . •T.ooo = 1 to 95 at 500 km. In this upper region propagationpUuu
is almost adiabatic, and so the phase difference is close to 
its adiabatic value of 90°. The phase difference for a wave 
of frequency 0.04s decreases from.156° at TT^qqq = 1 to 74
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at a height of 500 km, compared to its adiabatic value which 
increases from 6l° to 72° over the range 0-500 km.

The phase difference between temperature and velocity- 
fluctuations as a function of frequency is given in Figure 5.10. 
The phase is a decreasing function of frequency and tends to 
zero as the frequency tends to infinity. Comparing this with 
the observations of Lites and Chipman, for example, for the 
line Fe I 5576 (and assuming that increased intensity in the 
spectral line is proportional to an increase in temperature at 
the altitude of observation) we find good agreement for • co > ,
but for low frequencies the theory does not agree with the ob
servations which give negligible phase-shift.

Altogether, then, there are a number of features of the
present calculations that are in agreement with the available
observations. That there are also areas of disagreement between
theory and observation is perhaps not surprising in that there
are several effects not accounted for in our calculations. For
example, the discrepancy between Figure 6 and observations at
low frequencies may be due to•the presence of granular motions
(see discussion in Lites and Chipman; Schmieder, 1980). Also,
higher in the atmosphere observations in Mgl 5173 indicate that 

-1the phase increases with frequency over the range 0.015s < co
< 0.05s , which is in contrast to both the results presented

here and those of Schmieder (1977, 1978, 1979) for a non-magnetic 
atmosphere. Density fluctuations may be important in this region 
(Lites and Chipman, 1979). It must also be borne in mind that 
the available observations have not resolved the detailed wave 
propagation structure in an intense flux tube, but have instead 
assumed a mean atmosphere. We must therefore await future 
developments, both in theory and observation, before a comparison 

of the two is entirely sensible. .



Appendix
The radiative transfer equation may be written in the form 

(Chandrasekhar, 1960)
1 s. d I(r,s) = i - s (A.1)X dr

where l(r,£,t) is the integrated intensity (intensity integrated 
over all frequencies) at r of a beam in the direction of the 
unit vector is the mean absorption coefficient per cm;

is the density and S is the integrated source function.

^Inttgrating Equation (A.1) over all solid angles we find 
that the flux of radiation, Fr, defined by

I ,

is given by (Spiegel, 1957; Unno and Spiegel, 1966; Delache and 
Froeschle, 1972)

V.Fr = - 4x<(T-S) (A.2)

where J* is the average intensity = Jldu?, and the integral 

is over all solid angles. Therefore, combining Equations (A.1) 
and (a.2) with the energy equation (5«1«1)(neglecting thermal
conduction and mechanical dissipation), we have

■y-i dt \ f>r) = + (A.3)

For an atmosphere is local thermodynamic equilibrium, the source 
function takes the form of the integrated Planck intensity, B(T),

S = B(T) = ~*tI , (A.4)
where ( is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The mean intensity J 
may be shown to take the form (Delache and Froeschle, 1971; Stein 
and Spiegel, 1967; Spiegel, 1957)

J(r,t) = J W2 (A.5)

where d5 is the volume element and the integral is over all space;
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The quantity T(i>?L.t) is the optical thickness at point j with 
respect to point r_ defined by

T(r,3,t) = 1^3’’ t)dr' ,

where the path c is along r -3 from r to 5 ; is an integration
variable and r’ = j - r.

The expressions for J and S are substituted into the energy 
equation and the resulting equation is linearized. Details may 
be found in Spiegel (1957) and Delache and Froeschl£ (1972).
The resulting linear equation, derived for a homogenous basic
state is

ft0- + p 0V< = -
ft0- K,T + T

4?r
(A.6)

R

where

/£cv
l6irR t|

has the dimensions of time and characterizes the
radiative damping. A subscript zero denotes the

(A.7)

effectiveness of
equilibrium state

For perturbations of the form •

_ A itOt ik.r T = T e e--- ,

the term is the brackets on the left-hand side of (A.b) may be 

evaluated, thus:

T ( 1 - —K ta^1 k \ , (a.8)

and the radiative relaxation time,TT, is defined as

T = tB/' (1 - £ tan '1 |) . (A.9)
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In the limit of small optical thickness t which
is the approximation of Newton’s lav/ of cooling. At the other

In this chapter we have used the optically'thin limit of (A.9)
since we are concerned with waves in the photosphere where X is 
low and also, we found that the horizontal wavenumber is large
for the tube wave in a slender flux tube. However the above
analysis has been derived only for a homogeneous atmosphere.
We shall give a further discussion of the limitations of our
approach in Chapter 7-
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Chapter 6 : STEADY , FLOW IN MAGNETIC FLUX,TUBES'

6*1 Introduction
Observations of the solar transition region overlying the

chromospheric network have indicated the presence of steady
downflows of the order of a few kilometres per second (Lites
et al, 1976; Doschek et al, 1976; Brueckner, 1977). At the
photospheric level, where the magnetic flux outside sunspots
occurs mainly in the form of highly-concentrated flux elements
at the edges of supergranules, downdrafts have been observed
within the magnetic field of 2.5 km s (Spruit, 1976, deduced 

-1from Frazier, 1974; Harvey and Hall, 1975) and O.5 km s
(Giovanelli and Brown, 1977; Stenflo, 1975)* Simon and Leighton 
(1964) reported that the boundaries of supergranular cells are 
in strong correspondence with the descending matter (1 - k km s 
observed in Hg and Hg, and the magnetic field pattern (see also 
Tanenbaum et al, 1969). In fact, flux concentrations always 
appear to be correlated vith downflow of matter, regardless of 
whether they occur in the quiet region network or in active 
region plages (Stenflo, 1976a).

The discovery that small-scale magnetic fields are found 
at supergranule boundaries has prompted a number of theoretical 
investigations concerning the kinematical concentration of 
magnetic flux by persistent velocity fields (Leighton ej al, 
1962; Noyes and Leighton, 1965; Simon and Leighton, 1964; Parker 
1965, 1974a,b; Weiss, 1964, 1966; Clark, 1966, 1968), the nature 
of motions (including both wave propagation and steady flov/s) 
within the flux tubes (Chapter 5; Defouw, 1976; Cram and Wilson, 
1975; Wilson, 1978a, 1979a; Parker, 1978; Unno and Ribes, 1979;
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Unno and Ando, 1979) and the statics of such structures (Spruit, 
1976; Chapman, 1977, 1979).

A variety of mechanisms proposed for magnetic field con
centration has been reviewed by Parker (1976), who suggests . 
(Parker, 1978) that the concentration of the general magnetic 
field into isolated flux tubes at supergranule boundaries is 
a consequence of the strong superadiabatic temperature gradient, 
in the first few thousand kilometres beneath the photosphere.
This ’superadiabatic effect’ results from the general downdraft 
in the boundary. The downdraft is enhanced by the reduced ■ 
temperature, and the upper portion of the field is strongly 
concentrated (Parker, 1978). Convective instability as a 
mechanism responsible for the high field strength observed for 
the small-scale field network, has also been proposed in Chapter 
4 and also by Unno and Ando (1979) and Spruit and Zweibel (1979; 
see also Spruit, 1979). This takes place when the value of the 
field strength at the photospheric level is below a critical 
value, which divides stability , and instability. The concentration 
of magnetic field by convection has been considered by Galloway 
et al (1977)(Bee also Galloway et al, 1978; Peckover and Weiss, 
1978), whilst Zwaan (1978) suggests that magnetic flux emerging 
in active regions is already in concentrated form before pene
trating the photosphere (see also Stenflo, 1976a).

In this • chapter we turn to a consideration of the effect 
of a steady flow in a magnetic flux tube. The topic is of in
trinsic interest but gains added interest in view of the observ
ation correlation of field concentrations and flows (see Chapter 
1)• Steady flow along a magnetic flux tube has been considered 
by a number of authors. Parker (1977) has argued that the
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1
observed concentration, of field may be attributable, in part, 

to the dynamical flow of gas along the field. Ribes and Unno 

(1976) have investigated the hydromagnetic structure of the 

chromosphere near the supergranule boundary and have included 

the thermodynamic effect of compression (Unno and Ribes, 1979)*

Their model gives a temperature excess similar to that observed 

from facula observations (Chapman, 1970; Mehltretter, 197^+5 
Stenflo, 1975; Muller, 1975), but the predicted high speed (6km s ^ )

of the downdraft is somewhat larger than that observed. Spruit 

(1979) has proposed that the observed downdraft may be the result 

of an overstable oscillation, driven by lateral heat exchange 

just below the solar surface, but damped in higher layers.

Observations of the steady velocity component as a function 

of height in magnetic flux tubes in the photosphere have been 

presented recently by Giovanelli and Slaughter (1978), vzho find 

somewhat perplexingly that the mean downward velocity increases 

rapidly with depth (see Section 6.2, Figure 6.1). The magnitude 
varies from zero (i 0.1 km s ^) in the line Mg I 5183$ (formed 

in the non-magnetic atmosphere at approximately 8^-0 km above
= 1) to 0.6 km s’1 in the line CI 9111 ft (~ 160 km).

— 1Giovanelli and Slaughter also give a corrected value of 1.6 km s ,
from Harvey’s (1976) observations, for the 156^8 ft line (^ 0 km).

Spruit (1976) has derived from Frazier’s (197^) data an upper

limit of 2.5 km s . if the flow were confined within the

magnetic structure. However, Stenflo (1976a), whose data

indicates that the average downdraft velocity in magnetic 
•"1elements is less than 1 km s (Stenflo, 1973) argues

that the velocity field does not have as pronounced a fine structure

■ "S.

1

>1 
' *« 
J

as the magnetic field. The velocity profile is broader than the
■
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corresponding magnetic field profile, with a substantial fraction 
of the downward mass flux occurring immediately outside the 
magnetic structures.

In the chromosphere and chromosphere-corona transition
zone above the supergranulation network, Lites et al (1975)
have recorded systematic and persistent downward flows in both
quiet and active regions. The mean velocities roughly double
from the mid-chromosphere to the transition zone, generally
being about 2 km s for the chromospheric line of Si II and 
. . -1increasing to about 5 km s for the transition zone line Si IV 
(T. 60,000 K). These flows are an extension of the super
granular flows observed in photospheric lines, with the super
granular circulation extending upwards along the known magnetic 
field structure. Brueckner's results (see White, 1977) clearly 
demonstrate the existence of downflows of at least 10 km s" 
in the quiet chromosphere (T^on100,000 K) and the excess of 
downflows over upflows. In the active regions of the Sun, 
downflows of 5 “ 20 km s have also been observed in a plage 
by Brueckner(White, 1977) in the C IV 1550 X line, while Bruner 

et al (1976) also report 50 km s in C IV emitted by a bright 
sunspot plume. In'the lower-lying Si II line, Lites et al (1975)
report downward motions of 4 - 6 km s in a sunspot. Flows

-1with velocities of 25 - 50 km s into sunspots have also been 
observed (Haughen,1967; Loughhead, 1968; Bray, 1974; Maltby, 1975)

Upward-flowing material has been recorded in the quiet
chromosphere by Brueckner ('White, 1977) in a quiet unipolar 

-1region, with a velocity of 5 - 10 km s , and there is now 
evidence of upward flow in the supergranulation cells with a
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very inhomogeneous downflow, at the cell boundaries for the 
15,000 K to 100,000 K range in the transition zone (White, 1977).

The complex pattern of flows that are an important part of 
the structure of the solar atmosphere has only begun to be in
vestigated theoretically (see the recent review by Priest, 1980).
The observed dominance of downflow over upflow poses the question

; as to the source of the material. Pneuraan and Kopp (1977, 1978)
■ point out that spicules supply material to the corona at a rate

far in excess to that which is removed by the solar wind, and 
suggest that the observed downflow in the transition region net
work overlying the supergranulation boundaries may represent

■ spicular material returning to the chromosphere after being
heated to coronal temperatures. They also shov/ that the enthalpy
flux associated with■the downflow of coronal material exceeds
the inward flow due to thermal conduction by a considerable 
amount and may thus constitute an important if not dominant 
energy source for the transition region.

Further studies on steady flows in the chromosphere and • 
corona include: the chromospheric counterpart of . the Evershed 
effect, which is characterized by an inflow of material froj 
the chromosphere into a sunspot (Maltby, 1975; Meyer and Schmidt, 
1968); flovns in the corona giving rise to quiescent prominences 
(Pikel’ner, 1971); and siphon flows in coronal loops (Cargill 
and Priest, 198O; Yeh, 1977). Stationary two-dimensional isothermal 
flow, parallel to magnetic lines of force, have also been con
sidered in connection with the hydrodynamic support of a spicule, 
(Unno et. al, 1974; see also Ribes and Unno, 1976).

I
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Having presented a brief review of the observations and 
theory of steady flows in the solar atmosphere, we shall now 
proceed, in the following section, to consider the theoretical 
implications of the observations of Giovanelli and Slaughter 
(1978) of the decrease vith height of the downflow in magnetic 

flux tubes in the photosphere.

6.2 Downflows in Magnetic Flux Tubes
Magnetic regions and'in particular intense flux tubes at 

supergranule boundaries are almost always associated with down
ward velocities (Beckers and Schroter, 1968; Stenflo , 1976a).
The recent results of Giovanelli and Slaughter (1978) indicate 
that, in solar magnetic tubes, the flow is steady and, over the 
height range observed (from Ca I 9111 up to Ca II 8542),.the 
mean downward velocity increases rapidly with depth (see Figure 6.1)

If the flow is not confined within the magnetic structure, 
as suggested by*Stenflo (1976a), then the increase With depth of 
the vertical velocity component may simply be due to the increase 
in the vertical component of the supergranular motion outside 
the flux tube. However, Giovanelli and Slaughter (1978) propose 
that the increase may be a consequence of inflow of neutral matter 
in the neighbourhood of the temperature minimum (Giovanelli, 1977)- 
In this section we shall investigate the dynamical equations 
governing the steady flow of an inviscid ideal gas along a magnetic 
flux tube and attempt to relate the results to observations.

Consider a flux tube of cross-sectional area A(z) embedded 
vertically in a non-magnetic region. The basic equations governing 
the steady longitudinal flow v(z) of a gas along the tube are

l
(Parker, 1977; Unno and Ribes, 1979)

... .. . * .... ......... ■>„ .2, . ...C. . . ... h ... 1_..
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and

vA = / ?

BA = J p

dv =dz
dp
dz - pe,

(6.2.1)
(6.2,2)

(6.2.5)
where p, p and B are the pressure, density and magnetic field 
intensity; is the mass flux and the magnetic flux (both 
constant) and g is the acceleration due to gravity. We have 
assumed that the physical quantities within the tube vary with 
height z only.

The pressure and density are related by the gas law, which 
ve may vrite in the form

p(z) = , (6.2.M

where the temperature scale-height inside the tube is A-/2) =
RT^Cz)//-/, withal being the mean molecular weight and E the gas
constant.
Combining Equations (6.2.1) to (6.2.4) gives

2 • A 'z_ _ +1- + b
sAi v Ai Ai B

(6.2.5)

where a dash refers to differentiation with respect to the vertical
coordinate z.

We may note that by introducing the function

i(z) = B(z)A±(z)exp ( ) » (6.2.6)

Equation (6.2.5) may be re-written in the convenient form
• 4 , ,

$ ■ '

2 .(1 - 2- (l 2' v
cN

(6.2.5)’
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where = (g/\32 in the ’Newtonian’ (or isothermal) sound speed 

of gas inside the flux tube.

It is apparent from the above that for a given f, i.e. for 

a given B(z) and\.(z)5 Equation (6.2.5) ’ is quadratic in v and 

so is incapable of distinguishing between ascending and descending 

motions. Such a distinction arises only when (6.2,5)' is supple

mented by an energy equation, relating the flow v and scale- 

height /\(sz). (For a more extensive discussion of the thermo

dynamics we refer the reader to the recent paper by Unno and 

Ribes (1979)).

Consider the implications of (6.2.5)’, regarded as determining 

v(z) for given temperature and magnetic field profiles. We see 

that for a flow that is subsonic (with respect to the 'Newtonian’ 

sound speed Oe» so v < c^), the velocity v(z) cannot decrease 

with height unless the magnetic field decreases sufficiently 

rapidly. For example, with an isothermal interior, the magnetic 

field would need to decrease faster than exp(-z//\e) for the 

velocity to decrease with height. Observations do indeed imply 

that the magnetic fieldlines fan out rapidly with height (Frazier 

and Stenflo, 1972.., but very little is known about the exact 

height variation of the field (Stenflo, 1976a). Both Spruit 

(1979) and Giovanelli and Slaughter (1978) state that the decrease 

of density above the surface is always faster than the increase 

in cross-section of the tube. Spruit concludes that the flow 

cannot be stationary and Giovanelli and Slaughter conclude (from 

Equation (6.2.1)) that there must be an inflow of matter from the 

exterior. Gabriel (1976) has calculated the expansion of the 

network field in the chromosphere and finds that, at a height
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of 1500 km, the field has become almost horizontal and overlies 

the entire supergranule. Much above this height, photospheric 

flux tubes lose their individuality (Spruit, 1977)«'

Returning to Equation (6.2.5)'» we see that if the magnetic 

field does not decrease sufficiently rapidly, so that the right

hand side of (6.2.6)’ remains positive, then a steady subsonic 

stream, at z - 0 say, would increase with height z > 0, the 

limiting velocity being vc = (g/\^(zmax))21 occurring at a limiting 

height z • This result shows that for such a magnetic flux 

tube it is impossible to have a stationary, one-dimensional flow 

of a gas in a gravitational field (Stanyukovich, i960); a dynamical 

solution does not exist throughout the atmosphere.

The above result may be conveniently illustrated by again 

considering an isothermal atmosphere, when (6.2.5) has the first 

integral

n /v(z) B(0)s X°S v(0) B(z) ~ ■ (v2(z). - v2(0) = 
2sAi Ai

(6.2.7)

The solutions of (6.2.7) for a uniform magnetic field (B(z) = B(0)) 

are sketched in Figure 6.2, for several speeds v(0) at z - 0.

In contrast to the above discussion, where the specification 

of the magnetic field provides a constraint upon the flow, we 

may allow the tube to respond to changes in the flow, and thus 

to changes in the internal gas pressure, by assuming that the 

gas pressure external to the tube is kept fixed.

To isolate the effects of flow inside the tube, we shall 

suppose that the gas outside the tube is in hydrostatic equil

ibrium, so that its pressure p (z) and density >o (z) areG / G
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related by

pdz) = ~ /a(z)«- (6.2.8)

In addition, we shall assume that the tube maintains lateral

pressure balance, so that

Pg(z)x e = p(z)
2(z) 

+ 2A (6.2.9)

where is the magnetic permeability. This is valid provided 

the tube is slender so that the effects of magnetic tension and 

centrifugal force are negligible. Then (6.2.5)» (6.2.8) and

(6.7.9) yield

(6.2.10)

A
where c. = (#p//>)2 is the adiabatic speed of sound 

A
tube, c = (jPe///)2 is the corresponding speed in

A
)2 is the Alfven speed, and c.

Newtonian tube speed defined by

exterior, v. = B/(t<y4

inside the

the tube's

is the

2 2
C.TV.N A
2 2

C,. + V AN k

2 2
°0VA

2 2Equation (6.2.10) possesses a singular point at v = c

and so has a solution extending throughout the atmosphere only if

» 2 2

2 1 2 r . 6 cA e

at v2 = cg . (6.2.11)
Jti

In particular, in an isothermal atmosphere with temperatures

equal inside and outside the tube (so that the external scale-

height A equals A-)» the condition (6.2.11) cannot be satisfied, 0 1

c 2
2 2 c- $vA0

2’
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and. so there is no steady solution throughout the atmosphere

(Parker, 1977). However, if /\ 4= /\q then there is a solution 

throughout the atmosphere provided

„ , Ae

(Unno et al, 197^).

2 2In general, for A^ 4 Ae» anc^ provided v < cR, the solution

for the velocity will increase with height (unless A- is sufficiently 
2 2negative), and break down at a height z , where v = c^. Therefore, 

we must conclude that the interior of the flux tube is hotter

than the exterior for the flow to. decrease with height. The

question that arises is: what internal temperature distribution 

would give rise to a flow decreasing with height, and is this 

temperature excess supported by the observations?

The observations show that the small-scale magnetic fields 

of 1 - 2 kG are associated with strong atmospheric heating 

(Stenflo , 1976a). In the photosphere there seems to be a one- 

to-one correlation between magnetic field concentrations and the 

hotter regions in the network (Stenflo, 1973)• Facula models, 

giving a temperature excess in the magnetic field above the 

photosphere, have been proposed. A facula model should be 

identical with a model of a magnetic element or a model of the 

quiet region network (Stenflo, 1976a; Mehltretter, 197^)1 but these 

may be two distinct but superimposed features (Muller, 1975)*

Models have been constructed describing faculae as structures 

having a temperature excess at higher photospheric layers 

(Rogerson, 1961; Chapman, 1970; Milkey, 1970; Stellmacher and 

Wiehr, 1971, 1973; Mehltretter, 197^; Muller, 1975; Stenflo, 1975).
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stenflo (1975) constructs a model of a basic element, with field 

strength 2 kG and with a temperature enhancement beginning at 

about 180 km above T^qqq = 1 in the Harvard-Smithsonian Reference 

Atmosphere (HSRA)(Gingerich at al, 1971) and increasing rapidly 

with height. Milkey (1970) considers_ the problem of the heating 

of the chromosphere in the regions of intensified magnetic field, 

which occur above the boundaries of supergranulation cells, and he 

concludes that there should be a temperature enhancement in the

regions of the chromospheric network, beginning at a height of 

750 km and becoming more pronounced with height. Chapman (1970) 

constructs models of solar faculae, cospatial with strong photo

spheric magnetic fields, from continuum observations and the 

temperature of his adopted model begins to rise at about a height 

of 150 km and is approximately 1pOO K above that of the undisturbed 

chromosphere at a height of 400 km. The source of the heating 

may be fast-mode hydromagnetic shock waves (Milkey, 1970; Stellmacher 

and Wiehr, 1973; Stenflo, 1976a; Osterbrock, 1961), though Unno 

and Ribes (1979) argue that this is insufficient to account for 

the large temperature excess and that a more natural explanation 

is the entropy transport from above.

1n order to see whether the observed temperature excess is 

consistent with a downflow decreasing with height, we shall suppose 

that we have a (prescribed) steady downflow, decreasing with 

increasing height in the atmosphere in a region of intense magnetic 

field, and consider the consequences of Equation (6.2.10). 1f 

we ' specify the velocity profile, then there remain three para

meters which govern the solution and must be specified in order

to determine the magnetic field and temperature. These are
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but are not independent since we must have the solution for 

the velocity which passes through the critical point of (6.2,10). 

Therefore, we prescribe M and n and calculate the critical value

of A ,

Introducingjfollowing Parker (1977),the non-dimensional variables

W _ -B_ , p - -Pe - , „ _ , r „ _Z_ . p _ .
Y - B(o) f - p To)” * - v(o) J - (0) A " A (o)O • 'Cs

Equations (6,2.1) - (6,2,4) combine to give

wd» _ 1_ 
dj - 2n

(6,2.12)

for magnetic field in terms of the flow^, The internal temperature

is given by

» A • (6.2.13)
A f 1 -n *

Prescribing the velocity profile and the parameters M and n,

we may solve Equation (2,6,12) for the magnetic field and use

(2,6,15) to calculate the internal temperature, For example,

taking n = 0,4 and M = 0,012, corresponding to a magnetic field 
-1 .of 1200G and a velocity of 1 km s at z = 0, and taking the 

external pressure profile to be that given by the HSRA, we find 

that A = 1,4 for a prescribed velocity profile of 33 v/v(0) = 

exp(-0,4j), chosen to model the results of Giovanelli and Slaughter 

(1978), Figure 6.3 shows the external temperature profile (HSRA) 

and the corresponding internal temperature, The magnetic field 

profile is sic etched in Figure 6,4,

Figure 6,3 shows that the temperature in the interior is 

greater than that in the exterior at z = 0, but the difference 

decreases with height until it is negligible at around the temperature
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1-5

Figure 6.3 - The internal temperature profile (compared to the HSRA) required 
to give a decreasing velocity profile v = v(0)ezp(-0.4z//^(0)). matching the 
results of Giovanelli and Slaughter. We have taken n = 0.^ and M = 0.012.
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minimum, The temperature excess at the origin (24-00K) is larger

than that observed,though Chapman’s model does give an excess 

of up to 15OOK. Also, the temperature excess occurs over a 

lower range in the atmosphere than observations.of photospheric 

faculae suggest. This is because we have assumed that the

the range 0-500 km above = 1. This may not be so, since

Giovanelli and Slaughter’s (1978) results, for the velocity of 

gas flow in magnetic elements as measured in various lines, are 

plotted against the approximate height of formation of the line 

in the non-magnetic atmosphere.

There are general uncertainties in the heights of formation 

of the lines (Schmieder, 198O), which may be very different inside 

the tube (Durrant, 198O; Giovanelli and Ramsay, 1971) and so 

Giovanelli and Slaughter’s results could be misleading.

Figure 6,4 shows a very rapid decrease in magnetic field 

is required for a decreasing flow, A consequence of this is 

that there is a very rapid decrease in the Alfven speed since 

V5 '''-&/£> zv"v B by Equations (6.2.1) and (6,2.2) .and both B and 

v are decreasing with height. This is in contrast to Stenflo’s 

(1975) model, where the Alfven speed increases with height.

We may conclude from the above calculations that in order 

to have a steady velocity decreasing with height in a magnetic 

flux tube in pressure balance with its surroundings, there must 

be a significant temperature excess, giving rise to a rapid decrease 

in magnetic field. Improved observations are needed of the 

height variation of the magnetic field and the nature of the

steady flow.
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Finally it is worthwhile to comment upon some of the 

assumptions we have made. We have assumed that the flow is des

cribed by Equations (6.2.1) - (6.2.4) and that the total pressure 

(on the axis) is equal to the external gas pressure at the same 

height. This is a reasonable approximation where the tube is 

slender, but may become invalid when the tube begins to fan out 

rapidly. Also, we have assumed continuity of mass flux (Equation 

(6.2.1)), which,Giovanelli suggests (Giovanelli, 1977; Giovanelli 

and Slaughter, 197^)-may be inappropriate, especially in the 

vicinity of the temperature minimum. Since the velocity increases 

with depth, A must decrease with depth and Giovanelli and Slaughter 

argue that p decreases faster with depth than A decreases, from 

v/hich it follows that the flux of matter is unlikely to be constant

but that it increases with depth due to inflow across the magnetic

field.

Considering further the suggestion of Giovanelli and Slaughter,

we sketch in Figure 6.5, a flux tube between the levels z^ and z,

(taken to be '160 km and 840 km above X^qqq = 1) with downward

mass flux and ait each level. Giovanelli and Slaughter?

estimate yo «y^/500 and A^ 1OAq, where yo and A are the density

and area of the flux tube and the subscripts refer to the levels

Zq and z_. Therefore, for a downward velocity increasing with

depth (v' < vQ), we have /^A^v^ £ yj^Aovo/5O; and so the mass

flow out of the flux 'tube at level z_ must result from an inflow 
-1in the region between the heights z^ and z^. For 1 km s

and a tube of radius 150 km at zQ, the mass flux, is given by

2.25X /%1019 (6.2*14)

l
. -3where y^ is in g cm ,

A’ it ;
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Nov; the mass, M, of the chromosphere, between the levels 

Zq and z ., above a supergranule cell of radius D is

M = XD p( z)az, (6.2.15)

where, .(z) is the density at height z averaged over a horizontal 

plane. Equation (6.2.15) may be approximated by

M - xir((zq)A0 (6.2. 10)
for a density profile p- .(z„)e

-(z-zQ)//\0 -(Zl-Zo)/Ao
, and e «. 1 ;

Aq is the scale height. For Aq <^150 km and D <*-”15OOO km, (6.2.16)

gives

M -v 3.37 7c 1025 >5(z ) . (6.2.17)

Since a flux tube has a lifetime of about 8 minutes* (see Chapter 1) 

then by Equations (6.2.14) and (6.2.17), the mass drained out of 

the chromosphere in that time (assuming ) is approximately

3.2 x 10-4M . (6.2.18 )

This is not a significant fraction of the mass above the 

supergranular cell though it must be remembered that at any one 

time there are approximately 100 flux tubes per supergranular 

cell (see Chapter 1). If each one drains the amount given by 

(6.2.18) in its lifetime, then over a period of approximately 

30 lifetimes (4 hours) the total mass would be drained.

* The lifetime of 8 minutes should be taken cautiously; it 
is very difficult to track a single flux tube for long, so it may 
just be that the tube is shunted around supergranular boundaries, 
preserving its identity, and * disappears' from view in about this „ 
time; but it is still there, of course, only in a different 
position.
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Thus, in a fairly short tini-scale, flux tubes drain a 

significant amount of matter from the chromosphere. Presumably 

this is being replaced constantly by spicules. An -alternative 

to the above argument vould be to have >> A^ : i.e. for the 

field to decrease rapidly with height as ve have suggested 

earlier in this chapter on different grounds.

It is unlikely that any appreciable flow across the magnetic 

field can occur except, perhaps, around about two scale heights 

of the temperature minimum (Durrant, 198O). If this is so, the 

inflow idea of Giovanelli would seem improbable, especially as 

he finds the major velocity changes near the photosphere, wOere 

inflow cannot occur to any appreciable extent.

6.3 Discussion .

Observations do indeed show that intense fields are associated 

with strong atmospheric heating- (Stenflo, 1976a). Further it is 

interesting to note that the recent calculations by Spruit (1979) 

of the collapsed state of a magnetic flux tube give an interior 

atmosphere significantly hotter, in the layers immediately above

= 1, than the external atmosphere of the tube. With regard5 ooo
to, the decrease in magnetic field strength, observations indicate 
a rapid fanning of the flux tube (Frazier and Stenflo, 1972) but 

very little is known about the exact height variation of the 

field (stenflo, 1976a). „

Thus, in summary, it would appear that the observed temperatur 

excess over the first few hundred kilometres above - 1

contributes to the increase with depth of the observed steady 

velocity profile (Figure 6.1) in intense magnetic tubes. The 

calculation presented in Section 6.2 .supports this and shows
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that when a flow is present the magnetic field strength must

decrease more rapidly with height than it does in the static

situation. This must be so for the mass flux to remain constant

with height. However, this may not be the whole story and there 

may be other effects which contribute to the observed structure 

in velocity. Possible alternatives that have been suggested 

are: an inflow of neutral gas through the sides of the flux tube 

in the neighbourhood of the temperature minimum (Giovanelli, 1977)? 

as discussed earlier; a finite amplitude effect of convective

instability (Unno and Ando, 1979); a non-steady flow resultingi
from overstability (Spruit, 1979)• Also, the supergranular

flow pattern, mentioned in Section 6.2 may influence the observations 

considerably. Unfortunately, none of these possibilities has been 

adequately explored, and further investigations (both observational 

and theoretical) are necessary before a clear explanation is 

likely to emerge. It may be that all of these effects (and so 

single effect) combine to give the observed velocity structure.
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Chapter 7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

This thesis has been concerned with the nature of motions

in magnetic fields, with most emphasis being placed on the study 

of the small-scale intense magnetic fields located at the super

granular boundaries. The properties of these small-scale fields 

were summarized in Chapter 1 and, as a preliminary to our discussion 

of motions in such structures, we reviewed, in the first part of 

the second chapter, wave propagation in an unbounded atmosphere*

In the second part of that chapter, we considered wave propagation 

in a stratified atmosphere permeated by ,a uniform, vertical 

magnetic field and we derived equations' governing the velocity 

perturbations. Though the general forms of these equations 

were not discussed in detail, it was pointed out'that’both equations 

have regular singularities, where the solutions are well-behaved. 

Further investigation of the nature of these equations, in order 

to determine, for example, whether the ’value* effect (Acheson,

1972) occurs in the neighbourhood of the critical level, is con

sidered worthwhile. Exact solutions for the velocity perturbations

were obtained for the special cases of an isothermal atmosphere 

and a strong magnetic field; the latter was investigated in' some 

detail to see if the resonance, suggested by Hollweg (1979), 

were present. There was found to be no maximum response in the 

region of the acoustic cut-off frequency for the vertical velocity 

driven by the horizontal velocity component. However, the results 

may be different for the vertical, velocity driven by the pressure, 

as is found in the non-magnetic atmosphere, where there is a 

peak in the response for frequencies close to the acoustic cut

off frequency (Moore, 1974).
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In Chapter 3 we considered the nature of waves in an isolated 

magnetic flux tube. The full complexity of wave propagation in a 

magnetic flux tube in a uniform atmosphere has only recently been 

treated in detail (Roberts, 1980) and, in the first part of Chapter 

3, we presented results for axisymmetric perturbations only, 

deriving the governing dispersion relation and solving it for 

the case of a slender flux tube. The study of wave propagation >

in structured magnetic fields has wide application in the solar

atmosphere, and should be an important area for future research.

. The propagation of waves in a flux tube in a stratified atmosphere, ’ .•*

discussed in the second part of Chapter 3? was based on an 

approximate basic state and an expansion procedure for the 

perturbations. The expansion procedure was given in detail, 

since Chapters and 5 rely heavily on its results. The equation 

derived for the vertical velocity perturbation was for the ’slow 

mode’ wave only.. Thus, perturbations in the exterior were con

sidered negligible. The exterior sound wave solution may be 

important in determining the actual motions present in the tube.

The nature of convective instability, as a means of achieving

the observed kilogauss fields, was explored in Chapter A

necessary and sufficient condition for convective stability to

occur inside the tube was derived for a tube of infinite depth,

with a uniform temperature gradient. We suggested that the

observed downdrafts inside intense tubes, if a manifestation of *
if

convective instability, are thus likely to be a transient *

phenomenon in which the field inside the tube is intensified. 3

«
In Chapter 5 the effect of radiation on waves propagating

•1
in a magnetic field was discussed. Assuming Newton’s law of

1
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cooling we considered the propagation of magneto-acoustic waves 

in a (uniform) radiating atmosphere and then included the im

portant effect of lateral boundaries, deriving the dispersion 

relation and solving for the circumstances of a slender tube.

A flux tube in a stratified atmosphere was investigated using 

the approximation developed in Chapter Difficulties arose

in applying the results to the solar atmosphere, since observations 

of phase differences and phase lags refer to a mean atmosphere 

and not specifically to intense flux tubes. The results of the 

chapter may be indicative of the effect of damping of waves in 

magnetic tubes, but Newton’s law of cooling is only an approximate 

form for a non-magnetic atmosphere, and until an adequate theory 

exists for wave propagation in a radiating atmosphere with a 

magnetic field present and more observations of tubes are made, 

it is not considered worthwhile to pursue this line of investigation.

In fact one of the main difficulties in applying the results

of this thesis is the lack of detailed observations of motions

in tubes and the structure of the field. This applies also to 

the final chapter on flows in magnetic fields. Whether or not 

the results of Giovanelli and Slaughter (1978) can be■ considered 

as truly representative of the flow in a magnetic flux tube is 

far from established yet. Theory indicates that the observed 

flow would require a very rapid decrease of the magnetic field 

with height, together with a significant temperature excess, 

or an excessive inflow of neutral matter in the neighbourhood 

of the temperature minimum. Perhaps a combination of the two 

mechanisms may be responsible for the observed flow profile.

The subject of intense magnetic fields is a varied and 

interesting one. In this thesis we have considered some of
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the problems associated with these small-scale structures, yet 

there are many areas for further investigation. What is the 

connection between spicules and the flux tubes? Do the waves 

propagating along the tubes provide a significant source of 

energy for heating the chromosphere? Further studies, both 

theoretical and observational, are needed before such questions 

can be adequately answered.
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